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Trying to be is being in sorrow, aspiring to a big challenge, setting
out to journeys that will never end.
The only thing that shortens the ways is “master”.
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The minds, which are accustomed to achieve their desires easily,
are unaware of the fact that they are consumed as long as they
consume.
If the instructions by masters increase, our artists will increase
as well. Skill will be blended effort and patience in the hands of
masters, the customs and the rules of conduct will be put into
play, subsequently the masters will be excelled.
In brief, art needs master, master needs aspirant; to difficulty,
patience, effort, suffering and afterwards grace...
We are together again with the 16th issue of our ISMEK
Handicrafts Magazine. After long occupation and intense labour,
we prepared an edition which we hope, will add some colour to
our lives. In every edition we present, we struggle to say that
“Probably, this is the best ever.“ You also with your great interest
show that these efforts are not wasted.
We pay great respect and send love to our masters from whom
we learnt a lot, and we plead for a productive life from “The
Greatest Master”.
Muhammet ALTINTAS
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From the Mayor...
Dear Istanbul Residents,
Every society exists with its history and lives with it. Just as
a tree torn apart from its root cannot turn green and carry
on its existence, it is the doomsday of societies to break
with the values that generates them.
We are the descendants of a generation which claims and
preserves its traditional values in every age from past to
present. It is the sign of this consciousness that many more
of our traditional arts like tezhip (ornamenting something
(written by hand) with gilted and painted designs),
calligraphy and marbling still exists today. Because art is
a part of culture for every society and while preserving
traditional values, it is unthinkable to miss out art.
We are the descendants of an ancestry that ruled the
world with great clemency. We know that most of the
Ottoman Sultans who made history and defeated so many
countries, gained this great clemency by the branches of
art and craft they engaged in. There were sultans who

engaged in music and poetry and created compositions
and verses, also there were sultans who shaped precious
stones including their own soul. In brief each one not only
engaged in art and craft but also protected and looked
after artists and scientists.
Coming from such a tradition, we also endeavour
to protect and support art and artist. Handicrafts
magazine published within ISMEK for years is a part of
this endeavour too. We present another edition of our
magazine which is cited with praises in the region of art,
to your appreciation. Just like in every edition, you will
read the articles by esteemed writers and interviews done
with valuable artists in 16th issue too.
As Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality , we will continue
supporting art and artists in Istanbul which is the cultural
capital of Turkey.
With my best wishes for a world that is refined with art
and education and full of love and toleration...

The Mayor Of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality

Sishane Metro Sales Office Phone: +90 212 250 90 35

Aesthetical Seal
of Sultan:Tughra
by Irem GUVEN
II. Abdulhamid’s Tughra

Suleiman the Magnificent’s Tughra

Even though its past stands upon the Oghuzs, Tughra (the signature of the Sultan) remindes people of the Ottoman Empire.
While tughra was being used as the signature of the Sultan's glamorous sovereignty in the past, it is being used in decoration
nowadays. Tughras, used as the hallmark of sovereignty once upon a time, have become the signature of aesthetics now. It
sometimes appears on a painting hanging on the wall, sometimes on a slim tea cup, or sometimes on the stone of a glamorous
ring. We interwiewed the tughra artist Ismet Keten about tughra whose aim of use has completely changed recently.
The young lineage, "shehzade" (the son of the sultan), who was in his teenagehood yet, proves himself on his district
to where he had been sent with the Sultan's order. He practiced on governing in his district by the supports of his tutor, Lala, and he was dreaming about reign. The young shehzade were educated in riding and using sword since his
childhood. He also received education from the biggest religious intellectuals of his period. In short, he was grown up
perfectly in every subject. Now, he was ready to order the Ottoman Empire that was ruling all world if his destiny let him
to. One day, he became the owner of the reign that he had been dreaming about for a long time. He was a Sultan now.
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He took over the reign by enthronement ceremony and commands to give gratuity and promotion to his subjects. There
were not any other words or commands upon him anymore.
After he had reigned the crown, there was another thing that
had to be done : to decide a seal and a signature for himself.
This signature "Tughra" were used on several official documents
such as charters, declarations, decrees, provisions, property records, endowments and also on coins, flags and official buildings.
We talked to tughra artist Ismet Keten about tughra which is used out
of its function in these days. Mr. Keten says that according to historical
sources, tughras include Ottoman Sultans' names and titles and stands
back to the Oghuzs. He also adds that the word "tughra" used to be
originally spelled as "tugrag" in the first dictionary of Turkish language,
Divan-i Lugatit Turk by Kashgarian Mahmud. However, in Anatolian dia-

II. Selim’s Tughra

lect, the use of "tugra" became widespread because
the sound "g" was not read at the end of the word.
Mr Keten also states that "tugra" means "sign"
in Persian and "charter" in Arabic. Ismet keten remindes us that the game "yazi-tura", which means
pitch-and-toss, comes from the name tugra. "The
side of the coins showing the price is called "yazi"
and the other side is called "tura" which comes from
"tugra" he says.

were called "keside". The Mamelukes did not use
tughra on every documents. Tughras preparee before were pasted on the related document.

He also wants to point out the form of tugra. Apart
from the Oghuzs, the Anatolian Seljuks, other small
Anatolian dynasties, the Mamelukes and finally the
Ottomans used tughra. As the time pased, it took
this current form. As it is understood from the recorded sources, in Great Seljuk Empire and and the
Anatolian Seljuks used curved tughras. On the tughras that transmitted to the Mamelukes via the
Ayyubids, vertical lines were used and these lines

Keten states that tughra contains the name of the
sultan and his father. Moreover, there was a prayer
on it:"El-Muzaffer daima" (means 'always have victory'), he points out that tughras were not created by
the Sultans. They were created by the people, who
had been charged for this mission, in the very first
day of the reign. Those creators were called 'nisanci,
tugrakes, tugrai, tugranuvis or tevkii'. They presented different patterns of tughras to the sultan and he
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Tughra in Ottoman Empire
Tughra artist Ismet Keten says the first tughra used in
the Ottoman Empire belongs to Orhan Gazi. Apart
from Osman Gazi, the founder of the empire, Ottoman
Sultans had their own tughras as from Orhan Gazi.

chose one of them. This pattern was not changed till
the end of his reign. However, sultan's tughra could
have appearances more than one. The only thing that
didn't change on tughra was its text and linear order
cakle "istif". After the tughra had been determined,
seals were made. They were scratched on emerald or
gold. They were circular, angled or sometimes ringshaped.
Expression of "Duty should be done as required" was
added on tughra with the sultan's own handwriting
and it was called "Hatt-i Humayun" (the handwriting
of honourable sultan). It was usually used on decrees
and commands. Keten says this part was ornamented
with illumination and this illumination could change
according to where it was going to be sent.
Keten emphasizes that tughra was only used by the
Sultan and the ones who used galse tughra were
executed. Other officials of the empire used to use
"pence" instead of tughra. There were some differences between tughra and pence. Pence was
single curved and it was sealed on the
right side of the page. Grand vi-

ziers used penece on decrees that they approved officially with the seal saying "ordered". It is not known
when pence was started to be used. It gave way to
official towards the end of the nineteenth century.
Four Parts of Tughra
Keten states that the text on tughra was
written from down to top. The name of the
sultan was written at the bottom and his
father's name took part on the top. Those
names were sometimes nested. Tughra was
made up of four parts. In the first part, the

text took place. In this text the names of the sultan's
father were presented together with the words : sah,
khan (means sultan) and el-muzaffer (means who
gains victory). This part was nearly in the shape of
rectangle, but then it took its current form, shape of a
circle. The second part of tughra was called "beyze".
This part was created by curving the Arabic letter
"nun" at the end of the words of "bine" and "khan"
and it took place on the left side of composition.
The third part of tughra was called "tug", where the
stripes like "elif" (the first letter of Arabic alphabet)
took place towards to the top of tughra. These stripes
were not always elif. The fourth and the last part of
tughra was called "hancere" or "kol". This part was
continuation of "beyze" and it past over the word
"el-muzaffer" which is a template and it reaches to
the right side of tughra.
Using the names of sultans' fathers on tughras had
been first used as from Sultan Murat I. After Celebi
Mehmet (Mehmet I), the word "khan" was added
to it. Moreover, "el-muzaffer daima" had been used
since the reign of Murat Khan (Murat II). Then again,
after Sultan Selim had conquered Iran, the word
"sah" took place on tughras.
Keten adds that only black colour was used in the
time of Mehmet the Conqueror and also before him.
However, accompanied with Kanuni (Suleyman I)
navy blue became one of the colours in tughra. Then,
maroon was added during Abdulmecid's reign and
this ink is called "lâl ink" (means ruby ink).
They also sometimes used gold.
Aesthetically the most beautiful tughra
belongs to Sultan Abdulhamid. It was
created by Calligraphist Sami Efendi. It is
known as the sultan of tughras. "It has
the dandiest calligraphy because at that
time calligraphy was considerably developed" he explains. His favourite
tughra is Kanuni's tughra because
the fact that very little colour was
used in this tughra. Navy blue and
gold were comon colours used.
There were sometimes turquoise
and rarely included red. In the last
period of the Empire, baroque

and rococo style took place on tughras
because of European inspirations.
Flowers were coloured an shadowed. Then, Keten makes his
point that he could not say
III. Murad’s Tughra
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those tughras were "masterpieces", but Kanuni's
and Selim II 's tughras were not like that because they
were perfect in illumination. On the other hand, tughras in the last period were considerably superior to
previous ones.

tughra artists. After he had graduated from Gazi Univesity, from
the department of graphic arts, in
1974, he started to work in TRT.
In those years, he was going to
cartoon course and he illustrated
"With the And Cicada". He won
the animation award from Ministry
of Culture.

Illumination was sometimes
applied only to the part
where tughra took place and
also sometimes to whole
Orhan Ghazi’s Tughra
page. Ketsen states that he
He started to study on calligraphy
encountered wholly illumiand art of tughra in 1985. "I think
nated pages especially in Abdulhamit's tughras, but it tughra is like a sea, a large area, so I decided to learn
was vice versa in Kanuni's tughras : only tughra's part calligraphy and illumination. He took lessons from
illuminated. In addition to this, little golden roses that Fuat Basar, Ahmet Zeki Yavas and Omer Faruk Atabey.
shown magnificence of the Ottoman Empire were inHe is still carrying on Huseyin Oksuz's
tersperse among the text.
calligraphy lessons.
Rose figures on tughras were
dedicated to Prophet MoKeten has developed his own style ushammad and they also
ing golden and acrylic dye on silk. He has
pointed out the fidelity of
opened exhibitions in Istanbul, Ankara
the sultan to him. Besides,
and Izmir and also in abroad such
turbans od sheiks were ilas Chicago, Napoli, Vienna, Koweit,
lustrated on illumination
Umman, Tunisia, Morocco, and Ausduring Abdulhamit's period.
tralia. He prepared a book called
I. Murad’s Tughra
Those turbans were hallmarks of
"Tugra". In this book, there are tughras
which dervish lodge the sultan were
of all sultans and pences of other govfollowing.
ernment officials.
Keten says European countries are more interested
The Hallmark Of Sultanate
in tughra than Arab countries because Arab people
Once upon a time, tughras were used as the hallmark
know Arabic letters, but Europeans find it exof sultanate, but they are being used declaratively
otic.
nowadays. Artist Ismet Keten says that the tughras
he draws are being used in decorating. "I can draw
Masters of Tughra in History
either Kanuni's or Abdulhamit's tughras
The most remarkable tughrakeshes in hisin any size and there can be peotory are Mustafa Rakim Efendi, Sami Efendi
ple who want me to draw their
and Ismail Hakki Altunbezer. Calligraphist
names on tughras," he explains.
Mustafa Rakim has the same value with
what Mimar Sinan is known in arIsmet Keten tells about the prochitecture. He was
cess of creating tughra. First of
born in 1758 in
III.
Selim’s
all, composition must be decided. It
Ordu. He came to
Tughra
can sometimes take a lot of time. Some
Istanbul and received his first
letters can be difficult to put into hareducation there. He took lessons from
mony because you have to keep your
important calligraphists od his time. He
fidelity to form. Then you should put letters from painted the portrait of Selim III and it was highly apbottom to top. The Turks had always preferred tu- preciated. He was offered to be mudarris.
ghra form, so "kelime-i sahadet", "besmele-i serif"
Mustafa Rakim Efendi
and some verses of the
who is named as "GeKoran were written in
nious Calligraphist" is
tughra form.
also rewarded with other
piers such as calligrapher
Love of Tughra and
of tughra and painter of
Illumination
coin. The greatest artist's
Ismet Keten is one of the
artworks can be seen in
I. Beyazid’s Tughra
prominent names among
lots of collections and also
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Topkapi Palace. Mustafa Rakim Efendi
is paralyzed though the end of his life
and he passed away in 1826. He is
buried in Fatih-Karagumruk right
next to the vasat Atik Ali Mosque
as he wished in his testament.
Calligrapher Sami Efendi
was born in 1838 and he is
educated by Bosnian artificer Osman Efendi and
Mahmud Sakir Efendi.
Sami Efendi was gifted with the talent
of
calligraphing

Thuluth. His artworks which are calligraphed with ink are really rare to
find. His calligraphies are written
on black paper with rare yellow
arsenic ink with great revision.
Other than his artworks in
museums and collections,
his calligraphies above the
Nurosmaniye and Fesciler doors of Grand Bazaar are great examples of his art. And
another example
of his art can also
be seen above
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II.Mahmud’s Tughra

the Bayezid door which is the tughra that is calligraphed in the name of
II. Abdulhamit. His epigraphies in Nalli Mescid, Sehzadebasi, Atikali
Pasa Mosque and New Mosque are really famous. Sami
Efendi's epigraphy in New Mosque which is great
example of thuluth for the ones who like to learn
the art of Thuluth. In this epigrapy, all his epigrams can be seen. Sami Efendi is paralyzed
though the end of his life and he passed away
in 1912.

VI. Mehmet’s Tughra
(Last Sultan)

His tomb is in Fatih Mosque and his tomb
stone is calligraphed by his student Kamil
Akdik with thuluth art. Another great calligraphist of tughra is Ismail Hakki Altunbezer. He was born in
1973 and he learn art of thuluth and naskh from his father. Altunbezer
met Sami Efendi in 1890 in Dewan. Altunbezer learned the art of thuluth
and tughra from Sami Efendi who was the head of his departmant in Dewan. He was promoted and titled as head artificer of tughra in two years.
And he also continued his education on Thuluth in School of Art for four
years. And he was given the charge of Ottoman illumination. The illuminations are signed by his surname because
he himself dealed with all illuminations.
He was known as 'Hakki Bey the illuminator' because he had a lot of students that he tought art of illumination. Hakki Altunbezer, artificer
of tughra was really creative and
productive thoughout his lifetime.
Apart from his art works in museums and collections, he also signed
lots of letters, firmans and marshalships with his art. The calligraphies on
Yavuz Sultan Selim’s Tughra
domes of the mosques Selimiye, Edirnekapi,
Zeynep Sultan, Abdi Celebi and Semsi Pasa are calligraphed by Altunbezer and also in the mosques Laleli, Afyon, Eskisehir,
Bebek, Bakirkoy, Kamer
Hatun and Beyoglu Aga

have beautiful examples
of his art. And Altunbezer also signed his art
to last band script of
Kaaba's cloth in OtII.Mehmet’s Tughra
toman era
and the
first seal of presidency. The calligraphy of I. Hakki
Altunbezer on Mahmud Sevket Pasa's mausoleum is another important work of his art.
Altunbezer passed away in 1946 and he
was buried in Karacaahmet right next to
his father's tomb. His tomb stone is calligraphed by his friend Necmeddin Okyay as
he wished in his will.
I. Ahmed’s Tughra
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Tile is a Music of the Eye
Its Notes are Tulips, Roses, Cloves and Hyacinthes
by Dr. Pinar YAZGAC
We have visited the master in his workshop in Kutahya, the master of the Iznik Tile Art Mehmet Gursoy the one
who had a great deal in increasing the recognition of the art both in Turkey and worldwide by creating his unique
artworks and holding many exhibitions. In this talk where we have listened to his almost 40 years-journey with Iznik
tiles, we talked about many things starting from his first meeting with Iznic tiles up to the comparison of Kutahya
and Iznik tiles and from the designs he used in his artworks up to the philosophy of art. The master has many unique
definitions regarding his own art since he has dedicated his eyes and his heart for the tile art. In one of these he
says that tile is a ‘music of the eye’ and continues: “The notes of this music are tulips, roses, cloves and hyacinthes .”
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Mehmet Gursoy has interpreted the Iznik Tile Art again and thanks to his
unique artworks and tens of exhibitions held worldwide he made a great
deal on the Iznik Tile Art to re-birth again and to gain an increase in the
recognition of the art. Also he is the one who showed how to interpret the
traditional arts in our modern times in an elegant and modest way by keeping their spirit and novelty unchanged and showing this through his art.
His success in his art and its high value has already noticed by the worldwide. Being declared as a “Living Human Treasure” by Unesco in 2009
is a small proof of that fact. The master, the artist who named the Iznik
tiles as “The struggle of the soil with the fire ” and who dedicated a
whole life for it, is 63 years old now, and he still continue on creating his
most beautiful artwork pieces and training students. In order to listen to
his long and profound journey with the Iznik tiles we have knocked the
door of the Blue House the so called ‘Mavi Konak’ which is located in
one of the ancient streets in Kutahya called Germiyan Street, a smiling
face and a real Ottoman gentleman welcomes us, the master of the Iznik
Tile Art Mehmet Gursoy.
Mehmet GURSOY
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Our talk with Mehmet Gursoy who had spent
his life in searching of the beauty, the uppermost
beauty, starts with his valuable words about locating the art and the artist to an worthy point:
“Allah is beautiful He loves the beautiful. And we
draw and paint His beautiful things He already created; but never we compete with Him. Only reflects and mirror the Creator.” Then he continues
on his talk about the bond between him and his
art with those sentences: “So happy I am for
that He blessed us with such knowledge
and art. Cause Iznik is a knowledge, is
a science. Because; it is to apply the
Golden Ratio to the soil, it is to give life
to the soil. A so high art it is. Not one
but a thousand lives might be spent
for its sake.” While talking, his eyes are
shining. In the beginning of his words he
remembers his decaesed teacher with goodness , the famous teacher of Istanbul University
Fine Arts Faculty, Prof. Dr. Muhsin Demironat and says: “To
the most beautiful room of the house; and gave his name
to this room.”
We start by asking the reason that led him to the Iznik
tiles. Mehmet Gursoy, answers after revealing the words
of Sultan Veled saying “The one who stays in Kutahya for
a month becomes happy, the one who stays for two
months becomes excessively happy and
blessful. The paradise is either
on Kutahya or under
it.” After revealing
his words he

answers our question: “Beside being a city of the
saints Kutahya is also a city of the poets, painters,
musicians that is in brief it is a city of craftsmen and is
dealed with art through out its history. In 1975 when
I started to deal with the art I noticed that there was
a huge difference between those made in Kutahya
and those were made by our ancestors. The ancient
was burried deep inside the history and nobody did
try to recover this art. I considered this as a disrespect agains our ancestors and put myself on
the way to return this art back to our lives
which has been burried for so long time.”
The Difference Between Iznik and
Kutahya Tiles
Mehmet Gursoy is an artist who has
spent most of his life in this city, the place
where he moved when he was 10 years old.
Like as in Izmit tiles he is an artist whose eyes
are also mastered on Kutahya tiles. We ask him to
compare the tiles of the two cities. He says that the difference between the two tiles are very clear that Kutahya
tiles progressed more as a folk art and stood still without
any progress even deteriorated where Iznik tile art evolved
much more and turned into a royal art of the palace and he
completes his words saying: “Iznik tile artists even achieved
the impossible. Our ancestors created those unique tiles
that still researches are made, technical papers are written
on. After the support of the palace has come to its end,
and although the art is not living its good old days anymore
the tile artists have achieved to bring this art to our times.
Kutahya on the other hand has suffered the poor days, the
war and the invasion. It has deteriorated much but did not
disappear completely. We would not be in life if those valuable and good people were not existed.”
Since it has been mentioned about Kutahya tiles now we
all wonder his thoughts on whether traditional tile art still
could be made or not in Kutahya. He expresses sadly that
those previous, odorous, primitive art works of Kutahya are
not made anymore and the reason for that he says the lack
between the equilibrium of demand and supply: “The
manufacturer would like to profit his/her product in the
market of Istanbul or by the sea towns. Except the few
artists, not the art itself but only the handicraft is made
in Kutahya.”
How did He Bring the Traditional Spirit
up to Our Times?
The success of Mehmet Gursoy which is approved
by other professionals relys on the fact that while
making the tiles he never leaves the tradition. Such
that you cannot find out the differences between
those he interpreted and those of the traditional
ones by the spirit and meanings they possess. When
we asked the secret of this he says that upon this
time he has never imitated any of the Iznik tiles and

says “I have applied many compositions that I was
guided with but always with my own interpretation.
I have always tried to catch the esthetics with a more
harmonic color balance. I tried to create those tiles
that when you look it would not make tired of your
eyes, with which you would feel a joy inside, when
touched would give you positive energies.”
Regarding the way how the genuine colour tones in
the Iznik tiles are created we know that after the Ottoman Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror had conquered
Istanbul he received many gifts from all over the world,
from China and Japan there came blue and white porcelains, and he did like them and made his order “May you
do the better and more beautiful ones!” He also notes
that the Turks inherently has the ability to see the details in something that was created, and thus by the time
new colours was added to the art like our unique colour,
the turquois, the green colour of the grass, and then the
colour of a precious stone called emerald are all added
as new colours and he goes on his talk: “Following the
discovery of the colour of the emerald in 1550s the red
colour of coral was also discovered. Before that there was
no red in the tile, instead eggplant purple and the so called
the purple of manganese. As you will notice our ancestors
have prefered the colours of the precious stones in tiles and
in ornaments. Beside the coral and emerald they have also
preferred the turquoise, lapis, the blue tones of lazuli and
they preferred to live in places where coloured in the colours of the precious germs. With all the positive energies
coming through the colours of the precious stones in their
houses, mosques, palaces they have conquered the hearts
and the countries.”
The Value of the Iznik Tile is Hidden
in the Colour and its Pattern
Those properties which make the Iznik tiles unique in the
world in fact comes out by itself through the talk. Mehmet
Gursoy’s knowledge he shared with, also encourages
us to have a more realistic and customer like view
against the Iznik tiles: “ The Iznik tile consists of 85
% of quartz and 15 % of glass and clay. Our ancestors had worked their motives on the so called ‘the
white of the eye’ a naming for the quartz. Because
those germ colours could only be seen clearly on this
so called white ground called ‘the white of the eye’.
For sure the colours on the tile are given in an esthetic pattern, in a balance, coherence and invoking
the scielence. You can watch for hours; it tells you
many tales and stories. Nowadays some psychologists make some of our artworks to
be watched by their patients for therapic purposes.”
About ten people work in Mehmet
Gursoy’s workshop. Even there are
many people who want to work in

his workshop he doesn’t increase the number. He explains
this with the fact that he doesn’t want to explain any of
the activity in his workshop with materialistic views and
says: “Here is also a school. Here comes students from all
over the world; from Germany, Japan, Netherlands… That
is, as they say, our door is open to everyone who wants.”
Tile is the Art to Hide Under the Glaze
The Colours of the Germs
After when Gursoy revealed his sentences about his view on
the philosophy of his art and about the meanings he gave
to his own art we understand that the secret relys not only
on the ability or on the technical achievement but more on
the moral values he gained. The professional artist whose
aim at the very beginning was to search the beautiful, to
find it and to make it now says, “My work for sure one
day will go to those hands that really knows its value, then
that person should not blame my work, instead he/she
should say ‘How beautiful it was made ! Because
the human is beautiful , being human is beautiful. The essence is to offer only the beauty to
the beautiful human itself. Looking this way one
makes both the 5 cm of small bowl and the 60
cm of huge vase with the same quality of labour.”
Mehmet Gursoy has his unique definitions
about the tile art. One of them you have read
in the heading of this writing. One other is explained with these sentences: “Tile is the
art to hide the colour of the precious
stones under the glaze. For the centuries those stones continue on shining
on our walls, in our surroundings,
mosques, palaces, houses and at
last in the tombs where we take the
journey up to the Almighty.”
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Gursoy, in one of his interviews said that he wants
to live up to a hundred years. When we ask the reason for that he gives a smile and replies: “Years ago
an American came and asked ‘What do you still expect from this art?’ And in my answer I said the more
people I reach their hearts the more happy I feel. But
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the way for that passes through becoming more productive. And to produce more a longer life is needed.
What I wish from the Master of the Worlds is to live
such a healthy life with hands and feet still producing. Whether He gives health or not great praises
always be upon Him…”

So then the award which he was given by UNESCO in 2010 and as he was honoured as ‘’The Living Human Treasure’’, does this give him a different mission
than before? Gursoy, says that an artist works for whole of his life and that
he works continuously and that his value increases after when he passes
away to the Eternity and he says “Taking this award while in life gave me an
honour but on the other side burdened me with greater responsibility. Our
goal is to reach to the more beautiful. May the Almighty bless us that vision
to enable us to see that grace, all the beautiful colours and let us understand
the harmony much more.”
He Discovered the Lost ‘Coral Red’ After Four Centuries Again
One thing that makes Mehmet Gursoy special is that he had discovered the lost
coral red again. For this discovery Gursoy spends 10 years and at last he reaches the
colour and embedes it again to the Iznik tile. We wanted him to share the story with
us in brief. So kind of him, he told us the story: “The researches and efforts made on
the tiles are mostly about the tiles that had already been
produced, no knowledge and paper were about the basics.
May be there is some knowledge about it in the Ottoman archives but is not known or
is lost. This is a great loss for us. Nurhan Atasoy and Julien Raby made a great research
in 1989; they could not find any chemical formula or found any information about the
ratios, we can say there was no information telling that the coral red is made like this
or that. The coral red in Ottomans is used between 1550-1575 years and then it was
not used. Because the secret of the coral red was known only by one master and since
he didn’t tell the formula to anyone else the knowledge has disappeared when he deceased. This was the case until 12 years before. It was me, the person who has blessed
with the discovery of the coral red in 1991. I had a 10-year research about coral. For ten
years I was testing the red in every furnace. In 1991 when I held my exhibition in Istanbul
Fine Arts Faculty, then the dean of the faculty was Prof. Nurhan ATASOY … “ Dear
son this research is now over, I call for the media,” he said and by this ocassion it was
announced to public. I worked on the coral red for 10 years and by making numerous
tests we gave life to it again. All my tests are in a museum in America. And my greatest
follower is the Indiana University.
“Iznik Tile is the Struggle of the Colours with the Soil”
Dear Mehmet Gursoy, there are lots of things to talk about. The things we talked now all were a
small summary of all the forty years which is dedicated to the Iznik tile, result of an endless desire,
thousands of days and nights passed with tile work, endless of patient and a surrendering happened
with love. Knowing that the advices of such masters are highly guiding just as their artworks and
memories, we ask the master for some advices if he has for the young people who are interested
and who deals with the art, before we leave him. Gursoy, says that those students who study in
the fine art faculties, they should at least learn one of our traditional arts very well; because this will
give them deep insight and will enrich their lives and he starts on his advices “Even they could not
evolve in those arts they should at least love it” he says, “Because the most beautiful thing to be
inherited to the future are those arts.”
Then making his unique advices we see that we came to the beginning of our talk again and
thus we understand that we are to complete our interview. We leave the Blue House by
noting all the advices to our mind and heart: “Of course those who want to reach the
beauties should be very patient. Art is a long term event. No way if no patience. Iznik
tile is not a thing that would happen so fast. A painter paints on his canvas and the
work is completed. A sculptor carves his stone and the sculpture is completed. But
the Iznik tile is the fight of the colours with the fire. We just give our workpieces to
the fire at 900 C of temperature. This is the game of the fire. We accept the final
result what ever it is. Thanks God we receive the endless of helps from our Lord.
Our Lord says that those who deal with good jobs are those He loves much. Allah is
beautiful, He loves the beautiful. And we draw and paint His beautiful things He already
created; but never we compete with him. Only reflect and mirror the Creator.”
* Instructor at Dumlupinar University, Faculty of Fine Arts, Painting Department
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The Enchanting Collection of
Sadberk Koc
by Semra UNLU
Sadberk Hanim Museum, opened in 1980 as Turkey’s first private museum, welcomes the art lovers with the
exhibition named as “Skill of the Hand, Delight of the Eye” composed of deceased Vehbi Koc’s wife, Sadberk
Koc’ Ottoman Period Embroideries.We have communicated with Hulya Bilgi, who is the director of the museum
and also the curator of the exhibition having historic samples of this handicraft, about the exhibition presenting
approximately 300 examples of about 2000 Ottoman Period Embroideries.
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When the date was 19 September 1973, a 2-page letter written in a room of a hospital in London got into the
hands of Vehbi Koc. Below the letter, there was the signature of Sadberk Koc who he spent his all life with. She
was writing the letter from England where she went to
get treatment and these lines were the last letter to her
beloved spouse Vehbi Koc. In this letter, she somewhat
drew up her last will and testament, expressed her gratitude to Vehbi Koc for the bittersweet years spent together, made her rights halal by trusting her children to him,
divided her heritage on her own. Sadberk Koc had also
made a will at the end of the letter read sorrowfully and
maybe eyes filled with tears by Vehbi Koc.
She wanted to be established the museum in her dreams for a long time and said “Establish my museum; it
should stay within the Koc Holding and keep on there.”
As a traditionalist, the greatest dream of Sadberk Koc

was to exhibit the Ottoman Period Embroideries and
the costumes, which were painstakingly collected, in a
museum that would carry her name. As a prominent citizen of Turkish economy, Vehbi Koc who is the founder of Koc Holding fulfilled his wife Sadberk Koc’s dream after 7 years of her death in 1973.
Private Collection of Sadberk Koc
Sadberk Hanim Museum was opened on 14 October
1980 as Turkey’s first private museum, established by
Vehbi Koc in memory of his wife who he spent almost
a half century with. The museum established to exhibit
the private collection of Sadberk Koc at a building called the Azaryan Mansion in Sariyer-Buyukdere.
Let us remember, Sadberk Koc had started to compose the core of the museum since her teenage. The
museum’s collection which included the artifacts as Ot-
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toman Period costumes, embroideries, silver artifacts
with “tugra” and porcelain, in due course was
augmented with donations and purchases.89
The precious and private collection of Sadberk Koc meets the art lovers in an exhibition named as “Skill of the Hand, Delight
of the Eye” in the Sadberk Hanim Museum. We have talked with Hulya Bilgi, the
curator of the museum, about the collection in the museum, Sariyer. At the same time
the director of the Sadberk Hanim Museum,
Hulya Bilgi emphasized that there were approximately 2000 Ottoman Period Embroidery
samples in the collection. About 300 examples
of 2000 pieces were displayed in the exhibition.
Skill of the Hand, Delight of the Eye Catalog
A catalog is also prepared by means of the exhibition
named as “Skill of the Hand, Delight of the Eye” arranged in Vehbi Koc Foundation Sadberk Hanim Museum.
There is the signature of Idil Zanbak, who is the curator of the exhibition with Hulya Bilgi, in the catalog. Bilgi said that the catalog included the most 167 outstanding embroidery examples of about 300 artefacts. Art
lovers have got the chance to follow 300-year adventure, including Ottoman Period Embroideries between
17th and 19th centuries, thanks to the artefacts selectively published by the collection of the museum.
In that catalog, approximately 400 pages, the artefacts including quilt covers, mirror covers, bundles, kavuk covers, bedclothes, sofa covers, curtains, bags for
women, letter bags, pouches, flasks, quivers, saddles,
pillow clothes, and laces in patterns and colours of an
endless number, that are embroidered with silk thread,
gold and silver wire, are displayed. Thanks to the selected artefacts all of which are from Sadberk Hanim Museum Collection, technique and material usage are revealed with changes in style of Ottoman Period Embroideries seen between 17th and 20th centuries. In the
catalog, in which every artefacts are analyzed in detail, the colours of thread used in embroideries are given
together with the pantone codes besides the technical material and characteristics of composition. In addition to this, some documents existing today, written
sources, miniatures, and pictures painted by domestic
and foreign artists are included and the Ottoman Period embroideries are done by whom, where and why
they are used has been told in the catalog.
At the same time an art historian, Hulya Bilgi remembered that The Sadberk Hanim Museum concerned
with collecting the most outstanding examples of
ethnographic materials reflecting Turkish and Ottoman life. According to Bilgi, the effects of Istanbul,
the capital of Ottoman Empire, are dominant on these inlaid artefacts collection. Having a high quality

craftsmanship, the embroideries show that most of
them were used by high-class people close to the
palace in Ottoman Period.
Adorned with Meters of Cloth Embroidery
After getting some information about the catalog together with Hulya Bilgi we have strolled around the exhibition “Skill of the Hand, Delight of the Eye” prepared in
2 years with the catalog. While we were strolling we felt
as if we had lived centuries ago. There are lots of embroideries that were painstakingly collected by Sadberk Koc
such as sofa covers, curtains, quilt covers, bedclothes,
prayer rugs, bundles, towels, coffee covers, mirror covers
and lots of things embellished with embroideries. It is impossible not to be impressed by seeing closely the artefacts on the catalog shown us by Hulya Bilgi on sharing
the information about the exhibition. Each of the embroidered artefacts is products of deep patience with lots
of effort and obviously delight of the eye.
We have been surprised to hear something noticed by
Hulya Bilgi while strolling around the exhibition. Anyone passing by Mahmutpasa, in Eminonu, must have
seen the rolls of cloth and also the embroidered patterns, especially on the women costumes, still existing
from the Ottoman Period. In the Ottoman Period, the
embroideries, the most common accessories of the costumes, were embellishing the rolls of cloth.
In addition there we have seen some life scenes of the
Ottoman houses, decorated intensively with embroideries such as coffee serving, dowry rooms, Turkish baths,
and barber shaving. At the scene of barber shaving, we
have noticed that the leather-razor covers are also embellished with embroideries.
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As strolling around the exhibition together with Hulya
Bilgi, we have listened to her. She indicated the elegant
embroideries used at every detail in Ottoman Period,
could be seen on a very large range of products from clothes to military supplies.
She also indicated that the embroidery had a significant role in the
Ottoman Period decorations.
According to her, Turkish traditions and nomadic lifestyle
had a big influence on this.
Adornment of
Functional Rooms
According to the historic sources, there weren’t different rooms as bedroom, dining
room, living room in Ottoman
home life either in palaces and
mansions or houses. Generally one
room, it was changing into a dining room
with a table and a tray; when it was time to sleep, it was changing into a bedroom with beds and quilts. At the same time, weaving and high quality embroideries were needed to be used on decorations because there were no west-style furniture in Ottoman pala-
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ces and houses. Thus, high quality embroideries, reflecting the period’s fashion, were used to have a brilliant
view on the plain furniture.
In the Ottoman Period, according to
Hulya Bilgi, telling that making needlework were taught to young
ladies at early ages in palaces
as well as houses because of
the fact that the embroideries took part in every part
of life from birth to death,
this ability was seen to be a
significant part for bringing
up the young ladies. She
also reminded us that women and the daughter of the
sultan were also making needlework among them there were the
wife and the Haseki Sultan of Suleiman of the Magnificent and the daughter
of Sultan Murad IV. We have asked to the director and art historian of Sadberk Hanim Museum “Are
there any artefacts exhibited still existing today?” Then
she answered “There are high quality embroideries on
the exhibition. There are bedclothes from palace be-

longing to Khedive family.” We have wondered about
whether there was any embroidery personally used by
Sadberk Koc, valuing much the traditional embroidery
amongst the exhibited embroidery samples.
Hulya Bilgi, telling there were lots of
embroideries used happily and preserved meticulously by Sadberk
Koc in the collection, said “V.K
(acronym of Vehbi Koc) was
even embroidered on some
cloth in order not to be mixed with the other’s cloth.
Ceramic patterns can be
seen on the exhibited embroideries. When we said
this, Hulya Bilgi gave information by implying there was
a union on the style in the 17th
century Ottoman. And she added
“The patterns were appearing in the
Nakkashane and then they were shared
with all branches of art as ceramics, gilding, carpet, and weaving. This union on the style could be seen
on the embroideries as well. It is possible to see the
same composition on the Takkeci Ibrahim Aga Mosque
and on a quilt cover.”

High Quality Embroideries Are Donated
At the beginning of the conversation Hulya Bilgi, the director, has said that the museum’s collection was augmented with donations and purchases
day by day. We wanted to learn about the donations not the purchases. She answered our question
“Do you accept every donation?” as “Unfortunately not.
First they should be suitable
to the concept of the collection. We mostly prefer
the artefacts of 19th century and qualified embroideries. Because we choose the artefacts that can be
exhibited, repaired and transferred to the next generations.
She also indicated that there has
been a permanent staff dealing with the
restoration in the museum. Hulya Bilgi, who said
that the artefacts were preserved carefully, but as you
could guess, it was difficult to preserve the textile artefacts; because of the corrosive effect of the gravity,
they shouldn’t be displayed all the time, and these cor-
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While there were no private museums and collectors in Turkey Sadberk
Koc meticulously collected the most outstanding artefacts which became
the core of embroidery and costume collection of the museum. Thanks
to Sevgi Gonul, the daughter of Sadberk Koc, the collection is getting
larger and larger..

rupted should be restored by the professionals, told
us that there was a conversation department with 2
experts for the artefacts in the museum. It is obvious that the museum staff is crowded. In addition to
2 experts dealing with textile restoration, there have
been art historians working on the inventories and
the catalogs.
Having strolled the exhibition, we walked through
another building at the museum’s backyard together
with Hulya Bilgi. Once upon a time, it was the outbuilding of the mansion where Koc family came for holiday from Ankara. Now it is used as storage. The restoration is also done here. The time when we entered the 2-storey building, we smelled a sharp medicine odour. Our guide relaxed us by saying this was the
odour of chemicals used to preserve the artefacts.
We have seen metal cupboards and drawers. The artefacts which are not exhibited are carefully preserved in these drawers. There are also thermometers
and hygrometers at each room. We have noticed Hulya Bilgi’s bright eyes which are the indicators that she
works with a great enthusiasm while she was explaining how the artefacts are preserved by opening
drawers one by one. Bilgi, working at Sadberk Hanim Museum since 1988, expressed that it was a big
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pleasure working with the artefacts. It is possible to
see Bilgi’s enthusiasm and dependence on her work
from her eyes in spite of working 25 years.
Having strolled the storage, it was time to say goodbye Sadberk Hanim Museum. Lastly we have asked whether there would be a new exhibition or
not. Bilgi answered that they were planning to
open an exhibition including 100 outstanding archeological artefacts in November, and added that
the wished to introduce the artefacts on a catalog
in the exhibition.
Bilgi didn’t neglect to give the information that the
archeological artefacts were belonging to Huseyin
Kocabas, a famous collector. According to her, following the demise of Kocabas his collection was put
up for sale by the heirs and his collection was added
to the museum with the approval of Ministry of Culture. Besides we have learned that there had been a
few more artefacts purchased from the auctions abroad as well as the artefacts of Kocabas Collection.
Having strolled the exhibition and finishing the conversation, we have left the museum with a wish to
meet at the new exhibition.
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SADREDDIN OZCIMI:
Giving Life to Marbling Vat
Via His Flowers
by Ugur SEZEN
Sadreddin Ozcimi is one of the master names of today’s Turkish music and classical Turkish marbling. He got permission
from Kutb-un Nayi Sayin for the end-blown flute (musical instrument) and from Alparslan Babaoglu for marbling.
He is, as understood from his name, a person dedicated himself to such things full of feelings. He opened his studio’s
doors to talk about classical Turkish marbling’s tradition and after a nice conversation with him like a blooming
flower, he send us from his studio with full of feelings.
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When explaining some names, first we tell some other
names related. These names are like a ring or circle that
are attached to each other and reach nowadays. Each ring
symbolises a name. If the subject is art, these rings -ossified by the experiences and effort of the artists- build up
a chain that surrounds, feeds and holds the world.
Sadreddin Ozcimi holds two different chains with his both
hands. He’s a music lover, flute player, marbling artist,
bead artist as a result a person full of feelings. He’s a dervish spirit master who got permission from Kutb-un Nayi
Niyazi Sayin for end-blown flute and from Alparslan Babaoglu for marbling. To talk about the tradition of Turkish
marbling art, that he’s a member, we went to his studio
in Uskudar.
Turkish Nation’s View of Art is Different
Mr. Ozcimi is one of the precise representatives of the classical Turkish marbling. But at the beginning of our conversation he gave importance to “tradition” rather than
traditional marbling. He started the conversation by telling
“our real tradition is related to how we accept the art”.
And he continued:

“We, as a Muslim Turks that tried to spread Islam on this
land throughout the centuries; have a different structure
among the view of art all over the world. We have used
the art, in order to help us to identify the beauty of God.
That’s all about the tradition.”
But according to Ozcimi, the situation that we’re in as a
nation, has contradiction with the sense of tradition of our
ancient civilization. He stated that, especially in classical
arts and by the artists that are interested in these arts, this
contradiction is monitored. “Since we have lost the meaning of this tradition, there is an attempt to patch so-called
‘necessity of age’. Even our youth who is trying to live their
own sentimental values, can not solve this matter which is
the core of the work.” says Ozcimi stating that we have to
get in touch with this main breaking point.
According to Ozcimi, language is an essential establishment for consideration/mediation. However since we have
lost the language for consideration, there’s a gap between
the tradition and the youth. He explains the situation with
these words: “The notions that translate the tradition, can
only be understood by our language. But we have lost
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our language, our writing. So, it’s difficult to think,
to fictionalise those notions; as a result it’s difficult to
understand the truth.”
Ozcimi’s Marbling Vat
We continued our conversation next to his marbling
vat (a container for holding liquids such as water). Our
chat’s content; naturally, comes to marbling’s tradition
and its application nowadays. He told an interesting incident that he experienced, to take lessons from.

One day a young man called Mr. Ozcimi. After
asking his health-how he is, he told him that
he wanted to take lessons about marbling art
in a fastened training course from him. And for
about five months later he wanted to become
a marbling artist and work in some courses as
a marbling art’s lecturer to earn money. After
explaining the situation, the young man asked
him if it was possible.
Ozcimi says “in this incident the aim is not to
get somewhere in marbling art”. He detected
the young man’s perceptual disorder. He thinks
the art in general, advances and should improve
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one’s mind and soul. “ One cannot set off learning art to
earn money or for pecuniary benefit. There isn’t such a
thing in tradition” says Ozcimi. And he explained the situation in a polite way to the young man as he learned from
his previous lecturers.
Marbling Exercise that Started in Bead Studio
When we’re listening to Mr. Ozcimi, we aren’t only listening
to a marbling artist and a flute player, also a calligrapher, an
architect, an illuminator. Throughout the years his lecturers’ aspects and tongues ensure him. In this regard Kutbun Nayi Niyazi Sayin is one of these competent masters.
There’s a saying “student is a mirror of his lecturer”. From
this point of view; when Mr. Ozcimi is talking, we’re like
hearing Niyazi Lecturer.
When Ozcimi continued his bead studies with Niyazi lecturer who is known as polymath-the person who has got
a thousand abilities, he met the marbling master Alparslan
Babaoglu. During those days he continued to learn how to
make bead from Niyazi lecturer. At the same time, since Niyazi lecturer is also a marbling artist, Ozcimi began marbling
by his efforts.
He explained how he had met Mr. Babaoglu -the person
who taught him this art, while he was painting the base of
his vat’s tulip marbling. “Mr. Babaoglu has started to attend
our bead studies. I met him under favor of Niyazi Lecturer.
As a matter of fact, Niyazi Lecturer always recommend us
to concern about different kinds of art. In this regard, I requested Mr. Babaoglu to teach me marbling. He accepted
my request so I became his student. We began our studies
in 1993. He gave my ratification in 1997 but we’re still in
connection with him.
Thousand Skills in One Breast
As a result of marbling studies that started with Mr. Babaoglu, Sadreddin Lecturer became one of nowaday’s marbling
master artists. On the other hand, he is a senior flute player
and a musician. Ozcimi who is one of the first graduates
of Istanbul Technical University State Conservatory; was appointed to Istanbul State Classical Turkish Music Chorus that
has established by Dr. Nevzad Atlig, as a end-blown flute
player when he was a student. After his graduation, by the
demand of Mehmet Kececiler-the period’s Konya municipality president- he established Turkish Music chorus within
the scope of Konya Municipality and started to give music
lectures to the young people. Afterwards, he attended the
establishment studies of Music Education Department of
Selcuk University, with Cinucen Tanrikorur-the lute player.
Ozcimi had connections with both Konya and Istanbul.
Because in those years he was playing end-blown flute
in the Community of Istanbul State Turkish Music, that he
had established together with Necdet Yasar. In this regard;
througout four years, every week he made way between
Istanbul and Konya.
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If God Wants…
Ozcimi hired a flat next to Aziz(Saint) Mahmut Hudai Hazretleri (excellency) in Uskudar. Excellency’s tomb keeper was
Mustafa Duzgunman who was one of the last represantatives of marbling art-that didn’t find favor in those days.
Ozcimi was a neighbour of Duzgunman up to the year
1990, he bought marblings/kmmarbling equipments both
for himself and for the calligraphers that lived in Konya from
Duzgunman’s famous store. However, he started marbling
exercises with Babaoglu who was Duzgunman’s successor,
instead of Duzgunman.
Ozcimi continued his words by saying “ It’s impossible to remunerate Duzgunman”. He doesn’t feel sorry for not starting marbling studies in those years. “All the incidents are in
God’s power. One of the rooms of bachelor’s flat in Uskudar was available for marbling studies. But to get lessons
from Duzgunman wasn’t in my destiny during that period.
Besides, if I had started marbling exercises when Duzgunman was alive, neither music nor marbling could go together. Because I had to spend most of my time for end-blown
flute studies. Most of the people thought that marbling art
would come to its end by the death of Duzgunman; but if
God wants He can send a man like Duzgunman. And in this
regard God sends Alparslan Teacher…”
I Fell in Love with Marbling, I Chased it
According to Ozcimi who is both a marbling artist and endblown flute player; as it is said “experienced/cultivated birds
process what they perceive, in our classical arts, compliance
with the master/lecturer is essential. “There are two kinds

of guides, one has knowledge-culture and the other hasn’t
got any abilities-inauthentic. If you can not distinguish the
difference, it depends on your chance to meet the real
guide” says Ozcimi and continues “ in order to understand
whether the route is correct or not, we have to look at the
student instead of the lecturer/master. Because the student
is like a mirror of his lecturer. We learned the constructive
part from our masters and transfered to our students in the
same way. And they carry out similarly.” By the way he
explained the key part in classical arts.
Ozcimi is an artist that realized marbling is the transfiguration of oneness of God. One can think that painted colours
coincide when watching a marbling artist working on his
vat. But as we learned from Ozcimi, reality isn’t so. There is a
unity in the vat. Each colour that drops to the surface make
a place for itself and reaches to water. Both the first painted
colour and the last painted colour seem to be one on the
top of the other, In fact they both reach to water…
On The Way of His Lecturer, Like His Lecturer
After getting ratification from Babaoglu, Sadreddin Lecturer established Konya Destegul Fine Arts School in 1997.
A year later he started marbling lessons in the Turk-Islamic
Arts (with application) Library of Hekimoglu Ali Pasa Camii
in Istanbul. He gave lessons as he witnessed from his lecturers, to thousands of marbling lovers. Some of the students
persisted in learning the art and graduaded, some left the
studies without seeing the second painting. It was an adventure for some or a resignation… Ozcimi explains this
period as below:
“Up to the year 2000s, at the beginning of each term
about 200 students made application. We made selections
and as a result the amount reduces to 50 students. In a few
months after the studies had started, 30 out of 50 students
melted away. 20 students left for the studies. Finally 15
students in 15 years had able to get ratification.”
There was a three-year-programme for the starters of marbling art. First year was for identification of marbling equipments, improvement
studies and learning how to make “battal”
(the base painting). As we have learned
from Sadreddin Lecturer, his forerunner
Alparslan Babaoglu gave importance to
the base painting-battal. “ Battal-the
base painting is the root of marbling.
If you can’t learn it in the strict sense,
the things that you built on it will have
defect. Because the consistency of the
colour on the water should be the
same on its all points. In order to learn
this, one needs a long period of exercise” says Ozcimi when explaining the
first years of a new marbling student/the
starter.

If the marbling student carries out/completes this
period undauntedly and perseveringly, in the second year he starts to learn eternal base printing
(kadim battal)of marbling. Eternal base printing“kadim battal” is the provision of “Rabbiyessir”
in writing. According to Ozcimi “kadim battal” is
a kind of marbling in which the best result is obtained in a very hard manner. After this step(kadim
battal) one can pass to “bulbul yuvasi”, “tarakli
ebru”, “sal ebru”. If there is a time left for “hatip
marbling”, at the last year of the studies they exercise the marbling with flowers.

Ozcimi states that at the end of the third year, there
are still some students that want to continue the
studies on the fourth year. “ But this doesn’t mean
that the students who continue will get the ratification. When a lecturer puts signature to his students’ product, then he can give ratification to his
student. This is the measurement of approval for
us” says Ozcimi.
The Aim isn’t to Receive Approval
Ozcimi who gave lessons to thousands of students on his marbling vat over the years, thinks
that nowadays the idea of getting ratification is
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different than the classical perception of approval. The aim
of approval according to today’s students, is “to get famous
and showing himself”. Ozcimi mentions that starting from
the classical marbling, there is a submission in marbling.
This pudency can be observed from the colours and equipment that are used. He explains the content of marbling with
these words; “it is cutting the God’s rose’s branch; attaching
a brush/ponytail on its edge; trying to sail the colour-by improving it that is maintained from the soil-on the surface of
water and getting benefit from the colour’s brightness.” He
has the intention that the marbling artist should be similar to
the marbling art.
As a matter of fact; the core of these arts can be seen, both
in Destegul Fine Arts School and in Turk-Islamic Arts(with application) Library. And marbling is done to discipline oneself.
However, when Sadreddin Lecturer determines the general
perception, he is anxious about today’s perception of art that
implies making oneself famous. So, it constitutes incidents
that feed one’s pecuniary benefit. At this point Ozcimi tells
the recipe which is written by his lecturers:
“When we, as a nation-as demanders of art, begin to understand the spirit of this art; the framework is going to change
in a positive manner and we’re going to perceive the characteristics of tradition.”
“Art Is a Continuos Way of Learning”
Art is a tool to educate/discipline human beings, so its application always took place in schools (dergah). When Seyh
Efendi(master) explains a dervish(lecturer) the art that he is involved, in fact he also translates social ethics. All of these are
tools to feed one’s soul and makes one’s willpower suitable
to process. It is known that the amount of schools(islamic
monastery/dervish convent) in Uskudar are more than 60.
When we think about the population a hundred years ago,
the existance of some schools/islamic monasteries in each
neighbourhood, had a positive effect on people. In those
schools people learned the meaning/importance of art.
For this reason, according to Ozcimi the aim in art is very different. The real and the only aim of art is to recognize the beauties that belong to God, to feed oneself from these beauties
and by this means creating familiarity with God. The other aim
is to serve Kur’an-i Kerim. That’s why all kinds of art indicate
one center and Ozcimi refers this by his following words:
“The purpose of our bibliology art, architecture and music is
to serve Kur’an-i Kerim. To write God’s words(kelam) in the
best way, to decorate the writing in the most beautiful manner, binding the book, to read it in a best way in a beautiful
place/temple with beautiful sound. All these aims give birth
to our view of art.”
Sadreddin Lecturer confesses something with these words,
”I wish I could go Emin Dede’s way”. And he continues, “If
I had the opportunity, I would like to add husn-i hat besides
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those arts. I’m very sorry for not continuing Husn-i hat, although I had finished rika writing twice.” At the beginning
of 1980s he got lessons from Selahattin Hidayetoglu who
had got ratification from Halim Ozyazici, in Konya. In 1986
when he was continuing his PhD at Religious Music Chair, he
finished rika one more time from Muhittin Serin. Because of
his intense studies of music, he couldn’t continue talik writing
(a kind of writing developed from Arabian alphabet).
Art is Burak (saddle horse)
Ozcimi says “ art is Burak”. Although he couldn’t ride husn-i
hak’s Burak, he is the expert of end-blown flute and marbling. He’s the representative of the idea that one should ride
his own Burak and reach his own mirac. Ozcimi also mentions “art, with all its branches, is the issue of patience and
constancy (strength of purpose). Constancy is an ability, it
can not be learned by practise. The youth that are keen on
classical art, should persist however they shouldn’t forget
that it’s the God’s favor.” And we came to the end of our
interview with Ozcimi, who has been playing the end-blown
flute for 33 years professionaly.
At the final of our worthwhile conversation, we have a tulip
in one hand and a violet marbling in the other. In fact Sadreddin Ozcimi, Alparslan Babaoglu, Mustafa Duzgunman,
Necmettin Okyay and Ozbek seyh Ethem Efendi hold our
hands… If we can perceive this reality of course…
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Artists of Bosphorus
and Orientalism
by Mukadder OZDEMIR*
There was a new interest on the Near and Middle East in Europe in the 18th century.Many European travelers and
pilgrims visited the Ottoman lands with the curiosity of unknown worlds and exotic countries. This interest focused
on Istanbul because of its geographical position and also develeopment of affairs with the Occident in diplomacy and
culture, and it became the Oriental city that European artists come and picture the most. These artists who influenced
the Ottoman arts of that age were called Artists of Bosphorus eventually.
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“In their values once known now forgotten, these people
we misjudged their human relations and traditions in their
societies that developed far before ours have given us the
most of the source for progress even they are underdeveloped
related to us today.” Sir David Wilkie

Antoine De Favray

The Ottoman Empire had a significant place in the colonist concept of the Occident; it held the most of the
riches of the Orient that the Occident wanted to seize.
The Ottoman Empire was almost the Occident itself.1
From the late 18th century to middle 19th, the Ottoman Empire maintained to be the symbol of the Occident in politics, military and economy. This age with intense interest was when innovations on the Empire and
the occidentalization started. In other words, there was
a mutual interest between the Ottoman Empire and European countries. Istanbul was a very amazing cosmopolitan city also with the other beauties that mesmerize
people. Many people like Turkish, Greek, Armenian and
Jewish minorities and people from every nation lived in
it. These people with different types and clothes gave
Istanbul a different atmosphere.

Besides, the archeological and historical art richness of
these lands we live on owned by the Ottoman Empire
made our country an inventory of relics. This inventory
was susceptible to plunder by foreigners because of the
indifference of the state with many profound causations. The smuggled relics because of the lack of record keeping or the gifts by the will of the sovereign are
the prides of some certain museums in Europe.2 This
environment increased the interest on the Ottoman
country not only for the artists but almost everybody.
European Artists’ Infatuation with Istanbul
In those years, European part of Istanbul started from
Galata region to the ridges of Beyoglu and the first core
of the alternative city center were formed. Pera became
a center where European population and artists lived.
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Role of the embassies who came to Istanbul for duty
also brought artists with themselves was great on Occidental’s meeting with the Ottoman. Embassies of
that age not only shaped the politics and trade but also
the arts. Interest on the Occident started from France
but probably the traveler artists came from England the
most. There are one hundred and thirty seven names
of artists3, with the famous forty three, in English Ecole
Orientalists.
The drawings of the artists who worked in Istanbul and
travelers who drew to describe their journey were published in their countries. These albums started a passion to “a la Turque” (Turk-like) clothes and impressive
Oriental architecture. Van Mour, Liotard, Hilair, Carrey,
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Antoine de Favray and Melling were influential artists
who were called “Bosphorus Artists” as they came and
settled in Istanbul and were embassy employees.
Bosphorus Artists Have Become
Immortal with Istanbul
When it comes to study the art movements took place
in the last centuries of the Ottoman Empire, we see
the crestfallen state of the Muslim Orient before the
Christian Occident and main dynamism of the Ottoman
cultural life in 19th century occured as occidentalization. Although they can be taken variably from different perspectives, these pictures are very important because they are the only descriptions of the Ottoman of
that age. These pictures which serve as model for the

in the Ottoman Empire. This album aroused interest
in Paris, it was published in Germany, France and Italy;
famous artists like Watteauve, Guardi made artworks
inspired by it. Van Mour also pictured Bosphorus and
Istanbul sceneries. His fame increased eventually as
he established relations with high level Ottomans and
took part in Ottoman life, and his workshop became a
mecca for courtiers, ambassadors, officers and travelers . He spent most of his time on painting sceneries
of Bosphorus, Marmara, Sarayburnu and the Islands
for his own pleasure. His most interesting paintings
are the ones which document the palace ceremonies,
embassy initiations and feasts in detail. He took the
title of “The King’s Constant Artist in Meditteranean
Countries” in 1726, he died in 1737 in Istanbul.4
Van Mour also witnessed the Revolt of Patrona Halil.
The picture he portrayed Patrona Halil and his friends
is one of the most interesting documents of the Ottoman Empire in 18th century. Some of his works
about Istanbul are “Goldsmith, Greek Wedding,
Greeks Recreating in Open Air, Portrait of Albanian
Soldiers, Patrona Halil, Sultan, Turkish Wedding, Dinner of Mevlevi Dervishes ans Bents ”.
Antoine-Ignace Melling is famous for his townscapes of Istanbul between 1795 and 1813. The artist who has been immortal with those pictures is of
German origin. After settling in Istanbul in 1795 he
worked as Sultan Selim the 3rd’s sister Hatice Sultan’s
painter and architect for 18 years, he also made Istanbul maps and panoramic townscapes. It’s also said
that he had a stormy love affair with Hatice Sultan.

Zonaro

places of that age for the historical films produced today have been made by the hands of those artists who
adored Istanbul. Even though our aim for this text is
to give biographical information, we should remember
those artists who adored Istanbul and spent most of
their lives in it and their works.
Jean Baptiste van Mour, who came to Istanbul in
1699, is an orientalist artist who is famous for his many
portraits and Istanbul sceneries besides his official paintings. Brought to Istanbul by French Embassy Comte de
Ferriol, he pictured the clothes that were taken to their
countries by Europeans who visited Istanbul first, then
on Ferrioli’s request he prepared the album of 100 copies in which he described the most interesting clothes

Melling made hundreds of watercolor and gouache
paintings of the city through the years he spent in
Istanbul. Melling went to Paris in that age when the
interest on the Orient was very active, became famous with his Istanbul pictures and became Louis
the 18th’s official painter eventually. His artworks
about Istanbul were published in a book called “A
Trip in Istanbul and the Bosphorus Coastline with Pictures” (1969).5 This book which was a legend in its
age is still an important artwork with a text volume
and an album with 48 engravings. His elaborative
style made the documentarian aspect of his pictures
stronger because Melling was a good observer.
Jean-Etienne Liotard came to Istanbul in the term
of Mahmut the 1st and left Istanbul in 1742. Through
the four years he stayed in the capital he had only
one scenery of Istanbul in spite of his many portrait
works. Liotard’s years in the Orient affected his art
deeply, he described European women in Ottoman
clothes. In those years when exotism based on imagination, he, on contrary to many others, described the
real Turks in their authentic clothes.6 As he lived in
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Istanbul for many years, the Orient in his pictures is not
superficial. He didn’t only live in Istanbul but also studied Ottoman arts and was interested in miniatures. He
was called “peintre Turc” as he couldn’t give up on his
enormous beard and oriental clothes.
Antoine de Favray came to Istanbul by the hijacked
Ottoman trireme when it was given back. French Ambassador of the age took him under his protection
and he pictured an Istanbul panorama for the ambassador in memory of this event and pictured ambassador’s initiation by Sultan Osman the 3rd. He portrayed
ambassador’s wife in Turkish clothes. The details of
the clothes and accessories in pictures are noticable.
He commended to the latter French Ambassador
before leaving Istanbul.
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Winds of Orientalism
Since orientalism, in general, is a branch of art which
pictures the oriental world, it holds many artists who
worked on Istanbul and the Bosphorus and so it was inevitable that these are called together. This movement,
born and progressed in Europe, is a way of thought
and behavior which covers the interests of Europe to
the Orient thoroughly rather than being a branch of
science especially in its beginning.7 The branch of art
which pictures the Orient is also named as Orientalism,
these type of pictures were and are called so both in
the Occident and the Orient.
The interest which spread whole Europe by the curiosity on exotism in the 18th century led a fashion of Orientalism in Europe by the influences of political events

in the 19th century, economical relations, scientific
and archaeological researches (mostly for plundering
purposes ) and romanticism. However, Orientalism
was not more than a decorative quality except from
a group of artists who settled in Istanbul and were
known as "the Bosphorus Artists".
Political and Ideological Purposes of Orientalism
Some sources write that orientalist excitement and
interests stemmed from the search of expansion for
the needs of both market and raw materials of theOccident countries which were industrialized rapidly
by their growing interest on the lifestyle of the Orient starting from the 18th century.8 Political goals
of France and England led them have colonies in
Egypt and North Africa, end the Independence War
Jean Baptiste Van Mour

of Greece, foundation of a new semiautonomous
state in Egypt, some reforms in the Ottoman Empire and some big investments like the Suez Canal and the Baghdad railroad. France and England
who played the leading role in all these political
events was significantly the main producer of
Orientalist paintings.9
As well as the Orientalism is important as a movement of art, it covers the significant data of the
viewpoint of the Occident to the Orient. Edward
Said who studied this subject quite enough, takes
the Orientalism as a part of a mechanism which
worked for justifiying and maintaining the colonization policy of Europe . This interest can't only be
a dream world created by the authors, artists and
travelers indeed. American art historian Prof. Linda
Noclin also esteems that Orientalist art wouldn't be
understood without taking the political and ideological purposes into account. According to Noclin,
Orientalist art is formed on a ideological basis of,
first, man 's superiority over woman, and second,
white race over dark race. The most characteristical representative of this ideology is Gerome
and his painting "Snake Charmer" according to
the author.10
Orientalist artists pictured landscapes, portraits,
hamams and subjects like harem. However, even
though they detailed the architecture even with the
rubbed off stuccos, broken chines, they never took
the current facts, workers, peasants, industrialized
parts of Cairo and Istanbul in their paintings. Because; "the Orient is the place of the lazy people
according to the Orientalists, they can't even claim
their own cultural richness, that's why the Occidental man who documents the beauty of this picturesque scenery predominates the Oriental man and
has the right to consume it as he appreciates it.11
Stepping in the subdivisions of Orientalism which
have their own wide ranges is above the limits for
this magazine and this text. However, settling with
encyclopaedical and bybliographical information is
not enough for giving us ideas. Our discussing some
subjects as indents arises from the different aspects
of the Orientalism. For example, the Orientalism
and Turcology influenced the progress of Turkish
Art works and constitution of an independent art
history discipline in science.
Orientalist Artists
First of all, Orientalism is a French type of painting,
next the English, then the Europeans headed for it,
Orientalist art which was in the hands of the French
and the English until 1870s was then interest of other European countries and Russia.
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Melling

Less Orientalist artists were brought up in the other countries that had no colonist empires as France and England
did. Most famous of them are Italian Bello, Zonaro and
Valeri. Maltese Preziosi and Russian Ayazovski are also
among the most famous.
Some of these artists are distinguished from the others by
their passion to Istanbul and the contributions they provided
to Turkish painting art. Especially, Preziosi and Leonardo de
Mango lived the rest of their lives in Istanbul after settling there.
Aivazovsky painted Istanbul many times where he loved with a
great passion, and he came to the city many times. Guillemet
had a special importance as he founded a private sketch and
painting academy in Istanbul. Italian artist Zonaro produced
many pictures in Istanbul in 1874. Even today, the prints of his
pictures expressing the streets and merchants of Istanbul await
their buyers in mercantile stores. Mr Osman Hamdi is the leading representative of Orientalism in Turkey with his paintings
describing the Ottoman life and people in his style reflecting
the influence of his master Gerome.12 Work stylesand paintings
of the artists like Ayvazovski, Chelebovski, Zonaro, Guillemet
have consituted the headstones of the new art environment.13
Some of the Traveler Orientalist Artists
William Bartlet (London 1809, Mort Enmer 1854) is the first
English artist who made many pictures and drawings in the
holy lands of Arabian peninsula. When he came from the Middle East to Istanbul in 1837, the city was full of enthusiasm.14
He expressed his feelings in one of his letters: "The city was so
beautiful that I thought that I was in a dream there."15
Sir Frank Brangwyn ( Bruges 1867- Sussex 1956) made a series
of illustrations for a print of Omer Hayyam.16 Edvard Lear (Holloway 1812-Italie 1888) drew more than 7500 sketches and
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painted watercolor paintings in his journey in the Near East,
he completed two thousand watercolor paintings in his
workshop, painted three hundred oil paintings and made
more than hundred lithographs based on his sketches in
different formats. Mountains and rocks in his landscapes
based on his graphite sketches are real masterpieces, either
they are watercolor or oil painting. He sketched Istanbul and
everywhere he went to. We understand that he came to
Istanbul in 1858 by a picture of Eyup.17
John Frederick Lewis (Londres 1805- Walton 1876); in the
subject of Lewis' pictures John Ruskin wrote "a fully independent artwork that has never existed in art history". His
father worked on gravures with his son since the age of
thirteen. Then he observed Istanbul and stayed there for
one year as well. His pictures are the pictures of the age that
showed the variety of people of the cosmopolitan city and
the enchant of the mosques. He went to Cairo and he lived
like a noble Ottoman there as well. He spent his last year in
Cairo in 1850. He made harem pictures with a transparent
technique which seems valid even today. He was memorialized with great success and fame in 1851.18

Arthur Melveille East Linton 1855- Witley, Sussex 1904)
painted impressionist open air pictures in watercolor technique. After a long journey in the Orient he set off to Istanbul from Diyarbakir. He told the dangerous events that he
experienced until Diyarbakir. He became the famous man
of his age everywhere in 1990. He made interiors on canvas
and impressionist open air watercolor works.19
Sir David Wilkie (1785-death at sea 1841) made oil paintings from daily life like "The Author Who Reads A Letter to
Two Turkish Women in A Mosque Yard". Unfortunately,
he arrived to Istanbul in the bad time of October 1840...
He had to stay in Istanbul for months in the times of military operation, because the holy lands were inaccessible.
He painted some of his artworks that are considered perfect in those days. It is understood that he criticizes the
Occident's approach to the Orient in these words: "In their
values once known now forgotten, these people we misjudged their human relations and traditions in their societies that developed far before ours have given us the most
of the source for progress even they are underdeveloped
related to us today."20 The ending of the war let him continue his journey to Jerusalem, in return he fell ill and died,
his corpse was left to the sea. His many sketches of Istanbul published after his death.
The End of The Orientalism
The Orientalist painting art movement which started
with Napoleon's Egypt Campaign in 1718 and ended
with the First World War in 1914 doesn't form an actual
school; because these paintings are related to each other
in a thematic wat rather than in style. Orientalist pictures
were wanted through the 19th century in all Europe and
the U.S.A and even in Near East by the efforts of the
owners of painting exhibitions in Paris and official foundations like Royal Academy in London with the increasing number of art galleries and album prints. Industrialists and bankers of the Industrial Revolution became the
first buyers of the Orientalist pictures and so the antique
collections were promoted to a new dimension, and private collecting appeared for the first time.21
There is no style unity in these pictures, most of the Orientalist artists worked in the academical style of their ages,
thus most of those pictures lost significance when the acMelling

Jean-Étienne Liotard

ademism lost favor and has become a focus of interest
again since 1970s. One factor of Orientalism to come to
an end is tourism and proliferation of photography and
the other one is the damage of Occidentalization movements in the Oriental countries on the picturesque lifestyle
gradually. These two facts caused the Orient lost its mystery on Europeans. 22
Styles of these masters worked in Ottoman lands and the
request of art they created were influential on opening
way to the first generation of the Modern Turkish Painting Art. Mr Osman Hamdi, Seker Ahmet Pasha, Suleyman
Seyyit, Halil Pasha and Hodja Ali Riza partially owe the
palace's support providing the opportunity of their great
performance to the works of these artists.
In that century, it is obvious that the Ottoman Arts entered
a new age. The artist rather than the art itself stepped in
a new world. Hence, powerful or not, the Ottoman artist
was to be considered in the European Arts. 23
FOOTNOTES: * Retired Lecturer/ Art Education Specialist 1) Necla Aslan, Istanbul in Gravures
and Itineraries, Istanbul, 1992, 20, 2) Ahmet Mumcu, Antiquities Law and Turkey, AÜHFD,
XXVI, Ankara, 1969, 46, 3) Gerald M. Ackerman, Les Orientalistes de L’ecole Britannıque,
Paris, 1991, 12 4) Eczacıbaşı Art Encyclopaedia, Z. Inankur, YEM Pub. Istanbul, 1997, 1300
5) Eczacıbaşı Art Encyclopaedia, Z. Inankur, YEM Pub. Istanbul, 1997, 1196 6) Eczacıbaşı
Art Encyclopaedia, Z. Inankur, YEM Pub. Istanbul, 1997, 1112 7) Selçuk Mülayim, Art History
Method, Bilim Teknik Pub. Istanbul, 1994,.120 8) S. Başkan , Painting in Turkey from Tanzimat
to the Republic, Ankara, 1997, 16 9) S. Germener-Zeynep Inankur, Orientalism and Turkey
1989,18,19 10) S. Başkan, Painting in Turkey from Tanzimat to the Republic,Ankara 1997 , 18
11) İ. Aksüğür A Critical View on Osman Hamdi with regards to the Mentality of the Era
and Aesthetic Values New Dimension issue 21 March 1984, 13 12) Z. Inankur Eczacıbaşı Art
Encyclopaedia C.3, 1390 13) Pelin Şahin Tekinalp Westernization Period Mural Painting, Turks
Ency. C15, 449- Z. Inankur, Foreign artists coming to Istanbul in the second of XIX century
1993, 75 14) Enthusiasm of preventing the occupation attempt of France in Egypt with the
help of English navy in 1799 15) Gerald M. Ackerman, a, g, e, 40 16) Gerald M. Ackerman,
Les Orientalistes de L’ecole Britannıque, Paris, 1991 , 48 17) Gerald M. Ackerman , a,g,e,169
18) Gerald M. Ackerman, a,g, e, 186 19) Gerald M. Ackerman a, g, e,216 20) Gerald M.
Ackerman a, g, e,304 21) Eczacıbaşı Art Encyclopaedia Cover 2 Collecting, Zeynep Rona YEM
publications, 1997, p. 1034 22) Inankur Eczacıbaşı Art Encyclopaedia C.3 i. 1390 23) İlber
Ortaylı, Aslında En Kötü Oryantalistler Bizleriz, Sanat Dünyamız sayı 73, 1999 s.7
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When Silver
Meets Fire
by Fatma YAVUZ
The art of silverwork is one of the demanding and exacting traditional handcrafts, welknown with the elegant artpieces
created by a tiring and elongated labour whose outcome has ever evoked admiration in the spectators. Silverwork, a true
handcraft , transforms the ordinary bullion into exquisite pieces through the hands of talented artworkers. We have had an
interview on this traditional art with Mr. Migir Helvacioglu, one of the few masters of silverwork in Istanbul.
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Silverwork has been one of the most
glittering arts of Anatolia, the cradle of civilisations. In the skilled
hands of the silver artisans, the
silver objects have become
masterpieces appealing both
the eyes and the souls. Silver
artifacts, interpenetrated with
the mastery of the artist, have
always perpetuated their significance for the people of the
region, securing the inheritance of
artifacts of a high sense of aesthetics
to modern times.
A silver chandelier or a silver sugar bowl -which
were the prize possessions of a household; and
silver tableware and trays -the signs of respect to
the honorable guests… They sometimes were
the precious items of grace to invigorate the
amity among people, sometimes they embosomed the delicious food and drinks, reflecting the honour to the guests.
Mr. Migir Helvacioglu is one of the very few
masters who perform this traditional art.
While the demand lessens just like the artworkers do, he is a true artisan who deeply
respects silverworks and who tries to carry
his art through all the difficulties it has long
been facing. We visited Mr. Helvacioglu at
his small workshop at Kalcilar Han near the
Grand Bazaar. He has been working for
about 30 years as a silver artisan and has
produced innumerable silver pieces. Mr.
Helvacioglu has been maintaining a family tradition for which his father had also
spent 65 years in the same workshop.
He works together with Master Mike and
Master Churchill, who both had also worked
with his father, and whom he calls ‘the heirlooms’. In the beginning of the interview,
he states that the trade has been through
a downturn lately, yet he never gives up his
hope for better days.
He developed a deep interest
in silverwork when he was
only 15, yet he could sit at
the work-bench in as much
as 4 years, through which he
learned by following his father
and other two artisans, he says.
“This is a job of patience and exactness”, he adds spiritedly , “I
need 20 more years to reach the
level of my two masters.”

“We Inherited from
Our Ottoman Ancestors”
Mr. Helvacioglu mostly uses
the Seljukian motifs in his artpieces. He states that he has
mastered in droplights, sugar bowls, pans, bath bowls,
service plates and similar
wares for the household
and has not diverged from
the traditional lines. The fine
and exquisite silver artifacts of
Ottoman period could still be
found both in Istanbul and Anatolian towns and such inheritage stands
as the true templates for modern artworkers, he explains. He also states that silverworkmanship reached its peak especially in Tulip
Period: “During the period the Seljukian silver
art was copied and then technically developed by the Ottoman artisans, and this
paved the basis for our art of silver.” The
technique used in Ottoman silver art was
marquetry which added a 3-D effect to
the object. The Master goes on explaining: “Patterns were applied by inlay pens
which created textures on the inlayed
area. This technique of Ottomans was
highly admired by other nations since
inlayed patterns felt dimentional by the
help of the texture. And now I try to make
this art survive with the same artisanship
that I have learnt from my father.”
“Nothing but Love of Art”
The Master says he has always got a cordial tie to the art of silverwork which is
both toil and zest. An artisan, according
to him, should make much of the vocational satisfaction rather than the commercial return. He illustrates his provision
as: “I cannot give material values for any
of these objects, if you ask me. An artworker should leave his laborious masterpieces behind… I know that my father’s
first bowl is still an admired object of decoration in a household, and it is important to
me.”
The perfection in the art of
silverwork, he believes, could
be attributed to the genuine value given to the art and artworkers, and to the excellent pieces
produced in the Ottoman
era. The historical buildings
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found in many places all over Anatolia, he adds,
are like treasuries supplying art samples. “Today we
spect the artifacts with great admiration in Topkapi
Palace Museum. But the art should not be confined
in the museums; our aim should be to produce fine
arts not only for exhibitions but also for daily life.”
“When Silver Meets with Blaze…”
Master Migir says that it is a toiling adventure to
transform a hard metal into an art piece, and explains the process through which silver buillion turns
into a fine object: “One kilogram of 999 carats pure
silver is added with 111 grams copper which reduces the purity of the silver to 900 carats. The composition is heated to 1200ºC in pots and then plated.
The silver plate is annealed at about 800ºC, and
slightly whitened. Plates are forged with hammer
on anvil. Then the pattern is transferred on the plate
and processed with inlay pen to create a texture on

the surface. Inlayed surface is rubbed and cleaned with
acid and then the reverse side of the plate is processed.
This is the final phase of inlaying. As the pattern is fully
appeared on the surface the plate is given a last rub with
acid and polished by a special cloth.”
Master Migir adds an ironical note to the story of silver artifact: “Whatever you do, the metal has the final
word. Because the metal’s texture differs in accordance
with the heat. As the silver meets with the blaze the
master has hardly got a chance to manoeuvre, rather
the silver directs him.”
“Concern for the Future is a Real Handicap”
Master Migir points out that estimation towards handicrafts is gradually decreasing and the craft passes through
hard times. Difficulty in recruiting pupils is the basic problem of the craft, according to the Master. He fears that silvercraft will probably cease in 20 years’ time if the current
circumstances prevail. He says the number of the artworkers lessens day to day and that many talented masters in
Kahramanmaras, Hatay, Gaziantep and in Istanbul, have
closed their ateliers because of the difficulty in finding pupils to train.
One of the reasons that leads the art to an impasse, according to the master, is the people’s concern in their
livelihood. “Being respected as an artisan is, of course,
very important, but earning his living and maintaining his
workshop is equally important” he says. “An artworker
who worries about his future cannot put his soul into his
art.” Master Migir states that orders taken for the silver
objects are only enough to keep the workshop run. They
do not have regular buyers because the buyers themselves
have difficulty to sell silver items to end users who do not
afford the prices. Thus the buyers prefer mass produced
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Migir HELVACIOGLU

(thus cheaper) items. He says he endevours to carry the
silver artisanship even further by working on the motifs of
the old buildings. He believes that neglecting handcrafts
means neglecting the history and historical values.
“Despite the Problems I Keep My Hope Alive”
Complaining from decrease in the number of the artisans
Mr. Helvacioglu points out that the masters of similar artworks like silver filigree and niello work special to Sivas
region, are getting lesser to the extent of none.

He says it is almost impossible to produce new filigree pieces and it is even impossible to find artisans to polish filigree objects which require a special
mastery and talent. He adds sorrowfully that “just
like the inavailability of filigree masters, filigree objects can hardly be found. More seriously, it is hardly
possible to meet a master who can produce the anvil for the masters who forge the silver plates upto
the desired finess. At this rate, future generations
can only see the filigree in the old photographs.”
We must have listened to him so sadly that Master Migir comforted us by remarking the
necessity of contemplating on how and
what to do in order to prevent the extinction of such artisanships. He says,
“I keep my hope alive despite all the
problems. I believe that the silver art
will not cease away. It is one of our
historical values and we keep on
protecting our history as long as
we live.” Relieving us with these
words he goes on saying that institutions like ISMEK are well contributing by training courses to
the refreshment of our traditional
handcrafts and to the development
of a structure on which the arts
would arise.
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Nusret Colpan
Opened an Exhibition in Cennet
by Hamza ASLAN
An artist sometimes takes place in hearts thanks to the art he is interested in, sometimes his smiling face is
enough for leaving a deep trace in hearts. Besides his artistry and all the time smiling face, Adept Nusret Colpan
jogged our memories with his brotherly manners . He devoted his life to embellish Istanbul with Istanbul itself
and to revive classical arts just like his teacher Dist. Prof. Dr. Suheyl Unver had done. The exhibition “Two Iraqi
Expeditions/Nusret Colpan” that was opened in Cennet Culture and Art Centre, not only brought Colpan’s close
friends and miniature lovers together but it also helped us remember the smiling face of miniature.
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An artist sometimes takes place in hearts thanks to
the art he is interested in, sometimes his smiling face
is enough for leaving a deep trace in hearts. Besides
his artistry and all the time smiling face, Adept Nusret
Colpan jogged our memories with his brotherly manners . He devoted his life to embellish Istanbul with
Istanbul itself and to revive classical arts just like his
teacher Dist.Prof.Dr. Suheyl Unver had done. The exhibition “Two Iraqi Expeditions / Nusret Colpan” that
was opened in Cennet Culture and Art Centre, not
only brought Colpan’s close friends and miniature
lovers together but it also helped us remember the
smiling face of miniature.

They leave full lives behind them even it seems to us
as if they were so short. Their short-assumed lives are
really enough to make the outlivers prosperous.

“Every death is early” says the poet. But the people
who are inspired by courteous words, don’t die; they
just ride their beautiful horses and leave this world.

“Has passed an Istanbul lover Nusret / Has come and
gone / Having a smile on his face / Holding his hand a
brush while he was leaving. "by Semih Irtes"

It was in May 2008 that Nusret Colpan left this world
at the age of 56 when he was having the most enjoyable years of his life, actually we were having the most
enjoyable years of our lives as well... Most of us met
Professor Suheyl Unver thanks to his causeries. In
consequence it was the teacher Colpan who helped
us fill ourselves with our classical arts and with Istanbul through the eyes of Unver. But he passed away in
May 2008, having made us say “Every death is early. ”
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You are Coming to Istanbul with Me!
Nusret Colpan’s drawing ability has caught everybody’s attention since his childhood. At those times he was still living
in Balikesir where he was born. He was the child of a merchant family and he used to help his family in his free time
just like every merchant family’s child did. When he found
the odd moment he used to open his drawing book and
draw mosques, fountains and steamships. By examining
the postcards that he had collected, he used to draw enormous mosques, palaces and historical places of Istanbul on
a few square centimeters of wooden spoons as if they had
been the photos taken by a camera and he wasn’t even 20
years old yet when he achieved this.
One day, Ali Oztaylan, his maternal uncle found the opportunity to inform Professor Suheyl Unver about this ability of
him. As Unver heard that he was talented about drawing, he
wanted to see some of his works. When young Nusret introduced his drawings to Unver he heard these words. “Allright,
let your pencil go, you are coming to Istanbul with me !”
Suheyl Unver is an adept in terms of the revival of our classical arts and an example for most artists who are engaged in
them. Besides enlivening the arts such as Miniature, Ottoman Illumination and Paper Marbling, thanks to his profession of a doctor and a researcher, he personally concretized
the concept of “living the life as a moment”. Unver trained
some artists in the disciplines for the revival of which he had
striven and Nusret Colpan was one of those lucky names.
When Colpan came to Istanbul to take drawing lessons, Unver in fact was about to open so different doors to him. Unver
told him to complete his education first, then with the help of
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the teacher Azade Akar, he provides Colpan to register in Zincirlikuyu Vocational High School. As a proverb says “Deadlines
come to an end in no time flat”, Colpan’s high school education finished but Unver’s efforts on him didn’t.
As he knew very well both Colpan’s drawing ability and the
requirements of those years, Unver helped him to be registered in Yildiz Technical University, Department of Architecture and he was carrying on his lessons of decorative arts at
the Adornment workshop of Suheyl Unver in Cerrahpasa
Department of Medicine.
He Adorned the City of Dreams
Without exaggeration Istanbul was the city that Nusret Colpan
always dreamed. He took his first steps to be a perfect “city”
miniaturist when he combined his training at the Adornment
workshop with his first drawings of Istanbul that he had made
in Balikesir since his first years of youth. Having developed his
skills of decorative arts under the leadership of Unver and
with the support of Azade Akar, he was about to combine
his knowledge of architecture with his love of Istanbul that he
had been growing in his heart since his years in Balikesir.
He fell behind his studies when he was at university because
of the depressive days of Turkey in 1970’s. The lessons used
to be cancelled , the exams couldn’t be done and the students didn’t use to be allowed to enter the universities. That’s
why he found himself on the domes and the minarets of Blue
Mosque which was being restored. From there he watched
the city, Topkapi Palace , Hagia Sophia and the Bosphorus for
a long time. He even told his adventure in a detailed way to his
close friend Semih Irtes ; ” Semih, I dreamed that I was flying
over Istanbul ” he said.

These dreams were maybe the harbingers of a reverie
which was about to come true. It was in those years that
Colpan made his classical miniature work entitled “ The
Anger of Fatih”. This work of miniature, which was the
sign of the approval by Suheyl Unver , got Istanbul, Fatih ,
the sea and the history together through a brush, just like
the miniature works that had been made centuries ago by
Matrakgi Nasuh…
Colpan Took Over the Flag from Matrakgi
Graduated as an architect from Yildiz Technical University,
Colpan expertly reflected his interests of cities and buildings
on his miniature works. Having indicated that he was so
much influenced by Matrakgi Nasuh who was the famous
miniaturist during the period of Suleyman the Magnificent,
Colpan first asked himself “ If Matrakgi had lived in the
20th century, what would he draw?”…

He collected the documents of the cities that he had visited
and he gave place to some cities in his miniature works
such as New York , Paris , Venice and Tokyo by considering some points that the art of photography wouldn’t be
able to observe. That’s why one can see in Colpan’s miniature works there are time-place skippings and the ability
of handling the subject in the same work through different
points. In Colpan’s miniature works, the world becomes
smaller, Topkapi Palace and White House live different seasons on the same canvas.
For instance the spirals special to Colpan’s miniature works
can be assumed as a present of him for the art of miniature.
These spirals draw attention in his miniature works with the
theme of Leander’s Tower and the other historical places.

Having internalized the cities and the architecture, Colpan
started to draw a number of cities in the world and said : “
the previous artists described their periods, so I must touch
on the period in which I live.”

He Adorned Istanbul with Istanbul Itself
He adorned the most crowded places of Istanbul with his
miniature works on which he showed his love of Istanbul.
The miniature works that were made on tiled-tables and
were designed to be used in large places, treat Istanbul
through several points.

Matrakgi , who had drawn lots of cities both Eastern and
Western when he had been on military expeditions by the
Imperial Army, became a model for Colpan. Martrakgi was
a milestone in Colpan’s life of art. Having depicted the cities from different angles, from the both front and the top,
Matrakgi touched Colpan’s passion of architecture and city.
Having already made some drawings of Istanbul since his
youth, it was with the help of his experiences in the Department of Architecture and the inspiration from Nasuh that
Colpan created his own style of figuring cities.

The places such as the walls of Metro Station, Beykoz Public Wharf, the tram stops of Istanbul which put thousands
of Istanbulites up everyday , were decorated by Colpan
considering their historical characteristics. Having adorned
the electric transformer of Gulhane Park by putting a lot
of effort, Colpan also designed the boards longer than 20
meters, handling the disciplines such as astronomy , medicine and botany in Islamic science and technology museum
in Gulhane. The works of Colpan that turned Istanbul’s historical places into an open-air museum, caught the atten-
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tion of tourists. Seeing that their own cities were
depicted with the viewpoint of Turkish Islamic Art,
the tourists are still exhibiting Colpan’s miniature
works in famous places such as Avanoz Monastery
in Greece , Zaebel Technopark in Dubai and Turkish
Garden in Bangkok.
His Works Were Exhibited in Cennet
The Municipality of Kucukcekmece organized the
last exhibition for Nusret Colpan who had adorned
the historical places of Istanbul and of several cities in
the world. Inspired by Matrakgi Nasuh whom Colpan called his second teacher, the exhibition entitled
“Retrospect of Two Iraqi Expeditions” consisted of 68
works and was held in Cennet Culture and Art Centre.

The exhibition “Two Iraqi Expeditions” should be
seen as an example of fidelity to the smiling face
of miniature painting because it brings art lovers together with Colpan’s works of watercolor, oil painting and acrylic and the esquisses of pen and pencil.
Nusret Colpan is a name who devoted his life to
the art of miniature and we remember him not
only with his artistry but also with his all the time
smiling face. We remember him once more by
means of the exhibition in Cennet Culture and
Art Centre. Hoping to meet him in Heaven…
God rest his soul….
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Flowers That Come Into
Blossom Over Us: Needle Lace
by Nazli BUGDAYCI

Can it sometimes be possible to express happiness, excitement, love, loyalty and also anger, bitterness, longing
with a gordian knot ? Can it be possible to reason so much meaning to these patterns that embroidered with gordian
knot by the meeting of needle and fiber? Turkish woman had been aware of it that every motif had meant inner
message many centuries before.
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By using designs and colour, especially ornamenting
their hand-printed head scarfs with needle lace, many
brides, mother-in-laws had tried to explain their life and
what they had desired. Needle lace had progressed as
a handcraft, peculiar to Turkish women where feelings
take on meaning in in needle lace knots in this country .
It is in needle lace knots that the best way to illustrate
Anatolian women’s features such as patience, elegance,
creativeness. it is called ‘’Turkish lacework’’ in the world
literature which had been used as a means of communication between households embroidered with colourful ropes, had refered to women’s fantasy world.
Needle lace works had given utterance to one’s feelings
such as hope, love, distress, penitence, rage, disillusion,
happiness. With the voice of needle lace, sometimes it
had been possible to prick up silenced woman’s cry or
love affair of a man had disburdened with needle lace
knots.

They had been a sound and a breath for women. Young
girls, new brides had chosen a way to express their
happiness, unhappiness, good news, unfriendliness to
their households by using the language of lace works.
Every flower and colour had expressed in different way
in hand-printed head scarfs. Hyacinth had expressed
love, carnation had expressed beauty, daisy had expressed purity, daffofil had expressed pangs of love,
while strawberry had expressed suffering, green colour
had expressed happiness, yellow needle lace had expressed unhappiness and depression, blue needle lace
had expressed charm against the evil eye.
Without saying a word each of these elegant motifs
had expressed a lot in essence, generally the needle
lace had carried the meaning in which to emphasize the
relationship between bride and mother-in-law, husband
and wife, bride and sister-in-law.
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Needle lace called as knotting art had been an instrument to illustrate well known arguing of bride and
mother-in-law for centuries and it had witnessed endless arguments which had been sometimes bitter and
sometimes mild.
Especially, needle lace motif had been used as an aid
to convey bride’s feelings to people around her. It had
conveyed the feeling of lovers who had been longing to
meet, it had been a way to express untold words and
a letter which had been sent to convey reproof as well.
It had arisen as a product of Ottoman women’s cleverness and patience and it has extanted. Needle lace,
charming, colourful hand printed head scarfs, bundles,
hankerchiefs, all had been the most special items of
hope chests.
Working like magic with every knot in this craft, purse,
tobacco pouch, rosary, pocket watch case, hankerchief
corners had been ornamented in old days . Ornamented head scarfs, hand printed head scarfs, Mawlid head
scarf and prayer rug corner ornamentations had been
admired. In addition, it had distributed an elegant outlook to chest, coffee table, tray aprons, bedclothes,It
had been ornamented on bundles, clothes’ and nightgown’s arm, collar sides.
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Although ornamented articles such as clothes and
goods with needle lace had carried great impotance
in women’s life, men had kept at hand purse, seal
purse, handerchiefs which had ornamented by their
wives or lovers. Young girls had displayed their skills in
ornamenting swashbuckler’s fez.
Every Colour Carries A Hidden Feeling,
Every Motif Carries A Hidden Meaning..
Hand-printed head scarfs, ornamented with needle lace
had common sensation in society in the course of time.
Every message to be conveyed had been embroidered
dissimilar to the hand printed head head scarfs. Bridal girls
who had expressed their feelings with motifs had done
needlework beatifully for their mother-in-laws, sister-inlaws and wife’s sister-in-laws and had kept them in their
hope chests. Bridal girl’s wish to get well with her motherin-law had started even before marriage...
While bridal girl by sending the grass, meadow motifs needle work as a gift that she had ornamented to her motherin-law had meant that they get well and be as peaceful as
grass-meadow, comfortable and be like flowers, whereas,
mother-in-law, by sending needle lace motif called bride’s
finger had meant that the relationship between us must
be formal and shall we live peacefully together.

If an engaged girl had wanted to get married soon
she would put on a hand printed head scarf ornamented with almond blossom at the first visit after the
engagement celebration.
Anyway, the needle lace known as mother-in-law motif among people which is a very difficult motif to ornament called as ‘’Zembil needle lace’’ had meant to
convey the message of how hard it had been to make
happy a mother-in-law. By setting a poppy needle
lace in the dowry bridal girl’s relatives had wanted to
give the message and had warned that our daughter
was as beautiful as and as delicate as a poppy.
If the bride as a last member of the family had gotten well with the mother-in-law who was the ruler of
the house , the colour and motifs of the needle lace
wouldn’t have changed otherwise the colour and motifs would have changed.
To mean that she had loved her mother-in-law she
had expressed it to her household and friends by ornamenting her hand-printed head scarfs with ivy needle
lace motifs, whereas brides who weren’t happy had
embroidered their hand-printed head scarfs with bristle worms motifs.

Perhaps, tombstone needle lace motif was the most unlikely motif that a mother in love wouldn’t have liked to see
her bride wearing it. Because that had meant ‘’ this quarrel
would have go on till the day we die.’’ The women who
had got bored of her mother-in-law’s nagging had prefered
‘’mother-in-law clapper’’ which had meant too much suffering and talking mother-in-law.
The favourite of needle works given to the close relatives as
a gift was apple blossom lace installed with the meaning of
spring,joy and good news.In addition, new brides embroidered violets by needle lace to the single sisters in law in order
to be the only daughter of the house after the sister's ( in law)
rapidly marriage and leaving home.
What is My Mood Like,
Can Be Understood By My Scarf's Lace
Woman expresses her love, sorrow, pain, separation, and
homesick by the means of needle laces ,make up the priceless pieces of dowry boxes. Laces creating a common form of
discourse, used to play a major role in the transfer of emotion
especially between wife - husband. Woman who has fallen
in an infinite love,used to express her love by the means of
rose lace whereas she wishes happiness of lifetime with the
grape lace.Nevertheless if the lace is with pearls, she expresses her love pangs by saying ''I am alone and crying for you.''
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Plum blossom laces used to embroider the scarves of the
women respected and loved by their husbands,whereas
wild roses embellish the scarves of women whose husband were abroad.
Women, 1who had problems with their husbands used
to wear pepper laces to allude ''I was suffered at the
beginning of my marriage''.If she used the red pepper
in her laces ,she draws attention to her relationship with
her husband was as chilli as the pepper.If a bride complains about her husband's coolness ,she wears a scarf
with a bush flower lace. On the other hand the unhappy
divorced women excalims her silent scream by the means
of wheel of fortune lace.
Cranberry lace were be interpreted as "I threw up blood,
I drank cranberry syrup'' about the women looking
pleased with her life but can't express her suffer.
Lace's Colour is Also Meaningful...
Laces,which is the most beautiful expression of the inner
worlds of women,has sometimes been the silent way of
the lovers who could not come together,while it was the
best way of saying love in old times.It gives clues about
the women's mood according to the laces. If the Hyacinth( which is symbol of love and happiness) colour is
purple ,it tells about a girl in love;if it is pink,it tells about
engaged girl and if it is white it tells about the girl’s adherence to her lover. A boy in love expressed his love
by wearing clove,whereas the boy with yellow daffodils
exclaimed his hopeless love quietly.While plum blossoms
flowered on the heads of the new brides,people waiting for a new baby used to express their happiness with
good news lace and the people having a new baby with
the bough.

A Flower Blooms in Every Corner of Anotalia
The colourful flowers bloomed in Anotolian territory inspired diversity in the neddle laces ,which have
been the most emotional handicrafts of our traditional culture as much as the wealth in the symbolic
communication language.Natural flowers inspiring
Turkish women are blooming again on the heads
of young girls,new brides and old grannies, while
some of them are identifying with the region as in
the nature.
They continued their existence to the present by
identifying the lion's mouth with Bolu, sultan's
crown with Ankara, wheel of fortune with Tokat;ivy
and rose laces have been the symbol of Nallihan
region While sycamore leaves with a long life
wish meaning has been the sign of Mudurnu.Kutule lace,which has been given as a gift to the sister
in law after the wedding with the wish ‘’Get on
well’’,has been identified with Adana. Rize, Konya,
Bursa, Istanbul, Izmir and the surrounding area,
Gonen (Balikesir), the Gediz (Kutahya), Mugla, Bafra
(Samsun), Ordu and the surrounding area come in
the first row among the regions that preserve this
ancient handicrafts in parts of Anotalia ,where the
diversity and production largely continued.
Transfer of thoughts and emotions through floral
motives on the needle laces reflected to the written
and oral language richly. Let’s give an example of
lyrics: Slim waist of my lover / Unless cover get crazy
/ Bride you are too happy / Seems from your daisy.
When we look at the contemporarary needle
laces,we see, that they were influenced by the current developments and their names have changed
over time.Most striking examples are Zeki
Muren’s eyelash and Turkan Soray’s eyelash. Some of them have very interesting names such as ‘’Drunk’s leg’’,
’’shepheard’s louse’’, ’’single’s
shephard’’, ’’poor’s nest’’, ‘’lame
girl’’, ’’King’s daughter’’, ’’castle’s
broom’’, ’’women’s bag’’, ’’teenager’s moustache’’, ’’Medine’s
flower’’.
Traditional material of needle lay
is silk yarn. Silk preferred because of
solidity and fineness, gave its place
to the sentetic floss due to the fact
it is expensive.Needle lace ,set out
in the traditional motives although
they left the authentic channels,
has been used in today’s original
designs, almost all aspects of daily
life again by rediscovering again.
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Neddle laces opening a wide range of clothing,
jewelry design, home decorations,have been indispendeble for the fashion designers. Needle lace that
comes to life on ladies fingers with needle and yarn’s
meeting,has always been a valuable handicraft although its usage has changed over time.
Needle Lace Is Among The Most
Demanding Branches In ISMEK...
Needle laces,stored carefully by every married woman and young girl in ballot box in every part of Anotolia , continues to be transferred from
one generation to the other with
devotion. In recent years, increasing demand to needle
lace has been observed in
universities, community colleges and vocational training courses.

the art of needle lace to the enthusiastic trainees
,enables them to earn money and support the family budget beside having a new hobby and occupation.Needle lace training,situated among the ISMEK’s
most demanding branches , continues in 150 course
center currently. With more than 30 thousand graduated trainees since 2005 in needle lace courses,
branch expert trainers teach trainees how to make
needle lace with all techniques with eight weeks and
160 hours’ programme.

Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Art and Vocational
Training
Courses,ISMEK,
takes an important mission
in the protection and development of cultural heritage
by the means of education
in handicrafts,while providing support to personal skills
and education of trainees by
providing professional education in languages, sports, and
arts with 233 branches. ISMEK
providing opportunity to learn
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The Skill Lies Behind
The Discipline Of The Master
by Ugur SEZEN
The saying “God manifests to human from human”
is paraphrased as “Collaborating to be appreciated by
God” in its simplest way. This understanding applicable
for each member in the circle of Islamic culture and
civilization spreads all realms of life and has an important influence in arts as well. Classic Turkish Islamic
Arts which are the most refined and aesthetic form
of Quran and Sunnah Civilization are considered as
the most important examples of this understanding.
With reference to the fact which is God’s manifestation to human from human, God’s Al-Mubdi
name manifests to human from human and aesthetic arts are also one of the manifestations of
Al-Mubdi. Therefore, Hazrat Ali as the master of
calligraphers who exerts himself to write Quran in
the most beautiful way instructs and disciplines
calligraphers of all times with his practices and
sayings. A saying of the master of calligraphers
before 14 centuries ago preserves its importance for each Classic Turkish Islamic Arts.
Hazrat Ali expressed impossibility of art without a master in the simplest way with his saying: “The calligraphy lies behind the discipline
of the craftsman. Its consistency is gained by
extensive practice. The rest of it depends on
practicing Islam.” The main source in the art
is human as well as making use of books,
school, paper and pen as it is in all sciences.
We met the five masters of arts representing the different generations performing
our classic arts by considering human as
their main sources. We asked “Why the
skill lies behind the discipline of the master?” to Muralist Semih Irtes, Calligrapher Savas Cevik and Calligrapher Huseyin Husnu Turkmen. They also wrote
about the disciplines of their masters
and their practices with them. Thereby
we remember each of those masters
and entreat for the manifestation of
Al-Mubdi name of God for us as well.
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Hazrat Ali (ra), accepted as the master of calligraphers, has a saying specific to calligraphy but considered as
applicable for each Turkish Islamic arts that develop around calligraphy and the meaning of the saying is as follows:
“The calligraphy lies behind the discipline of the craftsman. Its consistency is gained by extensive practice. The rest
of it depends on practicing Islam.” The three important craftsmen of our classic arts from different generations
explained the first sentence of the saying based on their experience with their masters. Muralist Semih Irtes shared
his discipline experience at Suheyl Unver, Calligrapher Savas Cevik at Emin Barin, Calligrapher Huseyin Husnu Turkmen
at Ali Alparslan. In this way, we present these valuable experiences as a lesson for those who are interested in these
arts and hereby we also remember our masters whose invaluable efforts contributed to the art that we have today.
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Instruction at Suheyl Unver
Semih IRTES

He Used to State
About His Masters
as a Benefactor.
Dist. Prof. Dr. Suheyl Unver and his students (1976)

I got my first education in decorative arts from my late father
Sabri Irtes (1923-2010). Master Sabri began his apprenticeship
in 1938 in Kubbealti, and until the 1990s, he made important
studies on many classical religious and civil buildings' repairs and
new mosques' ornaments. Spending much of my childhood
and youth through many mosques, and especially in the Topkapi Palace's restoration is an important factor that I'm a lover of
the decorative arts. In 1968 and the early 70s while I was working with my father to repair of breaks in the Topkapi Palace, I
used to go to Topkapi Palace Museum when we have break
and watch the illuminated manuscripts in manuscripts section
and the illumination of Murad the III's signature. Those times I
couldn't figure out with my knowledge how these masterpieces are made and I only used to watch them with enthusiasm. I
was doing rasps inside the ceiling of throne in Supply Room of
the Topkapi Palace in 1972. Glittering gilds could be seen from
the bottom, after great enthusiasm and carefullness a great lacquer ornament emerged at the end of four-months.
And then we made repairs and finishing touches of that ceiling
roof. These ornaments, holds an important place in my repairs.
When largest chiselled frescos weren't enough for me I saw '50
Turkish Motif' manual of Suheyl Unver Bey. After a year I was
at Institute for the History of Medicine, Suheyl Unver Vignette
Workshop. What a great thrill it was, watching and admiring
the ladies working in the studio. At that time, I saw the master
(hodja) for the first time, told him what I was doing, "Can I continue with your classes?" I said, and I showed a detail of Supply
Room ornamentation on the glass. Hodja looked a while and
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asked how much time did it take. I told one month. "Well, if it's
broken, what would you do? All labour goes down the drain."
he said. And the Vignette Workshop gave me the first lesson,
school makes the procedure continue.
This Vignette Workshop covers 60-70 m2 area, and filled
with 7-8 tables, a workshop for 25 people, closets which are
the examples of the history of 900 years of Turkish decorative
arts the and the files that make up a significant portion of our
teacher's awesome archive. I can say on different tables, each
illuminated by students as engaged, is continued according
to students' meshk and this shows all the riches of the Turkish
decorative arts. The lessons used to begin at 14.00 and finish
at 17.00 on Fridays. Our teacher's chief assistant Azade Akar
Hanimefendi used to determine the working the layout of the
course and principles of student, after consultation with the
general demand for labor issues Suhayl teacher works with a
one to one relationship they retained master-apprentice. Other aids to students from the first brush Olez Tulay Angel Antel
and provides information on the operating procedures, the
work they would check every week. This place is a Vignette
Worshop in the manner of that era has the distinction of the
Academy of Decorative Arts as an important institution.
The term “Nakkashane“ was used to be a workshop although many people work together with. Our trainer
Suhely was teaching to his students by giving examples from
his archives. He wanted his lectures to be written and documented because a great deal of information was lost. And

he said that many investigations ,culture and civilization traces were lost because they were not
documented. While he was teaching something
to his students , he was examing the people
carefully and he told people who were not taking notes as this “ Mind looks like a blind well
whatever you put in it, it absorbs,but when
you want something, it doesn’t give”. He was
happy when he was asked a question.And
when he was asked something to him , he
was answering it very carefully and he also
brought his notes concerning with the
question. While he was examing students’ studies

Instruction Ratherthan Description
Our teacher Mr Unver was very careful about the
relations with his students. He said that “Art cannot be done with directions; the teacher will work
and the students will see how it is done, learn its
color,motif and they will also learn which century
it belongs to. The teacher should not say “ Go
and take it from there” instead of doing that he
was showing how to do it. Mrs Keskiner who has
been the student of our teacher since 1950s
talks on our teachers ‘work analysis and
show how to perform her works in a
regular way with her students
in Topkapi Palace Mu-

he was also correcting his
students mistakes in a gently manner. And he was also complimenting on his
students work. We did not understand how
the lesson was progressing because the lesson was very enjoyable.We were doing our
work willingly. So I was looking forward to Friday lesson. Firstly,I would show my work to
Azade teacher and when he said good for my
work, it was showed to the teacher by Azade.
The teacher’s compliment and kissing my work
was making me happy.

seum Library. I would like to
state clearly that I got a great deal of
information from Mrs Keskiner in particular on design work . At the middle of 1974,
there was a feverish activity at Cerrahpasa Nakkashane ( a place where large pictures on the
walls are painted, Mural house). It was the preliminary works of an exhibit which consisted the most
distinguished examples of the ornamentations on
the gravestones that covered an important area of our
history of civilization and decoration between the 15th
and 18th centuries.
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Although I wasn’t given any task, I took the moulding plaster
of a gravestone and poured with a plaster just like its original and covered its motives with gold plating, finally showed
it to Azade Hodja. (-a term of respect which means teacher). On the following days, Suhayl Hodja, Azade Hodja, a
couple of friends and I took some samples from the places
where the Hodja showed us (such as Eyup) and worked
on them. During these periods, our Suhayl Hodja honored
my little workshop in Fatih. I was both very excited and
very happy. He told me to do an archive of tezyinat (ornamentations) and said: "Let me know when you complete
10 files, then I will come and see them". Well, now all my
work was to complete these files. I prepared some kalemisi
(hand-drawn) samples and my rolove (measured drawings)
which I had done with hand-drawn and tile patterns from
some mosques, especially Topkapi Palace. Two months later,
I called and informed Hodja about the files and he visited my
workshop in Fatih. What a great honor it was for me. The
target was 50 files.
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And as a result of the great master's blessing, we established Sema Nakishane (Mural house) in the same place with
Mamure Oz after 1990. I always think that this establishment
of Mural house is the answer of a prayer which a Hodja made
for his student.
Hodja’s Every Word is A Grace.
In March of 1976, a “Mashaallah” written tezhip (ornamentation) which I made by getting inspired from Suleymannâme
was very well received by our Hodja. Thus, he said that he
would give me icazet (permission, ratification) and on March
25, 1976 he asked me to come his house to get the certificate of ratification. Oh my God, what a great blessing it was
for me. I had written a lot of things on my notebook for that
moment which I had never imagined. Ratification was completed 4 years later because of my laziness. I was working at
the mosques as well as going to school (IDMMA) and doing
rolove (measured drawings)and inventory works on classics in
my leisure times. I occasionally continued my Friday lessons in

It is precursory for Turkish Art lovers that the courses will be
opened under the leadership of teacher Suheyl and under
the administration of his students Azade Akar and Cahide
Keskiner. In 1940s and 50s the works that our teacher had
made in the Old Adornment Workshop of Topkapi Palace,
these works started again at this date in a serious way with
a group of 40 students. In those years Nusret Colpan, Gunseli Kato and I worked to help these activities. In following
years after 1980, the courses have gone on and helped the
torch of teacher Suheyl light all the time.
I learned in fact while I was teaching with the help of the
encouragements and directive knowledge of my teacher
Cahide. In those years my whole dream was to seriously
work over the methods of adornment design. The systems
were being worked out step by step when I combined the
knowledge and composition keys of teacher Suheyl and
his student Cahide with the discipline of my education of
architecture , because I thought that teaching students the
design of adorning would be one of the most important
works to help them be artists. I don’t know how much I
could be successful to achieve this. My students will be able
to say it in the future.
You don’t Owe Me, But Your students
In 1982 , thanks to the help of Mr. Muammer Ulker, I received my diploma with a great proud, from my teacher
Mr. Suheyl Unver, in the Adornment Workshop of Topkapi Palace, in presence of Cahide Keskiner , Melek Antel ,
Muammer Ulker, my father Sabri Irtes, my wife Serpil , my
friends and my students.
And my teacher said me these words: “ To be able to pay
my efforts off, give your students the things that I have
given you.” I am still going on paying my debt off to my
teacher and Turkish Culture and Art.

Cerrahpasa. On those days, we used to have some art
meetings in our Hodja Azade Akar’s house with Nusret Colpan. In general, we used to be very enlightened
from the speeches of Azade Hodja who was very knowledgeable about all kinds of art activities. During those
conversations, ornamentation of our classic arts used
to be talked along with architectural examples and the
samples on the books, as well. We also used to have a
detailed information about Karamemi uslup (style), especially the ones on the 16th century tiles.
In the news that was published by the newspaper Tercuman on 15th October 1977, there existed these statements: “ Having been formalized in the end by the Ministry of Culture, Dist. Prof. Suheyl Unver’s efforts that he
had shown for 50 years in matter of keeping alive the
Arts of Turkish Adornment , Ottoman Illuminaton and
Miniature and this is a hopeful and happy move for National Turkish Art.

Exhibiting patience , effort, love and measures, art is a degree in the light of teachers. The repetitions that are made
for perceiving the forms , will bring artists to a certain point
. The rise of level is up to the repetitions which means continual exercise in point of our working methods and this
brings the artists to a certain level.
If the teacher sees his student’s determination , patience
and efforts in his homework and if he is able to bring his
student to the following lesson with a great excitement, it
means the love is born then. The completion of the words
“Love” and “Work” will help the art be formed. The art
is learned with copy but it doesn’t go on with it. To be an
artist , one has to do new designs Most of famous Ottoman Illumination artists were educated in the Adornment
Workshop of Topkapi Palace. But they have difficulty in
telling this because of their politeness! Our dear teacher
Suheyl Unver used to call his teachers as “my benefactors”.
Here is the politeness ! And as a result of this the nobleness
exists. It is the most important character for an artist.
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Instruction at Emin Barin
Doc. Dr. Savas CEVIK

Criticized but
did not hurt, admired but
did not spoil
Savas Cevik, Emin Barin and Sevket Rado are now in Barin Binding Workshop

Our deceased instructor Prof. Dr. Emin Barin is one of the
most important people in art and culture after Republic. He is
a scientist who contributed to the materialization of the cultural bridge between Ottoman and Republic Period in addition to his contributions to art. Emin Barin, whom we know
as the performer and theoretician in binding and calligraphy
of our classic arts, worked on and was interested in our other
classic arts as well. He has an exceptional place in arts with
his profound knowledge on illumination, paper marbling and
miniature.

He was not only interested in the works on classic arts but also
he was close to contemporary arts. He was both educated in
classic European bindings and Latin scripts during the time he
stayed in Germany and he initiated the first studies in Latin
script and education in our country when he returned to Turkey. He was well-informed and familiar with all art branches
of today from traditional to print and graphic arts. In a way,
he interpreted these two different senses of art by synthesizing the east and the west arts with his academic profession
in Fine Arts Academy and he made his own art studies based
on this synthesis. He wrote papers about calligraphy which
were different but meaningful apart from classic sense and
they were instructive for contemporary artists. With his own
words, he understood the end-point in old classic arts and
since he thought nothing much can be added on that huge
knowledge and he was in search of other new things. He
was never assertive in arts as he was not assertive in each
subject and he described his studies as “search” by preserving
his humble manner.
The most important and special quality of Emin Barin was his
talent in instruction; he was very different than the common,
traditional sense of instructor. I have been with him for 16
years and I gained most of my knowledge on arts from him.
He was attending script classes during my studentship in Fine
Arts Academy in the department of Graphic. He was telling
us the stories about the art of calligraphy and calligraphers
during our Latin script and typography classes and he was
narrating their art world sensitively. I started working on cal-

Ism-i Celâl
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Besmele-i Sharif, celî dîvânî

ligraphy in 1974 thanks to my instructor. I did not realize that
I was experiencing the most important turning point of my
life when he invited me to his binding workshop in Cemberlitas. A few years later, I understood that the invitation of Emin
Barin started a new phase in my professional life. I was not
only his student in university but his colleague, assistant and
calligraphy student. He asked me to be his student after my
completion of third grade in the university with a 5 year period of study. It was an ineffable happiness for me to be the
assistant of an instructor like Emin Barin whom I love a lot. My
interest in script caused him to make this decision and after
that I was with him most of the days in a week. I was rushing
to his workshop in Cemberlitas at the first opportunity after
school and spending time there and sometimes I was also
helping him with the script design.

standings and evaluating them. He said that “My son, a point
which you cannot realize can be realized by someone whom
you never expect.” I gained much more knowledge in the
workshop in Cemberlitas than my knowledge in university.
It was like a very special academy. It was a school where the contemporary artists gathered and had high discussions with the
instructor. The method of teaching of the instructor was very
different. It provided us to feel relaxed and ask anything that
springs to our minds with his character, elegancy and fatherly

Emin Barin was a very good father, patriarch, husband and
friend as well as being a very good instructor. According to
what I witnessed, he was much loved and respected among
his friends. He was communicating easily with everyone with
his humble character, he was esteeming everyone and he was
also esteemed by them. Selfishness and pride was never experienced by him. He was showing his unique works to his
students and asking their opinions and listening to them earnestly. Sometimes he was even showing them to the masters
of bindings and asked their views about them. I was not making any sense to me those times. After years, I understood that
everyone interpreted and understood art in a different way.
The instructor was paying attention to those different underIsm-i Celâl
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Yâ Hafiz, celi divani

manners. He was talking with a colloquial language and explaining everything in depths but in a simple way that we could
understand. He was abstaining from using exaggerated and
elaborated sentences. He was telling what he wanted to say in
a clear and direct manner and giving examples while explaining.
He also using the same technique in university and explaining
the subject in a simple way that the students could grasp them.
He was talking about calligraphy in a way that seemed as in
a trance and forgetting about the time. Sometimes he would
ask us some questions about calligraphy drawings. He was
instructing us with the questions like; “Tell me why I did this
in this way?” or “How would you do this if you were me?”

Lafza-i Celal, kufi

Sometimes, while he was evaluating the script of his student,
he was guiding him by asking; “I would do this like that if I
were you” in order to lessen the negative effect of the criticism and he was having his practices via dialogues and discussions and he was making his students feel valuable.
Since Emin Barin was a pragmatic instructor, he was instructing us by performing just after oral and theoretic explanations
during our education. I was amazed by his manners to his
students who wanted to have his feedback after showing
their scripts. One a day a student whose script was really bad
wanted to have the criticism of him. I understood that this
practice was really bad according to my knowledge and ex-

Ve huve ala kulli sey’in kadir, celi divani
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Musenna Lafza-i Celal (name of Allah) in Kufi mudawwar (round) ism-i Nebi (name of Prophet)

perience at that day and I also wanted to hear the criticism of
the instructor. I was surprised when I heard the criticism of the
instructor of which I thought it would be a harsh one. After
viewing the script, the instructor looked at the student and
started to criticize. First of all, he congratulated him for dealing
with such an art. He said that he was talented and added that
he could write a much better script if he worked hard. He also
asked him to write carefully. He criticized each letter by telling
him “Look, if you try this way, you can write in a much better
way” after asking him never to give up and to work hard. He
corrected the script without hurting the student and explained
in a way that he could understand. I was impressed by the
patience of the instructor after such a script practice and I understood that being a good instructor requires being positive
and gratifying rather than being destructive and alienating.
Emin Barin was innovative and he was against degeneration.
He was advising us to have new interpretations and encouraging us trying them. He was often repeating that even if the
new studies do not produce good results, it will be wrong to
decide whether something is good or not without trying them
first. He was telling us that drawing works must be completed
and encouraged us to study hard and to produce. He was not
imposing himself a lot on the details. He was more paying attention on the general context of the art and the script and
he believed that idea and the humor were very important. He
was fond of the new materials in practice and he was eager
to use them. He would buy the latest paints and use them in
one of his works. Sometimes he would not throw away the
scripts that were not materialized as he wanted them to be and
he would say that “It is hard to make the better ones before
making the worse ones” The most important peculiarity of his
works was his not repeating the technical or aesthetic practice
that he made once. He wanted to use a new method and even
different materials. He was very open-minded in materials and
planning. He wanted to try each new material that he found

Musenna Besmele-i Sharif

and he was transforming and using a paper that someone else
did not admire in a different form after processing it. There was
not anyone better than him in rectification; he never panicked
for a place that was mis-painted. I viewed and learnt the repair of plates on which tea-coffee were spilled or cigarette was
dropped before it was put out and also I learnt the repair of
broken and besmirched plates skillfully many times.
He became the symbol of maturity and humbleness and integrated his entity as an artist and instructor together successfully.
He had the full knowledge of classic art traditions, he was a
person who was open to innovations and against to degeneration, instructive and inspirer. He criticized but did not hurt; he
admired but did not spoil. He aimed to get to the core of the art
and he supported the liberal and serious initiatives. He was an
exceptional and rare person in our cultural and artistic values.
May God bless his soul...

Latin Calligraphy and Lafzatullah
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Instruction at Ali Alparslan
by Huseyin Husnu TURKMEN

Having the moral of the
master is also a lesson

Ali Alparslan And Huseyin Husnu Turkmen are Practising

Viewing and learning the calligraphy from its master is the fastest way in improving in the art if there is a continuity and talent.
Hazrat Ali said: “Calligraphy lies behind the instruction of the
master, improving lies behind with constant practice and the
rest depends on following the instructions of Islam.” The calligraphy lies behind the instruction of the master. The student
improves himself or herself by following the instructions of the
master with his or her talent and continuity.
It was a joy for me to watch my instructor Ali Alparslan while he
was working and I was trying to imitate his hand movements.
My instructor used to say that lots of practice and following the
instructor were rather necessary. I was asking the things that I
could not grasp again to my instructor. And he was instructing
me how he used his pen insistently. He was also gifting me the
practice he wrote as a memory. It is a fact that both the student
and the instructor should have the pure love, should be willing
and eager for the art. Sometimes the instructor can be dispirited and sometimes the student may not be eager for the work
as it should be. Therefore the instructor should be prosperous
and the student should be careful and skillful.
Learning and viewing the calligraphy from its master is a must.
Calligraphy is not an art that can be learnt without an instructor. Since the art of calligraphy lies behind the discipline of the
instructor, being depended on and bending to the instructor
are very crucial. Being a calligrapher on one’s own is not easy
to achieve. One should be very careful viewer while viewing
the instructor performing calligraphy, explaining and instruct-
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ing them and especially while making deductions because they
are the secrets which provide the beauty of the calligraphy. It is
even more effective than reading about related to it. If there is
not an instructor during the course of learning the art, an artist
cannot improve, enjoy nor can he be pleased about it. Therefore he or she should not be away from the instructor.
One can never be a calligrapher just by writing the type. It is
necessary to learn and perform lots of things. Learning everything taught by the instructor to its all details, imitating his moral
and life style is also a lesson. In addition, the student does not
solely learn calligraphy from his or her instructor but they also
learn sharpening the reed pen, painting the paper and dressing.
Listening to the stories from the instructor, discussing and examining calligraphy enrich the world of thought of the young student. They prompt him or her to research. Skills which are not
consisted of calligraphy are installed to his or her inner world.
It was 1992 when I met my deceased instructor Ali Alparslan.
I chose Calligraphy Department in the second grade at Mimar
Sinan Fine Arts University Traditional Turkish Handicrafts. I was
practicing the ruq’ah script from the deceased Mahmut Oncu
and Ali Alparslan. Mahmut Oncu would lecture in the morning classes. We were presenting our ruq’ah practices firstly to
him. Ali Alparslan was examining the same practices when he
entered the school in afternoons. When Mahmut Oncu passed
away in 1993, I continued to practice ruq’ah, diwani, jeli diwani
and ta’lik until 1998. It is thanks to Ali Alparslan that I love and
write diwani and ta’lik scripst and jeli diwani at first.

Celi Divani, Persian couplet

Our instructor was very generous and charitable. There were
not many students at Calligraphy Department. We were practicing with 2 or 3 people. The instructor would not enter to our
room but we would. Our relationship with the instructor was
refined and within the frame of respect. We were spending
hours in his room and chat as a friend, like father and a son, we
would drink tea and he would buy toasts for us. We were the
frequent students of the calligraphy class.
One day, he invited me for dinner to his home with my friend
Sezer. He was residing around Atakoy as far I remember. We
sat, chatted and had our dinner. Only his diploma was hanged
on his wall. He had a very humble life away from extravagance.
He gifted us two suits from his wardrobe at the last moment.
We got surprised and hesitated whether to accept them or not.
We got to know the generosity of out instructor.
I discontinued going to the school after my graduation in 1998.
I was hardly going there. We met in a calligraphy exhibition in
Beyazit and he talked to me in a reproachful manner. He asked
me some questions like where I have been and what I have

been doing, he asked me to come to the school and reminded me that the school was still ours even if we graduate. He
came to the Ismek Feshane General Exhibition with his wife in
June. I had a nice chat with my instructor. He got sick after that
year and passed away in 2005. His funeral was taken to the
cemetery from Fatih Mosque which is one of the distinguished
mosques in Fatih vicinity where I still reside in. The weather was
very snowy and the travelling was hard within the city even
though all his students were at his funeral and we paid our final
respects to him in Fatih Mosque. May he rest in peace. May
God pardon his faults. We learnt ruq’ah, diwani, jeli diwani and
ta’lik thanks to him. We try to develop it and be worthy of him.
When I think of the past, I presumed that my instructor Ali
would never pass away. But life has its realities. Every soul will
taste death. It was a fact and our instructor would go to the
eternity just like we will. May God bless us and we shall be predestined to be remembered with blessings like the deceased
Ali Alparslan.

Celi Talik Board, by Ali Alparslan, Necmeddin Okyay’s Besmele-i Sharif
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In the Museum of Ottoman Folk Costumes and Jewelries

Journey from Costumes to the State of Affairs
Text: Hatice URUN Photos: Mustafa IPEK
The historic madrasah is home to a beautiful museum since 2004. Poet Ahmet Pasha one of the teachers of Fatih
Sultan Mehmet Khan and one of the important poets of Divan literature has had the madrasah built in the style of
Ottoman architecture. Hundreds of Ottoman folk clothes and objects from our folk culture of 17th century are on
exhibition in Uluumay Ottoman Folk Costumes and Jewelries Museum which has the distinction of being the first and
only private ethnographic museum in Bursa and in our country. In the museum, there are costumes used by women,
men, children and also Jewish and Christian clergymen at that time. We visited Esat Ulumay who has made studies
in various regions of Anatolia and the Balkans and gathered about 300 costumes together and his museum in Bursa.
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The first and only private ethnographic museum in our country has been
serving since 2004. 100 Ottoman costumes called “adamlik or yabanlik”
by the people from Caucasia to Hungary, from Iraq to Yemen and 500
Ottoman jewelries are exhibited in the museum located in Ahmet Pasha
Madrasah in Muradiye district in Bursa. By reason of the researches Esat
Uluumay did on Ottoman clothing culture and his 52 years of experience,
inseparable pieces of our traditional clothing culture just like “tepelik,
oyali yazma, entari, cepken, carik, galos, pazubent” came together in a
rich collection. We saw the traditional costumes and jewelries Uluumay
brought together from different places by pieces in Uluumay Ottoman
Folk Costumes and Jewelries Museum cheerfully.
Esat Uluumay, one of the owners of the great city Esat Uluumay, son
of a family from Bursa for seven generations was born in Bursa in
1939. He finished his primary, middle and high school in his birthplace Bursa, and he finished his university education in faculty of
economics in Istanbul University. Uluumay interested in different
branches of sports and arts since his childhood started folk dances
when he was 9. Many years later, this enthusiasm provided him
to be incorporator of Anatolian Folklore Foundation and besides
managerial duties in Department Presidency of Bursa Sword Shield
and Folklore Association; it took him to be an original collector.
One day Uluumay saw the trousers fixed on under the bellies of
men in the game of sword, shield and called “Zipka”. He started
his researches on folkloric costumes after his father said “My son!
There are men's private parts, can not be displayed”. Thanks to his
researches on folk dances and costumes, he traveled Brazil, Australia, Japan, US, Iraq, Yemen, Hungary and many other countries;
he had the chance to search for folk dances and costumes.
Uluumay started to travel with an enthusiasm in 1960 went on
gathering traditional Ottoman clothes until 1980 actively. “From
hats to belts, from accessories to shoes, a costume consists of about
10 and 20 pieces. I bought costumes from art shops in all Ottoman
geography from Caucasia to Hungary, from Iraq to Yemen” said Uluumay. As a reason of his researches, he learned a lot about Ottoman folk
clothes and brought the costumes which he would exhibit them in the
future together with the awareness of their origins.
Uluumay stated that people at that time were in the effort to get rid
of old clothes sadly and said “Everybody was selling the things left
from their ancestors in their boxes and under their beds to art shops or
women peddles cloth in exchange of a basin or a pitcher.” He bought
some objects from poor families to exhibit.
He Opened Our First Ethnographic Museum
In following years, Uluumay’s collection started to expand. Therefore
he had special folk clothes and jewelries from many places of Ottoman geography. The advice “bring them together in a museum” of Dr.
Nurhan Atasoy came to Bursa frequently increased his eagerness to
gather costumes and jewelries. After Atasoy’s remark, he collects the
clothes by thinking of opening a museum. However, in auctions and
open biddings the prices were too high that he couldn’t cost the hammer prices. On the other hand, when he collected enough things for
the museum, historical Poet Ahmet Pasha Madrasah was consigned to
Esat Uluumay by governor’s office of Bursa with the decision of General Directorate of Foundations Council of Ministers in 1999.
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The Ministry of Culture and Tourism and Bursa Chamber of Commerce
supported Uluumay thinking of the madrasah not suitable for a museum at that time. Poet Ahmet Pasha Madrasah restored with a cost
of about 500 thousands of Turkish Liras in today’s money was opened
as Uluumay Ottoman Folk Costumes and Jewelries Museum on 18th
September 2004.
The Mirror of a Person is Costume
Costume is an important part of culture. Thanks to the costumes, humans show their societies’ traditions, customs, religious beliefs, moral
systems and climatic conditions naturally; they give messages of their
life styles. Uluumay’s museum gives chance to represent our clothing
culture in other countries of world thanks to differences of cutting and
scraps of cloth in the styles of past and present.
In the past, people were reflecting their life styles which they couldn’t
tell by their costumes and jewelries. They were giving messages with
the patterns on their socks, the motifs on their dresses and scarfs or fez
and also with the jewelries as complement of their clothes. Nevertheless, it was possible to understand whether someone was single, married or widowed, whether he or she wanted to marry or not, whether
he or she had a child or not. Related to this condition Esat Uluumay
said “the factors which affect the cloth shape in hundreds of years are
as important as climate, topography, economy, the traces of the old
civilizations, ethnic structure, religious belief, view of world of that
place. In addition, with the time and place that the costume is got
on, one’s facilities may change his or her cloth’s form and model,
color, motifs and jewelries. There were differences between the
costumes of wedding, festival, party or a visit and the costumes
of outside.”
Women’s Jewelries are as Aesthetic as Women
We can see the costumes used by women in the past and get
information about these women while we are looking round Ottoman Folk Costumes and Jewelries Museum. As we learned
from the historical things of the museum, women’s costumes
used in palaces, cities, villages, many places of Anatolia and the
Balkans, seen their traces today are dress-gown “entari”,three
skirts “uc etek”, baggy trousers “salvar” and jacket.
Salvar that is called also “caksir” is a part of two skirt and
three skirt. It has some kinds as with legs and without legs,
and pants. It allows people have freedom of movement, keeps
warm in winter and cool in summer. It is called as “koncek, komcek,
koncek, cintan, cinti, cintidon” according to different places. Those
made of striped fabric called “alaca don”. In some regions such as
Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Bursa-Keles, Amasya, Balikesir, Canakkale,
some motifs were made on the legs of salvar.
Uc etek is a traditional woman dress made of three
pieces, got on a shirt or a long salta, weaved in
different colors and motifs. Goynek is a dress
called also iclik, got on under uc etek, made of
fabric weaved with cotton, used with embroidered
collar or plain apron. For its production,
cretonne is used in Bursa-Keles,
Canakkale, Amasya and some

other regions, but in around Izmir thin cotton fabric is used. Apron
“gogusluk” is a kind of dress which is a part of traditional costume.
It is called as gogus kapama, bartlak, bagardak, barinlik, bagirtak in
some regions. It is got on for covering shirt under uc etek and salta. It
is fixed with a band or button onto nape. It goes to waist. Its shape is
rectangular without arm. It changes according to the regions it is got
on as plain, embroidered and beady.
Bib is a kind of dress fixed on skirts and uc etek, called as futa, dizlik,
gerge in some regions. It is used with “yabanlik”. It can be decorated
with bead, motifs and spangles in different places it is used. It is inseparable piece of folk costumes got on in Rumania, Western Thrace,
Tatarstan. It is sewed of bolero, broadcloth and velvet. It is called cepken, fermene, erkane, guduk, kebe, kazeki and sarka in some regions.
Its front, back and arms are embroidered with cordonnet, beads and
sirma motifs.
It is more fancy and flashy on wedding dress, yabanlik and salta used
daily, sewed of velvet. One type of it called long salta or kap. It is used
in Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Bashkortostan, Tatarstan, Sivas, Erzurum,
Kayseri, Kutahya, Beypazari. It is made of long velvet and satin as tunic
and embroidered with sirma motifs, sim, sequins, and beads.
Kusak (band) called kemer (belt) and uckur is a piece of traditional costumes. It is used on skirt and uc etek. It is made of generally silk and
wool. Its fringes are made of sim and native woven silk in Bursa Keles.
It is used by folding in diagonal and hanging down the two ends of it
with the tassels called koza. Except from fabric belts, there are some
made of silver. Silver is used in pieces or with big buckle and filled with
niello silver. Metallic belts are used in Bursa Keles, Afyon, Beypazari and
any other places widely.
What Your Cap is Means Who You are
Caps are integral elements of dress. There are gold or silver coins on
them according to economic status of the women used it. It is decorated with coral and beads. It varies according to various regions.
Sakalduk called also sakandirak is a kind of chin ties that hangs down
from temples to cheek and under chin and that is decorated with gold,
silver, coins and beads.
Constituent parts of woman clothing is so diverse. Skirts made of cotton fabric, uc etek consisting of cepken and goynek, shirt under cepken
and koycek are the costumes of the Nomad and Turkomen women.
Caps known as koncek have a wide variety. Bride caps have a distinctive part among these caps. Especially the ones made in Usak and Corum, which are decorated with mirrors and coloured bird feathers are
shown great importance. These bride caps can either be prepared on
the head or ready-made. The ones prepared on the head are
known in Keles and Dursunbey; while the ready-made
ones are important in Sarkitmali. Jewelry is seperated into two; the palace jewelry and the folk
jewelry. While gold, platinium, diamonds
and emeralds were used for the
palace jewelry, only half precious stones like bafun
and silver were used
for the public.

The Clothing of The Ottoman Men Was Nobby
The traditional clothing of the men consisted of shalwar, shirt, waistcoat and belt. Zipka , which was used as
trousers, made of broadcloth or woolen fabric, covered the feet till the ankles with its loose cutting. Zipkas in
Kars and the Blacksea region are long, meanwhile the ones in Bursa, Kutahya, Afyon and the Aegean Region
are used until the knee, and for the married men are longer. The zipkas of Aydin and Aegean efes are named
dizlik. These efes would wear boots called tozluk made of leather on their socks which would reach up to
their knees. The western zipkas which cover the ankle are loosen in Urfa.
Shirts woven of crepe and crimpled fabric also have an important part in men’s clothing. Cepken or waistcoat, mostly woven from broadcloth, is worn on a shirt,and is important in every region. After Urfa men start
using robes called mashlah, woven on cotton, woolen or silk looms. The most remarkable men cepken in
the museum is the one belonging to the Skopje region made of broadcloth with the front part embroidered
with coral and cotton silk cord.
Fezs, depending on regions, are named as full fez, dal fez and turban type abaniye. Also in Gaziantep and
the Syrian side, turbans were used. As an integral element of menswear, there would definitely be a belt. The
belts made in slices and in white, red, red and green colour were at the same time used for place of armory.
Under One Roof, Goods Filling A Thousand Rooms
In the museum, besides local women, men and children clothings from Bursa and its
villages, there are Bursa prayer rugs, hand painted clothes, soft felt caps used in
Bursa villages, Bursa handiwork bundles and embroidered silk Bursa crepes being exhibited. There are also women, men and children folk costumes that are
used in Syria, Bitlis,Urfa, Antep, Circassian, Chechen and Dagestan, Erzurum,
Bartin, Skopje, Bosnia, Gumulcine, Kircaali, Turcoman, Edirne, Prizren, Pomak,
Biga, Yoruk, Canakkale, Denizli, Aydin-Efe, Yatagan, Afyon Sandikli-Suhut,
Eskisehir, Kutahya, Manisa in the museum.There are about a thousand pieces
of goods consisting of containers for kohls, bath clogs, beaded accessories, metal bowls for Turkish bathes, henna bowls, slippers, whips, tobacco
boxes, saddles, shoulder straps, snuffboxes, hoods in different shapes,
belts, amulets, cloth bags for Qur’an, clarions with bells, anklets and watch
chains coming from the Romans, Byzantine, Seljuks up to the Ottomans.
The seal belonging to Mazhar Osman, born in Bursa and who was one of
the general surgeons of Bakirkoy Mental and Nerve Diseases Hospital,
is also among the precious pieces in the museum. Prayer
beads, watches, money and seals that belong to the
founder Esat Uluumay’s mother, father, grandfather
and grandmother are exhibited in the museum. Be-

sides the clothing and jewelry collection there are many valuable
items that could open individual six different museums. These
items reveal the trousseau,coffee and horsemanship culture
in the Turks, beaded accessory culture and the Turkish bath
culture in the Ottomans. Meanwhile there are handiworks
present at the museum which form a resource to fashion
and textile, leatherworking, jewelry, visual and plastic arts,
painting and sculpture.
Also Shown Interest from Abroad
Being well known from abroad shows openly how wide the
hinterland of the Uluumay Ottoman Folk Costumes and jewelries Museum is. Besides the tourists who visit the museum,
there are also professors and students that come from the USA,
Europe, and Australia for one day and who are willing to make
researches about the museum. What we learn from Uluumay is that
due to the researches and drawings they do all day, the visitors can not
find an opportunity to see the other richnesses of the city.
Esat Uluumay decides to convert the museum into a foundation
for the Ottoman folk costumes and jewelry collection to be protected which he has collected with great care from every corner of the Ottoman geography and that are
been exhibited in Poet Ahmet Pasha Madrasah.
To prevent this historical richness passed into the
hands of incapabled people,
in turn of great amounts of
money after his death, he
finds it suitable to convert
Ottoman Folk Costumes
and Jewelry Museum into a
foundation and starts the legal
procedures. Thus we will have the opportunity to
see this rare collection for many years. A slight reminding for those who would like to see and examine this collection; the museum is waiting for its visitors
from 09.00 a.m to 05.00 p.m. within the week except
Monday, in return of a symbolic fee.

The Love of Prophet
and Pieces of Dhikr
by Ahmet MUTLU
It is said that there are as many ways of reaching God as the numbers of all living creatures . There are as many ways
to reach God as the numbers of art works. A Hilye-i Sharif (elocution), even the one looking at does not understand it
holds his hands and opens him a way to God. Mehmet Cebi, the collectioner, has organized an exhibition consisting of
Hilye-i Sheriffs and beads each of which opens a new way and becomes a guide for us. His exhibition of “ The Love of
Prophet and Pieces of Dhikr is composed of 500 works and known as the biggest of Hilye-i Sharif exhibitions .
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In the 1970s we had various calligraphy paintings in our house. I didn’t know what had been
written on them but by the manners of our
family elders we used to feel how respectful
they were. In order not to disrespect the spiritual names, there had always been a covering
on them.
They were opened only on Fridays, at blessed
nights and when a guest was entertained. Especially the ones on which there were the names of
Hilye-i Sheriff, the companions of the Prophet
Muhammad and Sheiks. In spite of the contradiction between the poverty related various problems
and civilization understanding, this understanding
has been saved by the helps of educated individuals who protected and allowed these works in
their houses, workshops and boxes.
Hilye-i-Sharif in modern form, Ahmed Bursali
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Hilye-i-Sharif in modern form, Mustafa Cemil Efe

On the other hand today, classical Turkish Islamic Arts are
highly appreciated. Mehmet Cebi whose interest of
calligraphy started during high school years has been
viewed as a guard of his thousands of calligraphy collection.

sold.” Says Cebi citing these centers where his strong
intimate knowledge and the art intersects.. Accordingly he had his first love there. He started to buy his
first important calligraphies, rescripts and beads in
school years.

Cebi was Supported by Many Other Calligraphers
After graduation from Bakirkoy imam Hatip high school,
he attended the University of Istanbul . A faculty in
Beyazit provided him an opportunity of a whole civilization ready to serve for him. Mosques, fountains,
libraries and especially the ones having feet...

One can question a political sience student whose interests concentrates on classical arts rather than history,
sociology and even state governance. Having looked
from another perpective, infact, Islamic calligraphy
serves both for history and sociological consequences.

“After high school years my curiosity about art had
always been incrementally in progress since I used to
visit Cinaralti and Sahaflar Carsisi (second hand book
sellers). At that time they were the most significant
places where the classical art works were bought and
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Cebi, in this point of view maybe in a reflexive manner,
has insisted on his curiosity. He explains this as such; “
The culture and knowledge we gained in school years
has led us to these arts. Among others, it was the Islamic calligraphy that appealed to our civilization and
spiritual world.

The Calligraphy Exhibition Departing
from Beyazit...
Today Cebi who had his first work in
the second half of 1980s, has thousands
of calligraphy Works which of calligraphy masters’ works don’t take place
in his collection composed of both classical and modern art ! Hafiz Osman,
Mahmut Celaleddin , Kazasker Mustafa
Izzet, Mustafa Halim Ozyazici, Hamid Aytac... Besides these names, he also enriches his collection with today’s famous
names’ creations. Along with Hasan Celebi, Huseyin Kutlu, Fuad Basar, he has also
works of Cuma Muhammed Hemahir, Ahmet Felsefi and Muhammed Cevadzade
from muslim geography. He didn’t only
collect but also organized numerous exhibitions so that Islamic arts can reach
every corner of the world.
The Exhibition was Ordered
by the Prime Minister
Cebi, in the United Arab Emirates in
Sharjah Islam Civilization Museum near
Dubai, had an interwiev with our Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan. He asked
him the the number of new works to be
exhibited, his reply was 64 and Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan stated
his wish of a comprehensive exhibition.
That’s why Cebi initiated his exhibition
of “The Love of Prophet and Pieces of
Dhkir”. In this way he organized the biggest Hilye-i Sheriff and beads exhibition.
A lot of names from the art and political
stages and many art lovers participated
in the opening ceremony taken place on
26th January 2013 under the auspices
of Prime Ministry. The exhibition was
opened by Recep Tayyip Erdogan with a
ceremony in which the Minister of Culture an Tourism-Omer Celik, The Minister of Health-Mehmet Muezzinoglu, the
Minister of Defence - Ismet Yilmaz and
the daughter of Prime Minister-Sumeyye
Erdogan took place. The ribbon was cut
by Recep tayyip Erdogan together with
his very wish of further prosperity in our
cultural world.

Hilye-i-Sharif in modern form, Mustafa Cemil Efe

About 200 Hilye-i Sheriffs came in contact with art lovers. Not only works of
senior calligraphers Hasan Celebi, Huseyin Kutlu, Fuad Basar, Turan Sevgili, Huseyin Gunduz but also their pupils’ –Gurkan Pehlivan, Levent Karaduman, Mithat
Hilye-i-Sharif in modern form, Ahmed Bursali
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Topac, Huseyin Husnu Turkmen – works were
exhibitied. The beads of Ottomans and today’s masters of Zekai Senyurt, Huseyin Celik
Imdat and Feyzullah Kalayci and the Master
Bunyamin were considerably appreciated especially by Recep Tayyip Erdogan. The exhibition of Cebi consisted of 200 Hilye-i Sheriffs
along with 300 beads .
Concerning the bead art which is a major part of
our cultural prosperity, almost all of the important collectioners are men, however according
to Cebi, this doesn’t mean women are indifferent. He adds “I know numerous women interested in bead art“ and he tells us the good
news about their intent of a bead museum.
The museum is going to embody bead works,
coral, amber, ball (kuka), “baga”, ivory, pebble
and so on and he says “ I hope after all, women
interest will increase.”
The Classic and Modern, Together...
As in other exhibitions, Cebi’s exhibitions had
both classical and modern works. Recently
many art lovers have esteemed the original
and modern Hilye-i Sheriffs written by youngs
wheras others have worried about the harm
given to classical ones. As both a collectioner
and an art lover, however , cebi states importance of the variety in art. He continues“
If something is beautiful and approved, then
it turns to be classic as you know.” The classi-
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cal Hilye-i Sheriffs were written since the 17th
century and they will also be written in the future.
But this doesn’t mean modern trials are not to be
attempted. Instead artists of today should introduce
new works so that the art can enrich and develop.
Nevertheless according to him, works designed with
modern understanding were not harmed as asserted by
some artists. Modern and original are both performed within
the scope of calligraphy principles and he continues “All the masters performing these works have classical education background and
have permissions of their masters. Since their performances are new and
not similar to previous ones, they were concerned as modern. And now I
ask you; Isn’t the art something
developing, maturing, evolving
and converting without repetition? Once more our nation’s
contemplation has been embodied by Mehmet Cebi’s exhibition
called The Love of Prophet and Pieces
of Dhkir...
Calligraphy and bead masters from all over
the world have won rcognition and removed their curtain on them. With the
hope of appreciation by Hilye-i Sheriffs in the next exhibitions...

by Serap TEKIN*
The year 2013 is the 500th year anniversary for the famous world map, only one part of
it managed to be preserved until today, that Piri Reis; the captain who left important
marks on the sailing history, the peerless cartographer and the master of oceanography,
draw at Gallipoli during 1513 and presented to Sultan Selim at the year of 1517. As
the UNESCO declared that 2013 is the year of Piri Reis, the most remarkable event
was "The Memoirs of Piri Reis" in Topkapi Palace. As we walked next to the maps and
famous book "Kitab-i Bahriye" (a detailed book about sailing in Mediterrean Sea which
includes coves, ports, islands, bays and where to sail if a storm appears), we wanted to
make a journey to his life and his work of arts. After sailing to the shores of countless
books and libraries, we returned to you with priceless knowlegde from this journey.
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After the 36th General Conferance in Paris, UNESCO decided to declare the year
of 2013 as the remembrance year of famous Captain Piri Reis and his map due to
the 500th year anniversary of the latter one. Thanks to this decision, there were already some events to remember the famous sailor in 2013. We do not know how
many more events will be hold and in which magnititude that they will be presented; but we know the most remarkable one that was held until now was in Topkapi Palace. In the event which was held between 23 January - 11 February, the maps
and works of Piri Reis were exhibited in the Topkapi Palace Museum. Visitors of the
event had the chance to see the priceless last known piece of the world Map of Piri
Reis, which is stored in the inventory of Topkapi Palace Library and shows the East
shores of Middle and South America and the shores of West Africa. Today, the location of the rest of the map pieces is unknown.

Next to the portolan charts of Piri Reis, visitors were
also lucky to see the famous book "Kitab-i Bahriye",
a detailed book in which our famous sailor wrote about Mediterrean's economical, political & social situation added with the sailing informations. The book was
exhibited twice in Istanbul, USA and Europe, and once
in Ankara. But do not worry as there will be another
chance to see it in this year. Gulendam Nakipoglu, the
Vice Manager of Topkapi Palace Museum, says there
will be another exhibition for the works of Piri Reis in
Topkapi Palace this year, she quickly adds that the next
one will be a bigger one too.
Life of Piri Reis is Just Like His Maps
The life of Piri Reis is just like his maps. Just like the lost
pieces of his map, his life also has unknown parts and
there are no answers for some important sections of
his life. The first informations about him are, that he
was studying, taking notes and collecting sources before going to a journey or writing his books and drawing his maps. Today, only 3 of his works survived.

Among one of those is the map of the world, which
we celebrate the 500th year anniversary. The map is a
magnificient art of work in both it's contents and it's
appealing drawings that it inspired artists to write poems about it. We also know : Piri Reis was a master
of oceanology and had deep knowledge about sailing
for the time he was living; that he could speak Greek,
Italian, Spanish and Portugese languages and he was
appointed as captain of Indian ocean, Red and Oman
seas and the Admiral of Persian Gulf by the Ottoman
government. However just like his work pieces, his life
has missing parts which bring lots of questions about
him. Historians still can not fill the gaps in his life. Why
did he suddenly fell from grace? Why did he suddenly
became the captain of Indian Ocean? What happened
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to the lost pieces of the maps he drew? Today these
questions are still waiting for an answer. Unlike the fictional stories about his life, we only know that he was
executed by order of Ottoman Empire and just like the
lots of leading statesman of the time who were executed, he is resting in an unmarked grave somewhere.
He Carried Andalusians To Africa with His Ships
Though we do not know about his certain birth date,
sources say that he was born in Gallipoli around 14651470. Ibn-i Kemal says "The children of Gelibolu grow
up in water like alligators. Their cradles are the boats.
They are rocked to sleep with the lullaby of the sea and
of the ships day and night."1 The real name of Piri who
slept with this lullaby was Muhittin Piri.
His father, Haci Mehmet, was the brother of Kemal
Reis, a famous sailor of the time. At the age of twelve, Piri learned sailing from his uncle Kemal Reis. As the
tradition of the time, Piri started government aided privateering and spent fourteen years as a pirate. For a
while he joined the raids to the Sicilian, Corsican, Sardinian and French shores. In 1486, the Muslims of the
last city of Al-Andalus (Islamic Iberia), Granada, were
being massacred by Spanish forces and they asked for
help from the fellow muslim Ottoman Empire. As Ottoman Empire did not have enough navy to send for
help, they gave a mission to Kemal Reis. According to
that mission he was going to set sail to Spain and carry
the muslims to North Africa under the flag of Ottoman
Empire. Piri Reis joined his uncle in that mission and saved countless of Muslims from being massacred.
In a later date, Sultan Beyazid II. started preparations to
march against Venice and called the help of pirates of
Mediterrean Sea as the means of empowering the Ottoman Navy. In 1494, Piri Reis answered the call with
his uncle Kemal Reis thus they joined the ranks of Ottoman Navy. In the naval war, which Ottoman navy was
trying to get the upper hand against Venetian Navy,
Piri Reis appointed as a captain of a ship and had his
first experience in naval war as ship captain. After the
results of successful battles, Venetians had to plea for
peace thereby two empires signed truce.
Piri Reis was mentioned with great honour and respect
in "Fethname-i Inebahti" and "Moton" by Poet Safai
after his great efforts during the conquest of Modon
Castle,1500. Also, our great sailor brought the news
of Navarin Castle's re-conquest by Kemal Reis to Sultan Beyazit. We know that Piri Reis went to Gallipoli for
resting after his uncle's death in a sea accident,1511.
In this resting time, he drew the map of world which
was his first piece of work.
He managed to get a chance for showing his map to
Sultan Selim during the Campaign of Egypt (1512-

1520). After exhibiting his map to sultan in 1517, Piri
Reis started gathering and studying sources and information for his next piece of work, "Kitab-i Bahriye".
He Paid His Strategy of War with His Life
When the year 1521 came, he already finished writing
the worksheet of his book, Bahriye. However his book
stays unfinished even today. It is for this reason that
the book was not reproduced or printed at that time
and stayed as the only copy of it. The story of the book
starts with the mission given to him in 1524.
Sultan Suleiman sends Vizier Ibrahim Pasha to Egypt
after the riots in there. Vizier Ibrahim Pasha wanted to
get a short cut by using ships. The captain of that journey was no one else than Piri Reis. Due to the bad
weather conditions during the journey, Piri Reis keeps
checking his notes, which was the draft of his book.
Ibrahim Pasha notices them and wants to take a look.
Impressed vizier advised Piri Reis to gather all those notes in a book. Thanks to this advice Piri Reis gave the

ced against superior Portugese Navy. Knowing that his
ships had no chance against Portugese navy, he sought
help from Sultan. To get the help, he left his navy ported in Basra. From there he went Suez with three ships,
and continued his journey from land and arrived Cairo.
Though in Cairo, he did not greeted well as the Mayor
of Egypt Davut Pasha thought that Piri Reis acted as a
coward and deserted his naval army because he feared
of the enemy. Pasha arrested Piri Reis and sent a letter
that Piri Reis was caught in Cairo just after he was deserting his men. Sultan's orders were swift as Piri Reis
was sentenced to death. He was above eighty years old
when he was executed. As he did not have any heirs,
all of his heritage was taken over by the government.
Thus Piri Reis was buried under the sands of 16th century only to be revealed again today.
How The World Map Uncovered?
In 1929, while Topkapi Palace was transformed into a
museum which contained relics of Ottoman Empire.
The piece of the famous was found around that time

copy of his notes to Ibrahim Pasha and sent them to
Sultan Suleiman. We know that book impressed the
Sultan as Piri Reis mentioned about it in his book's prologue. Though this impression did not stay too long
with the vizier's death sentence by the Sultan. With
the death of Vizier Ibrahim Pasha, Piri Reis lost the favour of the Sultan. During those hard times Barbaros
Hayrettin Pasha took Piri Reis under his wings and protected him. After the death of Barbaros Hayrettin Pasha,1546, Piri Reis promoted to be the captain of Indian Ocean, which later revealed to be his last promotion in his life.

by the professor Adolf Deismann from Berlin University. Paul Kahle, who was in Istanbul at the time, investigated the piece and explained that the piece is a similar copy of Cristoph Coloumb's world map. This new
information quickly spread in the science world and
gets focus by the world media. Turkish Historical Society pressed the copies of this map with great attention and printed more copies. The detailed information
next to the map does not give any suspicion about the
owner of the map, as it says "This map was written by
Piri, the nephew of Kemal Reis and the son of famous
Haci Mehmet, at the year of 919 in Gallipoli."2

During that mission, he sailed to Oman and Basra with
30 ships and laid siege on Hurmuz Castle. There he fa-

The approximate scale of the map is 63x89.3 cm which
is drawn with great attention on to camel skin with
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9 different colours and it's top is torn off. It is unknown how many pieces were there at the beginning.
For some there are two other parts and for some there are seven more pieces. As some writing on the map
are unreadable, there is also a big question mark about what happened to the rest of the lost pieces. However, we know that the map was completed and in
one piece when Piri Reis presented it to Sultan Selim
in Egypt as this information was added to his book
"Kitab-i Bahriye".3

Reis used to gather those information, were drawn.
When we look at the map, we see that there are pictures of emperors of given countries such as Portugese,
Marrakech and Guinia. In Africa, an elephant and ostrich; in South America, a lama and Puma; on the seas
and shores lots of ships were depicted.
On the north corner of the map, a woman and a man
can be seen as they are lighting a fire on top of a big
fish, also a small boat and a ship with 3 crew members
were painted next to the couple. With those paintings
on the north side, Piri Reis actually painted one of the
most famous story for the Middle Age, the legend of
Santo Brandan from the 1001 Arabian Nights Tales.
His Second Work of Art "Kitab-i Bahriye"
As we gave a short summary of Piri Reis's life, we mentioned that Piri Reis wrote his book "Kitab-i Bahriye"
due to the advise of Ibrahim Pasha in 1521. He finished a second copy of it around 1562 and presented it
to Sultan Suleyman.
Today both copies survived, however the original
hand-written copy of Kitab-i Bahriye did not survive. At
that time, the book that Piri Reis wrote had great information about Aegean and Mediterrean shores, ports
and countries with his own writing and drawings. That
book was an excellent work as it depicted both portulan charts and detailed contents. Other than being a
perfect guide for sailing, it is also a magnificent geography book of the time. Also we say that it can be called a travel book too. Just like today's scholars, Piri Reis
worked on his book with great dedication which in return made "Kitab-i Bahriye" a rare relic even for today.
In 1935, the first printed edition of the book was released by Turkish Historical Society.

In the map, there are no latitudes and longtitudes though it consist three small and two big wind roses. It is
known that there are generally 17 wind roses in the
portulan charts. This shows us that Piri Reis's map was
going to be a full scale world portalan chart if it had
survived with full pieces.
In the side notes of Piri Reis's map, he explains that
he used the map of Christoph Colombus and Portugese maps as sources. In that age sailors were using
portulans, painted maps, to recognize the countries they went.
As the map of Piri Reis is also a portulan chart, it consists of colourful paintings, beautiful pictures and detailed side notes. Together with imaginary human and
animals pictures, there are also some notes; that give
information about the properties about those places,
who first explored them and which sources that Piri
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Kitab-i Bahriye consists of 84 pages, 23 chapters and
972 verses. In his book about Kitab-i Bahriye, Afet Inan
explained the chapters as:
1st & 2nd chapters; tell the reason behind writing this
book and Piri Reis's first years with his uncle Kemal Reis.
3rd, 4th and 5th chapters; give information about
storms, winds and compass.
6th and 7th chapters are about maps and symbols on
the maps.
8th chapter tells us that the world is surrounded by seas
and give the name of seven seas around the world.
9th chapter mentions about discoveries of Portugese
sailors.
10th chapter holds a place of Piri Reis's wish for Turkish Navy defeating Dutch and Portugese Navies which
took control over Cape of Good Hope, Ethiopia.

11th and 12th chapters tell us how Portugese ships
sail to India and which methods they employ to sail.
13th chapter consists of sailor stories around the
world. Also there are quite good informations about
China, people who live there and their culture.
14th and 15th chapters give detailed information
about Indian Sea and change of seasonal winds. Also
Pole Star is explained in this chapter.
16th chapter mentions about the stories heard from
Persian Gulf and pearl hunting of local people there.
In 17th,18th,19th and 20th chapters, Piri Reis speaks
about Indian Ocean as "Sea of Ginger" and gives detailed data of it's shores and islands.
21th, 22nd and 23rd chapters are about Atlas Ocean. Piri Reis splitted this topic to two chapters as "Moorish Sea" and "Sea of Azam". He also describes a
continent called "Antilya" and says that it is in the
end of the of Atlas Ocean.
Piri Reis tried to give all the sailing informations of
his time in those 84 pages. The real text of the book
starts after page 85th and ends in 848th page. Those pages were written in pose to make it easier for
sailors to read. Book, starts with describing Sultaniye
and Kilid'ul Bahr Castle in Mediterrean Sea then goes
on with great details of islands, gulfs and ports of
Aegean Sea, Greek Sea, Adriatic shores, Cyprus and
Anatolia. In some city portulan charts, that were included to the book, there are also some paintings of
important buildings and informations about the ports
in those cities.
New World was Drawn in His Map
Piri Reis drew his second World Map in Gallipoli 15
years after his first map, 1528. Only one part of the
map survived until today as the rest of pieces are lost
in the past centuries. It is a common belief that the
piece that survived until today is the top left part of
the original map. It shows North of Atlantic Ocean,
North and Middle America. There are four wind roses
in the map. Unlike his first map, Piri Reis drew tropics
of cancer in his second one. As Piri added Tropics of
Cancer, it gives an impression that there should also
be an eqautor line and Tropics of Capricorn that were
added to the original map. Thus strengthening the
belief that the map is not consist of only one part and
there are other parts of the map too.
The map was drawn onto deer skin in Ottoman style
and it was painted with 8 different colours. We can
say that Piri Reis had great attention to his second
map. Also just like the first one, Piri wrote his name
and the date of it's creation to the corners of the
map. This map is bigger and more detailed unlike the

first map. In that way the second map is more realistic and close to the technics that are used today. It is
also the oldest map of North America that has survived until present time. In that matter, Piri Reis's second map is a very important relic.
On the second map, Piri Reis found and corrected the
mistakes of his first map by using the map of Christoph Colombus. Undiscovered parts of America were
left blank with sidenotes of Piri Reis explaining that
he did not have any knowledge about those places
so far. When we compare it with his first map, his second map is nearly flawless. In that matter it is a priceless art of cartography.
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Gulsen KILICKAYA

Sevim ERSOY

Piri Reis’s Ships are Floating
on the Tile Seas
by Sudenaz CANDAN

Piri Reis’s the first world map; in connection with 500th year he is called to be great sailor in Piri Reis Year, he
is also remembered by the works of ISMEK tile teacher Sevim ERSOY and her students. Sevim ERSOY and her
students transferred his maps and also the Porto in “Kitab-i Bahriye” on the tiles. Via these works his many Porto’s
in archives both are revealed and a new perspective is acquired on tile work.
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Fatos CAKIR

Deniz Mutlu ERDOGAN

Gelibolu, “Land of sailors” produced many great
oceanographers and admirals for our sea history
and in that year a new gob was born who is Ahmet
Muhiddin Pîrî. The future’s Pîrî Reis. The records don’t
have the exact date but it is told he was born between 1465 and 1470. He learned marine life by his
uncle Karamanli Kemal Reis whom he pirated and
sailed to the open seas with him at a very early age.
Kemal Reis was not an ordinary a sailor and he was
a magnificent sailor in Turkish Sea History. So, it was
indispensible for Ahmet Muhiddin Pîrî to have written
his name in Ottoman Sea History.
When Piri Reis was the captain of Egypt and until he
was executed by Suleiman the Magnificent due to
a report against him, he made many great successes
and those left deep tracks in our sea history. After he
joined in the Ottoman Navy he had lots of successes

during his Rodos Voyage, he is remembered by his
world map and his famous book “Kitab-i Bahriye”
but rather than his successes.
Piri Reis who travelled and registered every inch of
Mediterranean shores and harbors drew his fist world
map in 1513 and the second one in 1528. Today his
world map is still kept in Topkapi Palace. Besides it is
historical monument, it is important to have information Europe doesn’t have in 1500s. Piri Reis’s this map
exactly reflects the chains of mountains and peaks in
Antarctica continent which is discovered in 1800s. In
the map it is proved that South America Continent
starting with Argentina is Antarctica’s part.
When looked over the space, Argentina is seen to be
bent 47 degrees to the right. Even Piri Reis reflected
this exactly the same however it‘s not like that today’s
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maps. Reis recorded Strait of Gibraltar on his map
enough to be seen over the space. Piri Reis’s map is
also important in term of adopting from Christopher
Columbus’ map. Piri Reis’s works get attraction due to
being the first drawings showing cities and harbors in
Ottoman. In 16th century, Piri Reis is known to be the
first cartographer who gathered maps and information
in one and wrote the book consisting of comprehensive information about Mediterranean and Aegean. After him, there exists no one who does similar to his or
much developed ones like him many years later.

Sevim ERSOY, tile master trainer and her student in ISMEK are taking place in “2013, 500th anniversary of
Piri Reis Map”. Two years ago Sevim ERSOY and her
students having started their naval adventure with the
exhibition named “Journal of Mysterious Seas” are
displaying their talent on tiles via Piri Reis Maps. The
crew consisting of Ersoy and her students transferred
Piri Reis’s two world maps and Porto’s in his book
Kitab-i Bahriye on the tiles. By the way, we should tell
the Porto’s have all the details of the harbors on the
macro scale maps.

Piri Reis is the one of the Ottoman Geographers worldwide and in the Turkish Naval History and his book,
Kitab-i Bahriye has an important role in term of being
the first naval book. In his book Piri Reis drew their maps
by describing the cities and countries in Mediterranean
and Aegean and also he gave valuable information
about naval and shipping. There are 5704 Porto’s in
the copies of Kitab-i Bahriye and this number is higher
than the Porto’s all the cartographers have done so far.

Ersoy and her students’s works themed Piri Reis are
on the view for the art lovers in there separate exhibitions in Piri Reis University, Izmir and Alacati. These
works also will be held in there separate exhibitions
in Croatia on 5th June-10th November 2013. We
talked with Sevim ERSOY and Piri Reis about the
works and exhibition.

Piri Reis is Kept Alive on Tiles
Piri Reis who devoted his life to working for our naval
history till his death is still kept alive with his two masterpiece world maps and his book Kitab-i Bahriye. In
2011, in the 36th General Assembly Congress UNESCO
took it for the 500th anniversary of Piri Reis Map 1513.
For “2013, 500th anniversary of Piri Reis Map”, Turkish Republic Ministry of Culture and Tourism is holding
many activities.

Sevim ERSOY
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Tile Master tells us that her biggest supporter is Besiktas Naval Museum Commander Ali Riza Isipek. Isipek
helps her benefit from the rich achieves and becomes
the coordinator. We are learning that Ersoy is producing different works for separate exhibitions. Ersoy
states that except for her, her ten students are in the
group of exhibition in Piri Reis University and there are
25 works and in the exhibition in Izmir there are 40
works 15 people participated in. In the third exhibition in Alacati there are 40 works 12 people participated in.

Sevim ERSOY

Piri Reis Exhibition of ISMEK
As tile artist, Sevim ERSOY is telling us what they
aim with their works to remember Piri Reis, she says:
“we planned to transfer his map and Porto’s on the
tile, each of them could be considered to be masterpiece, to spread out. By the way, Piri Reis’s many
Porto’s kept in the archives until now will renew on
the unique Turkish tile art.” Ersoy tells us the exhibitions opened till now, “after the exhibition ‘Piri Reis
in Alacati’ consisting of Alacati and Cesme Porto’s,
in the First Eurasia Naval History Congress held by
Piri Reis University we reached to our respectful naval history experts and more than 100 naval history
experts from 5 continents all over world through the
tile exhibition called ‘Piri Reis in Mediterranean’ consisting of 8 Mediterranean Porto’s.” Moreover, Sevim ERSOY as a guest of Piri Reis Naval Exhibition
went to Izmir and opened tile exhibition named “Piri
Reis in Izmir”
While Ersoy and her students are getting ready for
the exhibition, we understand that they are transferring the parts in the Kitab-i Bahriye. Tile artist states
that while they are transferring the Porto’s maps
and Kitab-i Bahriye they are faithful to the outline
so they respect Piri Reis and admire him. She says
“we are trying to tell Piri Reis’s importance in naval
history with brushes.” Among the works Ersoy and
her students prepared for the exhibition Piri Reis’s
world map drawn in 1511 is exist. Ersoy tells us her
own working is prepared in size 70x100. This tile

work adopted from Piri Reis’s 1513 world map lasts
two months to prepare it. Ersoy says transferring on
tile is delighting but she has difficulty in transferring
the ancient letters. ISMEK master trainer states that
as the original scripts are not clear and can not be
read she is worried she may write something wrong
so she asks Ottoman Turkish teachers for help.
We told that the works consisting Piri Reis that Ersoy
and her students learnt the tile in ISMEK will be held
in 3 separate exhibitions in Croatia. Ersoy states this
exhibition is going to be held in 5th June-2nd September 2013 in Rijeka, 5th-30th September in Porec
and 3rd October-10th November 2013 in the capital
city Zagrep. These exhibitions being held in Croatia
is so significant. In Piri Reis’s Kitabi-i Bahriye there are
many Porto’s belonging to especially Croatian coast
cities and islands that’s why the exhibition is being
held in Croatia. Sevim Ersoy Croatian people are interested in Turkish series especially the series about
Suleiman the Magnificent so the name of the exhibition is defined as a “Suleiman the Magnificent’s
Cartography Piri Reis”
Sevim Ersoy and her crew’s works will be displayed
in Naval Museum in Besiktas on the Cabotage Day
on 1st July. Finally, Ersoy adds, “all these works I
made with my students, my studio coworkers and
this should be perceived how ISMEK classes are convenient for its aims as a proof.”

Sevim ERSOY
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The Fantastic Realistic Genius
But Offended Painter
by Semra UNLU

Erol Denec is the first representative of fantastic realism in Turkey which has been started by an Australian
painter group in the 1950s who thought painting art was degenerated. Upon the invitation of Ernst Fuchs who
is said to be the genius of this trend and befriended by the famous painter Dali, Erol Denec has made head his
name in the environs of the art after his first exhibition in Vienna where he went ‘ no penny no coat’ according
to his expression. And he has become a signer in the streets of Vienna. His works are still being exhibited with
the works of Leonardo and Michelangelo in Albertan Museum which is one of the most important one in Vienna.
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However he wasn’t entitled that he could deserved in Turkey after 25 years he
came back because of the longing of dominion. The artist says that he is still
hoping for being understood by Turkish people although so many years have
passed.
Nearly one year has passed but the letter wasn’t attained to him that he was
waiting from Vienna. Due to his disappointment he wasn’t attending his courses
that he was expected with high degrees, he was sometimes visiting the faculty
to see his friends. He who didn’t enjoy himself, wasn’t a son of a rich family. He
was the member of a family who had of small income. On some days he would
walk from Kadirga which was his hometown to Besiktas ‘Nice Applied Arts’ with
torn shoes. He couldn’t say any words to his friends who asked every time they met
‘When are you going to Vienna?’ And he could lose his hope more every time. It was
obvious that his teacher coming from Vienna, has forgotten the Youngman who was
dreaming to be an artist in Istanbul and his promises that given to him.
In people’s destinies there are some refraction points. One day one’s flow of life
can be changed by somebody who is unknown, he was waiting for the invitation letter that he knew his flow of life would change but he couldn’t get any
responses from his teacher, even a word. However on that day he was holding
Erol DENEC

a letter from Vienna. It wasn’t from his teacher that he
was expecting for but it was from Ernst Fuchs who was
known as the genius of fantastic painting. It was the
refraction point which would lead his life.
The Youngman we talk about isn’t anyone but Erol
Denec who is the first representative of fantastic painting that he was said to be one the most important
representative in the world. Erol Denec welcomes us
with a high politeness and behaviours of ‘Sir of Istanbul’ we meet some big tableaus near the doorway.
We are as if in an art gallery. No matter where we turn
our glances, we are stuck to a tableau of master painter.
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With a difficulty of getting out of the charm of the colours we start our conversation. We demand Erol Denec
to talk about his life experience from the beginning.
The Canvases of Orange Papers
Erol Denec was born in 1941 in Kadirga. He helps his father in his carpenter workshop dating from his youngest ages. In the workshop he would stare into the figures of the furniture coating, and these figures would
take him to different worlds. It is said that a person can
be understood what he will be at the age of seven. So
it’s comprehensible that Erol Denec would be a painter
at the age of 4.

Denec, perhaps is feeling ashamed for remembering today; but that ‘crime’ committed with credulous
childish, is an important step to lead his destiny for
Young Erol. According to explanations one day when
he and his family went one of his close friends, he saw
panting pencils in the hand of the youngest girl of that
family and at that time he wished to have that pencils.
He dreams to have that pencils with a childish mind
and at the end he successes. His father, beyond shyness when he learned the event his young son did
this, gets really frustrated. Other way the father
couldn’t give the pencils back to young girl because

of his shyness. He raises his hand to slap on his son’s
face with frustration however he can’t sacrifice his
son so he slaps on a glass with a strong violent. That
moment is submitting to destiny for the father that
his son will be a painter.
Master painter explains his passion of painting that accepted by his father with these sentences: “The next
day my father stopped a hand cart selling oranges,
in the street and he bought a roll of paper which the
oranges were wrapped. He filled a bucket with that
papers and gave me a pencil and said ‘Take this and
do whatever you want.’
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Little Erol who doesn’t have any
academic information, draws
men faces with pipes and confused women faces. Each of
these paintings that he drew
even not knowing how to read
and write is an academic work.
He could draw the paintings with
little hands that talented people
in equal age of him could hardly
do after 20 years.
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“I wasn’t a very bright student in my whole education life says Erol Denec while he was explaining his childhood period. After he had
finished Kadirga Primary School, he completed his education in Gedikpasa Secondary
School. As he wasn’t good at his lessons,
he chose a simple high school to finish it
easily so he studied printing during high
school education. After high school, there
was to be a reserve conscript officer in his
dreams. He succeeded his exams to finish the school, however his name was on
the list of discontinuity. Because of that he
graduated from high school one year later.
In the same year the right of being a reserve
conscript officer was taken back fro the equivalent high school. However there was always
goodness in every work. He was registered with
championship to Nice Applied Arts which was the
only school accepting the students who graduated
department of printing.
Meanwhile there was a distance between painting
that he was depend on passionately when he was
a child and himself from the beginning of puberty
period. That was until he met one of his professors,
Anton Lehmden from Fine Arts Academy. He , the
professor of Fine Arts Academy of Vienna nowadays, is affected by this talented student’s drawings
that he was lecturing two hours in a week and so
encourages him.
As Denec is different from the other students. When
it’s wanted to draw a bread, everybody draws it as
cutting into slices but he draws it separating with the
hands. While his friends are drawing a fish on a plate
but he splits it and draws such that. In this manner he
believes that he will reach the deepness in painting
that he wants.
Erol Denec tells us how he gets the invitation from
his Professor Lehmden to Vienna at the end of the
semester. He says: “I could talk with Sir via a translator. He,himself, didn’t know any Turkish word, neither knew I German. He told me that ‘ you aren’t
aware but you draw the pictures like we do. We have
a group, would like to come to Vienna and join us?’
from that day I always waited for the invitation.” Erol
Denec conveys that the group Professor Lehmden
talked about is the leading group that founded ‘fantastic realism’ in the painting art. According to his
expression the group who thinks painting art is degenerated, calls itself ‘Wiener Schule’ says that ‘this
can’t go on for ever’ so the group examines technics
of Renaissance again and without rejecting the past,
addressing today founds this trend so that it can produce new studies.

Fame Coming with Impossibilities in Vienna
In spite of the fact that one year has passed but Erol Denec
couldn’t get any information from his professor and he
comes face to face with a question ‘When are you going?’
as everybody knows at school that he will go to Vienna.
‘Neither have I a coat, shoes nor money, I only have a pencil that I draw figures.’ Says Erol Denec and one day he
gets a letter from Vienna signed Ernst Fuchs. This letter is
the point that changes the flow of Denec’s life. There is a
train ticket and some money in the envelope and it’s written like this: ‘ At my friend, Anton Lehmden’s house I have
seen your drawings and affected very much. Especially the
resemblance between our Wiener Schule and yours and
you should absolutely come to Vienna’, says the person
that Erol Denec, later learns he was the most famous fantastic master painter.
Denec reminds us that “What importance has Salvador
Dali in his time, so do Fuchs for today. When he was
young, because he didn’t own any money, he could draw
his paintings at the cafes. Dali had supported him. His genius was found out when he was 33 and so he became
famous. Today he is one of the partners of Rolls Royce.”
By the way he shows us Ernst Fuchs and Salvador Dali’s
photo taken together.
“The Creator sets everything very well. Not on the time
that we want but it’s certain that what we want happens
when the right time comes. It happened to me as well and
I went to Vienna after that letter.” says Denec 21 years
old when he starts his journey. And it can be said that
the journey was his going round a bend of his life. Without knowing any languages, gone to Vienna, Denec stays
for 5 months at Fuchs’ house. He first exhibits his works
that brought from Turkey with a full of suitcase however
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because of impossibilities, he can’t see the first opening
exhibition. While listening to the master painter, the historical facts such as lacking of money and the difficulties
of other painters have for example Van Gogh and Fikret
Mualla passes from the corners of our minds. The reason
why Denec can’t go for his opening exhibition is the lack
of a coat. He could just come to the art gallery at about
11 a.m. after the visitors went away. ‘ I could understand
how many people visited the exhibition from the stubs on
the floor. On the other day I give signature in the streets
of Vienna’ he says with honour. The interest and courage
shown to his art make him to stay in Vienna for 25 years.
He who is asked for signature at the capital of Austria, is
now a famous painter. He’s an artist who is talked about
his pictures. And the most important thing is fantastic

Reproaching to Turkish Art Lovers
Erol Denec is the first representatives of fantastic art trend
in Turkey. He has a mater degree of Vienna Art Academy
which Hitler who is known from the history about the Holocaust, wasn’t accepted. His works are in nearly all of the
museums in the world and special collections. His works
are also being exhibited with the works of Leonardo and
Michelangelo in Albertan Museum which is one of the
most important one in Vienna.

painting has achieved a different dimension with his
brush. Ernst Fuchs appreciated by Salvador Dali, follows
Denec’s drawings with admiration and he introduces
Denec as a genius for the years he stays in Vienna.

enough to say ‘Alas! What did I do?’ in Vienna people could wander with reading glasses in the art gallery, but here calling themselves ‘art lovers’ wandered
around with running steps and even not looking at the
pictures.” says Denec and adds ‘the love of the native
land is in the faith.’

Denec, when he returns to his country after 25 years,
Fuchs reproaches like ‘What did you do, Erol? What a
pity to your marvellous art! Who can understand you
there?’ to Erol Denec. His professor Anton Lehmden
from Nice Applied Arts, says to Erol Denec that “we
started fantastic painting, but you brought expressive
fantastic art to Vienna.” Erol Denec after longing for
deeply says that ‘he is my professor who says this, I’m
the leadership of my art but nobody knows me in Turkey’ with a tone of complainant.
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However he wasn’t entitled that he could deserve in
Turkey after 25 years he came back for the longing of
dominion. After returning to Turkey he opens exhibitions in Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir one after the other, but the total tableau he sees in his exhibitions was

When we talk about his art establishing to Turkey -so
to say in Turkish idiom- ‘one touching hearing thousand pains.’ Wherever I open an exhibition on abroad,
I get the best artists’ compliments. I don’t say this to
be proud of myself, but this is the case. In Turkey as
nobody knows what fantastic art is even if it’s known,
nobody prefers it. People ask for the artists and call
them there. In Vienna even politicians could come my

house, but here even the village headmen don’t call,
says Denec and he hopes that this will be changed as
soon as possible. In his critics he doesn’t aim at people
but the mentality and he says that “especially among
the new generation it’s more common to have the idea
of having short circuit to be rich not only in painting
art but also all the other areas. They find what Turkish
people will like and so they do and sell the same thing.
For example; one makes a flower during his\her lifetime. However when an artist starts to copy himself\
herself it means he\she is dead. Because the human
beings are created for evolution, they should go on developing.” Says Denec and he reminds us the hadith
of the Prophet Mohammed “ the two days whose are
equal isn’t belong to us.”

knows it in Turkey. I have always hoped for being understood for 50 years and worked for it. The heart is needed
to be understood and shared. However the glories about
my art are still coming from the Europe. To be understood
is more important than money for me. Sometimes I lose
my patient but I’m not demoralized.” To make contact
with the young people, Erol Denec calls upon the social
media. So via social media, he contacts with the wonders
of fantastic art in Turkey and all over the world.

While telling us, his heading for the trend he represents
“fantastic realism is something about one self’s inward
developing. The substance dimension doesn’t satisfy
the others and they look for something that they feel its
deep beauties. As you see I try to reflect this. I always
deepen, see the acute and try to show it” says Denec
and he adverts Leonardo da Vinci’s quotation “Art isn’t
refreshing the sight but it’s an activity intermediation to
imaginative power.”

you get from sufistic view and experiences to your art?”
“I was very young when I went to Fuchs in Vienne, I
wasn’t interested in Sufism and I didn’t even have any
information but Fuchs must have felt a different ‘aspect’
that he encouraged my works. This ‘aspect’ rebounds
to my works. I wondered Sufism after 32 years and I’m
still trying to learn it.” says Denec and he brings his remark to the subject that “Who is art for?” According to
him the art is of course for art but indirectly it interests
the public. Because at, if it’s done for art, it comes out a
real masterpiece otherwise it will be a craft.

We ask to Eol Denec who has difficulty in establishing
his understanding of art to Turkish people that “how
did you cope with the difficulties that you had faced in
Turkey?” “I’m an appreciated artist by the most famous
artists in the world for this trend, however nobody

Surrealism, Pure and Simple Truth of Realism
Ernst Fuchs who accommodated his student, Erol Denec
for five months in Vienna, says for him that “he’s a Sufi
painter and a light appears from the West.” We ask
Denec that “how do you reflect your accumulation that

While explaining perception of fantastic realism which
is something about a person’s inward evolution repeats Denec and meaning to fantastic realism “Sur-
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realism, pure and simple truth of realism. It isn’t out or
in, surrealism is the main point to be gone for.” he says.
Moreover fantastic painting is a kind that becomes
mysterious with love, eroticism, mysticism, dreams,
stories and mythological factors.” he conveys when
asserted as a fantastic painting the first thing, image
of eroticism came to the mind is projected in different way in Denec’s artworks. When comparing other
examples and Denec’s artworks the women figures
don’t elude observation of their naivety. I don’t want
to use sexuality to flash it around because women are
very gentle and very celestial being for me” he says.
The Inward Kinship Between Artists
When we continue our colloquy with him, we can’t
be indifferent to the beautiful tableaus in painting
workshop. We see one of the pictures that Denec
has figured himself. He warns a monster with one of
his hand like saying ‘Stop!’ We would like to learn
that in his painting what he generally uses in the centre and which image he uses mostly. He mostly uses
archaeological images and frequently uses human
being, snake and eagle figures on his paintings.
We learn that an eagle represents supremacy, image
of snake symptom of self defence in Sufism. He tells
us about the painting that he has figured himself “
Eagle and snake wars with each other on some of
my paintings. I sometimes put a monster in front of
me as I did on this painting so that it’s actually my
ego. Usually I have a little idea while starting to paint.
After I start painting, I’m not the person who does

the painting. Painting makes me serve for it and takes
me to somewhere. And I say that if I did this actually
I would do like this. As Yunus Emre says ‘There is another me inside myself.’ Perhaps it’s what my ‘aspect’ is.
We remind him Van Gogh who had cut his own ear,
passion of the colour yellow and ask him which colours he uses the most. At first when he started painting, he liked purple the most but later he slipped to
blue. And he adds that blue and purple are ethereal
colours. “40 years ago I turned back to blue but I
always miss the purple.”
It’s not difficult to guess the answer from his expressions but we ask him the artists he affected the most
in fantastic painting trend. And his answer without
hesitation is ‘Ernst Fuchs.’ “While I was looking at his
works album on the days I stayed with him, something would tingle inside me. I would find myself on
these pictures.
The figures that he did when he was 13-14 are very
great. Each of them are technically great. I liked
that pictures as if I drew them. He would say that
‘Erol, there is an inward kinship between the artists.’
Shortly I can say that I find myself close to genius
Fuchs not any others. The most beautiful side is these
feelings are mutual.”
Music the Second Passion
Besides Albertan and Vienna Museums, some special
artworks which are participated in Vienna City Collections, Germany, Austria, France, Italy and Turkey;

the painter Erol Denec has opened more than 150
exhibitions Vienna is the first in most of European
countries and in Turkey until today. He continues his art
life adding more artworks to more than one thousand
compositions and educates new painters who will carry
the fantastic realism to the future that he was the first
representative in Turkey. His biggest dream is exhibition
of his works in the museums of Turkey.
While we are talking with Erol Denec about his art
life and fantastic realism we catch a sight of a violin which is at a corner of his workshop with other
equipment that he uses for painting. We understand
that moreover genius of painting he is talented of
music while he is playing for us a ‘hicaz pesrev’ which
touches our hearts. Erol Denec got the music ability
from his father. His father would play the lute, too.
In his puberty period, Erol Denec, when he gave a
break of painting, he learned to play the violin and
the lute by himself and he started to work on Classical Turkish Music after he returned from abroad.
He played the violin in Emin Ongan Classical Turkish
Music Club for long years and he gave up his musical
works after his wife’s death who was German.
Erol Denec takes the violin after our conversation and
he performs us a composition from classical Turkish Music finishing after the ‘hicaz pesrev.’ On one
side Denec’s magical, taken us to imaginative world
beautiful tableaus and other side the nice and gentle
figures we leave Denec both filling our eyes and ears
with his works.

When the Curtain of Reality
is Waved...
by Omer Faruk DERE*
Thanks to the wide variety of facilities the art of marbling has long been providing to the marblers with its surprising
and colorful characteristics, marblers still keep on floating their dreams on dense water. The marbling exhibition called
“Dalgalandim da duruldum”, (I fluctuated and settled) by Omer Faruk Dere and Yasemin Acar Kara, the master teachers
who work in the Uskudar Baglarbasi Turkish Islamic Arts Expertise Center in Ismek, and their students with 65 art
works arranged in the Cemal Resit Rey Exhibition Hall between the first and the 7th of February, 2013, attracted
great attention from the art lovers. Also being one of the 10 prestigious exhibitions arranged by ISMEK in addition
to its annual program, the exhibition “Dalgalandim da Duruldum” was also crowned by an elegant catalogue.
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Nilgun BAYRAM

In his Ghazal called “Curtain”, Karagoz says “See
the master who plays behind the curtain of reality”. Likewise, marbling is the reflection of reality
on water. The face of water becomes the curtain of
reality, and the shades of reality that are directed
towards God fall on the curtain. When the curtain
is waved, it looks as if far beyond will appear on
the curtain. Everywhere becomes full of light, which
fascinates the human.

Due to the mystery of the Quranic verse “He is always
engaged in something else”, there is no repetition in the
reflections of marbling. For this reason, the embroideries
that have once appeared in the marbling tray will never be
repeated again. A marbling artist can never repeat the marbling he did previously, although he uses the same paint,
the same materials and the same technique. He can only
do something alike. For this reason, each marbling work is
unique in and of itself, and can not be coppied.

Marbling is a place where the reflections of total and
partial will conjoins. A marbler scatters the paint on
the face of water with his partial will, but he never
fully knows what shapes will appear. He can only
make some predictions based on his experiences. He
puts forward the reasons, and expects the results to
appear with great faith. He then thanks to God after
the appearance of each marbling, filled with contentment of having absolute faith in God.

The marbler takes the brush he will use to scatter paint
on water, combines his hands in the shape of a heart
and first hits the brush when his hands are combined
in the shape of heart. This symbolizes the fact that he
pours the paint on water from his heart. While the
brush is scattering drops of reflections on the face of
the tray from the heavens, in the meantime, the marbler adds the drops of the love and the dreams in his
heart to decorate the art work.
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Thanks to the wide variety of facilities the art of marbling
has long been providing to the marblers with its surprising
and colorful characteristics, marblers still keep on floating
their dreams on dense water. The marbling exhibition called
“Dalgalandim da duruldum”, (I fluctuated and settled) by
Omer Faruk Dere and Yasemin Acar Kara, the master teachers who work in the Uskudar Baglarbasi Turkish Islamic Arts
Expertise Center in Ismek, and their students with 65 art
works arranged in the Cemal Resit Rey Exhibition Hall between the first and the 7th of February, 2013, attracted
great attention from the art lovers. Also being the first of
the 10 prestigious exhibitions arranged by ISMEK in addition
to its annual program, the exhibition “Dalgalandim da Duruldum” was also crowned by an elegant catalogue.
The art of marbling which has a strong tradition in these
territories has influenced the westerners as well, and has
been performed in those territories also. Artistic interaction
between societies is inevitable. Marbling, which has been
known as the “Turkish paper” until very recently, is now being done in the western world as well. Over the time there
have been interactions between the east and west, and
designs from different territories were applied by marblers
from all over the world. Great civilizations are not afraid of
having interactions with other cultures. In stead, they melt
the varieties they have gained from other cultures, shape
them in accordance with their own understandings, and
present them to the heritage of the world.
The marbling style called the Spanish Marbling in the literature has met with our classical marbling style and colors, and
the original “wavy marbling” form has come into being like
this. The wavy marbling which has recently attracted great
attention from the art lovers is a style of marbling which
fascinates the audience deeply with its rythmic and dynamic
motions deepened further with shade and light plays. This
style which looks easy to do, but is actually very hard to do
with rhythm and balance continues to be produced with the
useful contribution of the colors and designs our traditional
marbling. When we move the paper we place on the tray to
take the marbling backwards and forwards, we see that the
marbling fluctuates while being transferred onto the sheet
of paper. In order for these shapes which look like the curls
on a curtain or light beams to come into being, the movements should follow a rhythm, which requires lots of trials.
If we consider that a beautiful marbling watched by audience with fascination in an exhibition has come into being
after tens of trials, we can understand how great effort and
patience is required for the art to be performed.
The actual craftsman is Allah, and an Islamic artist follows
this craftsman by trying to reflect the color compositions
in the nature on his tray. The maturity of colors has a great
importance in the perception of colors within our traditional
arts. A marbler is the tradesman of colors, and his capital is
the set of colors. He is successful as long as he can use his
colors correctly and harmoniously.
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Birsen SENTURK

Ege SUNAY

Muzeyyen KARAASLAN

How can we learn how we will use each color? The simplest
and most short cut way for the answer to this question is
to watch the nature. The colors of the nature changes each
season, and the nature teaches the lesson of colors to those
who knows how to look. Man likes the thing that is closest to his nature. Now that everything has a single creator,
the things that the man finds closer to his nature are the
things that are natural. Like all our traditional arts, the basis of marbling is the most natural colors as well. Extremely
bright colors that tire eyes are avoided. The Islamic artist
lives with the nature and reflects the colors of the nature on
his tray. Brightness is sought after only in the colors of flowers, yet the colors should be only as bright as the ones in
the nature. For instance, if the head of a tulip will be drawn,
the red color is not used alone. The color is matured with
another shade of red. To follow the same technique in wavy
marbling as well will help create an original style of marbling
which is unique to our artistic perception.

Yasemin Acar KARA

In addition to our classical perception of colors, the preservation of our traditional designs is also important in the
formation of an original wavy marbling style. Battal, which
is one of our main forms, is the main form of the wavy
marbling as well. The single color style of this form, whose
colors are not interfered and left as they have dropped from
the brush, is the most preferred in the wavy marblings which
consist of the different shades of a single color. Since the
color trapped in the fluctuated parts look denser, the feeling
of depth increases, which fascinates the audience. All the
other traditional forms are used in the wavy marbling along
with the battal form. However, we see that only the gelgit
and tarakli forms are waved within the western territories.
The battal form, though, is preferred more in our territories.
The flower marblings on the other hand, are either applied
on a wavy marbling as the second layer, or the wavy marbling is applied on the flower marbling as the second layer.
This exhibition was prepared thanks to the laborious efforts
of our dear students who graduated from the trainings we
delivered at the ISMEK Center of Expertise for Turkish Islamic Arts. The following are the students who attended the
exhibition with their works along with their master teachers:
Alper Unal, Ayse Baskaraca, Aysegul Tunali, Birsen Senturk,
Ege Sunay, Emel Yuvarlak, Emine Colak, Esra Teker, Fahriye Gezer, Hediye Cobanoglu, Merve Al, Munevver Yilmaz,
Muzeyyen Karaaslan, Nagihan Yilmaz, Nilgun Bayram, Selma Ersoy, Sema Celik, Semiha A. Cobanoglu, Sena Ertam
Unsal, Serpil Kaymaz, Serpil Uzun, Sevil Samlioglu.
We are all grateful to the Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul and ISMEK who gave us the opportunity to show you
our wavy marblings which dropped on our marbling trays.
ISMEK’s Head Teacher of Calligraphy and Marbling
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Antique Carpets
That Blind Their Masters
For Others
by Fatma YAVUZ

The antique carpets come to the workshops, which has
wooden looms, to find a new soul with their motifs,
which reflects national identity, and stitches, which
painted with madders. First the craftman who see with
their fingers as if they don’t see with their eyes look
into the tired faces of carpets which come from different regions with different patterns for a long time.
The carpets are the secret witnesses of the past years
and the memories. The thing which attracts you is not
how they are weaved but the thing which attracts you
is the feelings influencing the weaving.The craftman
who works meticulously starts using his skills on carpets’ artfully decorated motifs.
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Some of them were weaved for decorating the most
magnificant palaces of the period, some of them were
weaved for people who pray on them and some were
weaved for being a mat in a house. The numerous
knots which tied for reasons arising from the need is
the representative of the glory and honor of today...
The hand-woven carpets which reflect the cultural features owned by different countiries around the world
are the important elements for traditional hand craft
of Turks. Carpet weaving which spreaded about to
Anatolia with the weavings belonged to Seljuk period
and which performed great progress in 17th and 18th

Repair of antique carpet is like performing a surgery operation for the
craftman who performs it.The nationality and age of carpet is not important.The element
which is important is the application of correct operation by skillful hands.The antique
carpets or the historical carpets, stitches dissolved, which have remained in the intensive
care unit for a long time and which seem as if they are going to disband are discharged
from repair workshop with the same colour and soul, which they had a few centruies ago,
by the helps of skillful hands.We talked about the carpets , which blinded their masters
in order to be shown by others and the clues of
profession, with Ahmet Bayraktar who is the
master of silk carpet repair and Hasan
Yumusak who is the master of wool
carpet repair at Grand Bazaar.

centruies in the Ottoman Empire Era is one of the hand
craft which was presented to the world civilization.
The carpets, the rugs and prayer rugs which were
weaved with wool and silk yarn and which were processed in terms of their own patterns and painting
styles have reflected their regions in a different way.
The motifs which were used in carpets have had meanings and have conveyed symbolic meanings. For instance the seven mountain flower motif which is used
in Hereke carpets expresses Istanbul’s flowers which
forms seven hills .The hand on waist motif conveys fer-

tility; an eagle, power; a bird, happiness; a scorpion,
patriot; a star, productivity; a water way, the importance of water; and a life tree conveys the eternity.
While the dragon motif was believed to bring rains and
fertility, the hair clip and earing were used to express
the will for marriage in an indirect way.
Although wool carpets’ history dates back to centuries
ago, the first example of Turkish silk carpets can be
seen in 18th century. The imperial factory of Hereke
which is considered as one of the first modern factory
of the Ottoman industry and which was founded in
order to meet the need of The Ottoman palace espe-
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cially was a turning point for Turkish carpet history. The factory,
which was founded by the order of sultan Abdulmecit in 1844,
gained carpet diversity with increasing number of workshop in
sultan Abdulhamit the second era.
While the first products of carpets were weaved with the leadership of the masters who were gathered around Manisa and
Gordes, in addition to being the first export product’s of The
Ottoman empire, the Hereke carpets were particularly prefered
by European palaces.
The carpets which were weaven by using silk stitches instead of
wool stitches show differences both motif and knot number.
While wool carpet has nine loops per a cm, this number can
reach 1100 loops per a cm in silk carpet. In addition to this feature the antique carpets, which can find buyers with high prices
in the most famous auctions of the world, were very valuable
because miraculous madder, a gift for human being, were used
in the production of carpets.
The Turkish hand weaving carpets which have names like
Zara, Yoruk, Hereke and which have reached today’s
world starting from 11th century in Anatolia have
gained world wide fame. The production of these
artworks which are produced with extraordinary
and breathtaking motifs is almost vanishing.
The masters and craftmen of this artwork attribute the reduction of hand weaving carpets to market conditions , production
cost and declining demand.Craftmen and masters believe that
countination of carper weaving art means protecting Turkish
culture and hand crafts. It is important that carpet weaving art
has enriched and diversified through the time with it’s motifs,
materials, styles of weaving and colours. In addition to this there
is a need for craftmen who will repair and care the carpets in
order to protect and deliver carpets to the future…
There are 72 repair workshops in Cagaloglu Bab-i Ali market in
Istanbul and these 72 repair workshops have a great mission such
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as repairing ,restorating the demaged rugs and carpets
so the carpets and rugs can be moved to the future.
When you enter the market, wallls and shopwindows
adorning with carpets and rugs welcome you. There
are a lot of carpets and rug which have historical value,
belong to various parts of the world, some of them
are repaired and some of them are waiting their turn
for repair. We are the guest of Haci Hasan Yumusak,
who repairs antique wool carpets, and Ahmet Bayraktar, who repairs antique silk carpet, to talk about their
professions clues and how they transfer this national
heritage to the future.
Carpets Need Care as Much as Babies
We visited Haci Hasan Yumusak at first hand and he said
“l start weaving carpets in Aksaray where is famous for it’s
weaving in Central Anatolia.“ He influenced by his family
and the weaving culture and he focused on antique carper
repair. After some time he moved to Istanbul 25 years ago
and He has been doing this business professionally since
that time. Master Hasan expresses his affection to his job
“l approach all hand woven carpets -faded, damaged,
torn- like a mother who cares her baby in affection.“
They clean the carpet at first then they detect the damaged parts of it and they start working with a needle and
stitches.They use the stitches which they unstitche from
carpets and rugs of belong to the same region, the same
age and the same feature in order to give the carpet originality. lf there are no stitches having these qualities, they
produce the proper stitches with madders.
Each Old Carpet is not a Antique
The master Hasan who has earned money with this profession for years draws attention to a point,he said“ each old
carpet has not got antique value. He added “lf a carpet is
antique then there should be some other examples of the
same carpet . The antique carpet and the old or historical
carpet musn’t be confused with each other. However the
user assume that an old carpet is antique carpet .The antique carpets are exhibited in museums.”
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He says that you can not determine the exact age of a
carpet, the carpet value is determined by it’s real madder and region not with it’s number of knots. He emphasizes that one of the carpet , which were weaved
without chemical dye, is over the age of 150 and he
also adds that particular carpets were used by people
from particular time and the color tones changes from
region to region. While red, yellow, blue, and green is
prefered in Central Anatolia, in Eastern provinces purple, Brown and dark blue is prefered mostly.The master emphasizes that names such as “life tree“, “seven
mountains flower“, “hand on waist“,“three castle“
are given to models which were used in weaving and
he defines them as pearls of the culture

Silk carpets in Ahmet Bayraktar Porte Bazaar workshop are getting their old appearances again in the hands of the old masters with a thousand of attention and effort.
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prefered. And he explains why some carpets can
not be repaired. The carpets which were weaved
with tie tecnique is the most appropriate one repairing. The hand made carpets are weaved with
the knots from below to above,however the ones
made with machines can not be repaired“ he said.
“We work hard for returning carpets to their original form after long processes.The processes consist of tie a fibre, weaving a mat, tying nots, cutting, burning, brushing, ironing and cropping and
these processes change according to deformation
of the carpets.“ he said

After thousands of stitches in carpet restoration "traplama" process is taking place.

This art is a Blessing of Allah Donated to us
He sums up his ideas about this hand craft easily according to his experiences:“Every carpet is
precious lf it is weaved in Anatolia. The carpets
of Konya, Sivas Zara, Lâdik, Sivrihisar, Kirsehir Mucur, Kumkapi were weaved without aiming any
monetary gain, and that is why thay are precious.
Our mothers and grandmothers weaved them either for their houses or for their children’s dowers.
Now whose eyes and patience will weave a carpet
with many procedures and dye it? Who will spin
wool with kirman?.. The carpet artworks has been
widespread in countiries like Iran, Afghanistan,
Bulgaria and Romania; However none of them
could weaved carpets like Anatolian weaved.They
could not reach Anatolian carpet weaving style
and technique. It is a blessing of Allah for all of us“
Each Carpet can not be Repaired
The craftman need to enjoy his profession so that
the custumer can be pleased.“ A carpet consists of
millions of knots and it is defeated by years .The
only aim in carpet repair is thought hard on these
questions ; how can we give the carpet it’s originality with reparation? and How can we make
them long lasting?“ he said. According to some of
his colleague every carpet can be repaired as long
as the custumer has money however the master
Hasan disagree with his colleague :To me there
are carpets which can not be repaired, some are
so old that when you touch the needle to them
they disband easily.
He says that in weaving different techniques
were used in different regions.“The tie technique in Anotolian carpets, Persian knots in Iran
carpets,Spanish knots in Eurapean carpets were
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It is a fact that the job is tough and needs patience
and time…For this reason lots of the carpet repairing masters think their gainings first because
they don’t do it for art. Hasan, the master, says
that workers want to get the value of their efforts
like everybody else and he adds in his own word
that it is like the cream of kadayif (a kind of
sweet pastry) to get responses of your efforts but
l can eat kadayif without it’s cream.
The master Hasan expresses that the carpet manufactoring sector have passed a problematic process so the existing workforce changes their sector
they don’t want to work in carpet manufacturing.
For that reason the sector has been in recession period and there have left some workers who do this
profession and the number is decreasing gradually.
There will be antique carpets many years later but
they won’t have the beauty they have now.The
people do not give value antique carpets there
won’t be sector like antique carpet repairing.
You should be Patient for Learning
We left the master Hasan’s workshop in Bab-i Ali
Bazaar and arrived at Ahmet Bayraktar’s Antique
silk carpet workshop.He began antique silk repairing as a hobby in 1987 but it became his profession thruogh out the time.He summarizes his
perspective about profession with these words“lf
a person works in a job willingly, the job can’t be
tiring but it can give you pleasure“. After the period of apprentice periods until 1994, he opened
his own workshop and he had his first abroad experience in terms of his profession in 1998.
He is happy for spreading out Turkish cultural
hand craft out of the borders and He said that
he shared his experiences and the details of the
profession with enthusiasts of weaving carpet on
worktables when he attended the fairs and semi-

nars in many European countries and far east countries like China, Japan and Korea . “To weave carpet
is very hard and repairing a carpet is also hard“. He
said and he added that It needs care a alot .The trainig
period is 7-8 years and after this long period you can
earn money from this profession .There is no school for
learning this profession so you should be very patient
and enthusiastic for the art.
He might have Lost His Sight
He says that he can repair all types of carpet in the
world except silk carpets which are the most difficult
ones to be repaired.And he adds thats silk carpets
are difficult because they have different types of
weaving and knotting and they can be as slim as a
piece of a sheet.
The master Ahmet describes that silk carpet repairing is a very very hard art. When you realize that
there are 1000 knots per a cm you agree with him.
He says that he repaired the slimest silk carpet,
which have 1024 knots per a cm, in the world and
he could repaire it with the help of a lens within
20 days. After repairing the silk carpet he lost 40
percent of his sight. However he recovered after
a long treatment.“to me it was the most joyous
work l have ever had“ he said.
A person can not do this profession for a long time because it exhausts eyes a lot. The masters of Ahmet master
retired a long time ago. He says that you should leave the
profession before your eyes get hurt because it gives eyes
harm a lot. So the early retirement is unavoidable. For him
there are many positive sides of this profession.“Repairing
them is like taking a therapy“ he said.
Repairing Carpets has Links with
Other Types of Arts
Finding trainees for this profession is very difficult at
these days and this factor gives harm to this profession so they meet their need of apprentice from citizens who are from Iran or Afghanistan. He emphasizes
that they work on carpets which have writings from
Persian language for this reason they need workers
who know Persian language, they prefer countries
like Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iran in order to meet
their workers need. Our profession has close links with
calligraphy art. “Whenever we work on carpet from
a country, we get help from some professionals from
the same country and culture and by this way we help
carpets to reach their originality“ he said.
He says that it is the details which make a antique carpet. First is that the carpet must have been painted
with madder. For this reason he prefers to use madder
so as to not give any harm to carpets while he works
on repairing .
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Good or Bad, it is Related to Your Mood
“The enterprises have turned their route to far eastChina- in carpet manufacturing in order to decrease
the production prices so it hard for us to face competition with uncontrolled products of China which have
been imported to our country. Hence we have faced
a regression in production of Turkish carpets. Today
Sivas prison carpets and Hereke Sumerbank carpet are
not produced because of high production prices and
buyers do not want to buy such expensive carpets.
However Turkish carpets have quality and they are
healty so people should prefer them“ he said.
He says that a good repairing reflects the mood of a
master. You should forget everything and focus on
carpets so you can hear the sound of the carpets.“ l
am the authority in silk carpets repairing in Turkey. A
good repairing increases the value of carpet but a bad
one can do the opposite“ he says.
When we listened the masters of carpet repairing we
understood that the masters who do this profession
with affection can abide this hard profession and the
ones who do it for money can not. And we realized
that reparing a carpet is as hard as weaving it. This
is what the masters expect; to be noticed and to be
respected for their efforts...
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Round (Mudawwar) third in width (Sulus) Plate Calligraphy: Hüseyin Kutlu, Decorative Art: Mamure Oz. The poem of Efe Hazretleri starting with a couplet as “Bir âteş-i cânsûz düşüren câne güzeller / Âşıkı eder şem’ine pervâne güzeller” in Hulâsatü’l Hakayık .

Lines Of Alvarli Efe Echo on
Hand's Language
by Ali Burhan EREN
Poet nefi calls 'The Language of the Hand' for art of calligraphy. The exhibition, held at the end of the last month in
Erzurum, was about Alvarli Efe the guide, sufi and poet. A part of that exhibition was also about 'Turkish Islamic arts'.
The exhibition composed of poets and sayings of Alvarli Efe was created by art of calligraphy, marbling, tiles, naht.
The saying by Alvarli Efe became an 'invaluable festival' when combined with 'The Language of the Hand'
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Mudawwar (round) Sulus (third in width) - Nesih-miniature plate. Calligraphy: Feyza Kırkan, Miniature: Şehnaz Ozcan, Ottoman Decorative Art : Merve Altunel. The poem of Efe Hazretleri starting with the stanza “Şem‘a-i nûr-i Ahmed’e / Cibrîller pervâne döner / Nûr-cemâl-i Muhammed’e / Kudsîler pervâne döner” in Hulâsatü’l Hakayık.

Sometimes various memorial ceremonies are held
for people who served and contributed to world of
art,culture and science.The feasts which shows the
fidelity to commemorated people neither decrease
nor increase value of them. No matter how big they
are,ceremonies are for people who 'commemorate'
not for 'commemorated'. Because a memorial ceremony is needed by the people who 'commemorate' them not for 'commemorated people'.Because
the main purpose is to remind the commemorated
people's sayings and writings. So whether it is international or local, an organization reputation is appreciated according to achievement.
Today, so many memorial ceremonies held for esteemed people are wasted due to the fact that they
are inadequate in terms of content or victimized by
populism. They can leave a mark neither on today

nor on future. At these days when so many institutions and organizations try to improve their brand
equity, the memorial ceremony held in Erzurum on
April 2013 is recorded as an exceptional organization in many respects.
''An Excellent Memorial Ceremony''
The memorial ceremony held for 'Muhammed lutfi'
the poet and sufi,also known as 'Alvarli Efe' is consisted of abundant organization with its participants
and arrangers. Organizers of the memorial ceremony that is consisted of concert, exhibition and symposium are Erzurum municipality, Ataturk university
and foundation of 'Alvarli Efe'.
In the symposium arranged by Ataturk University
there were lots of points about Alvarli Efe such as
his poetry,his endeavours at war of independence
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and his talented personality.The concert arranged by
BIKSAD involves the lyrics composed in form of Turkish
folk music and music of tekke and that shows another
respect of him. Mainly Ahmet Sahin and Mehmet Kemiksiz, there were so many musicians and singers took
place at the concert and it was interesting in terms of respect showed by lots of people. An art and craft exhibition
took place at the ceremony too. The exhibition arranged by
'foundation of Alvarli Efe' showed the responsibility shared
by family members beside the details of art and crafts.
The Exhibition: A Sign of Loyalty
An important part of that memorial ceremony was 'Traditional
Turkish-Islamic Exhibition'. That exhibition, arranged by the art of
calligraphy, illumination, marbling, tile, naht; has a specific quality
differently.
If the commemorated person's work are not about traditional, modern and
visual arts it is unusual situation that he can be commemorated with only one
exhibition. The exhibition was composed of Alvarli Efe's work 'Hulasatul Halayik', his

Sulus (third in width) nesih plate. Calligraphy: A.Erol Dönmez, Ottoman Decorative Art: Semâ Nakışhânesi. The Poem of Alvarlı Efe starting with the line
“Hasislikten elin çek sen cömert ol kân-ı ihsan ol”
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Şikeste nes-talik şükufe plate. Calligraphy: Orhan Dağlı, Şükûfe: Zeynep Adalı. “Dünyâ için etme
cedel / Âhirete verme halel / Allah için eyle amel / Mevlâ’dan al Mevlâ’ya ver” (Hulâsatü’l Hakayık)

poets, lines and boards written by art of calligraphy.It
conveys an importance in terms of so many things. Another important point of that exhibition is that the artists took place at the exhibition are calligraphers, artist
of marble, tile and nattats who educated at the libraries
established by foundation of Alvarli Efe and at the school
of art in Konya built by same foundation. So it seems that
the moral heritage of Alvarli Efe is commemorated brillantly under the leadership of Huseyin Kutlu, the hodja.So
many invaluable artists show that they look after his custody
by interpreting them in their own arts.
The exhibition emphasises that Islamic civilization can be created
by the arts.It is stressed throughout the introduction that it will not
be possible unless the person is reasonable,generous and considerate.
And that must be known by sufis and religious men.It is implied that ‘’we
can say that album refers to that aspect. Unfortunately it is a well-known
fact it is so difficult to perceive the Islam.Because we cannot talk about civilization without realize that unemployed area. Hopefully, we will go on the way of
Alvarli Efe with that mentality.

Musenna Celı Sulus- sulus plate. Calligraphy: Hüseyin Kutlu,Ottoman Decorative Art: Serap Bostancı Tuluk. “Muhabbetle nazar he bir uyûbu setreder
görmez / Adâvetle nazar kemlikleri ifşâ eder durmaz”
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Celî divani – Şükufe plate. Calligraphy: Orhan Dağlı, Miniature: Zülâl Cay. “Cânân bağının güllerine
bülbül olaydım / Sabâ-yı seher salladığı sünbül olaydım” (Hulâsatü’l Hakayık)

Celî sülüs, icâze plate. Calligraphy: Hüseyin Kutlu, Ottoman Decorative Art: Semih İrteş. Aşere-i
Mübeşşere names and the poem of Efe Hazretleri starting with the lines ”Der-i dergâh-ı Mevlâ’da /
Muhibb-i hânedânım men

The Exhibition Revives The Relationship
Between Poetry And Calligraphy
The exhibition is very important in terms of innovations it
brings to traditional Turkish-Islamic arts. That exhibition revives the area that is not known so much,’’relationship between poetry and calligraphy. It also invites the researchers
and concerned people to investigate by offering so many
informations.
As far as we are concerned ,there are not an essay or research about the subject ‘’what does calligraphy contribute to aesthetic of poetry.’’ The subject was told only as a
‘compressed text by Kasgarli literature magazine that is not
published anymore and by some wise men.

The portrait of Alvarlı Efe by brush of Sahir Mehdiyev
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The people who are interested in the subject know that the
place and visibility are important when calligraphy writings
are chosen and there are so many rules in practise.There
are also so many subjects that must be investigated.’What
kind of writing is used when a poet is written’, ’how can
rhythm is used in calligraphy’ are among these subjects.

Mudawwar (round) Sulus Plate. Calligraphy: Merve Altunel Ottoman Decorative Art. Ayse Feyza Dikmen. (Arifin gönlü gülistandır, gülistan istemez.)

At the beginning of the text we told that memorial ceremonies are not for commemorated but for
commemorate them. The memorial ceremony held
for Alvarli Efe shows that artists show the fidelity
to Alvarli Efe’s works.So now it is time to show our
loyalty. With that so many people are invited to write
and think about the subject and works…
The Artist Whose Works Take Place On Exhibition
Hamit Aytac,Huseyin Kutlu, Semih Irtes, Mahmure
Oz, Fevzi Gunuc, Sadrettin Ozcimi, Ali Riza Ozcan,
Erol Donmez, Sehnaz Ozcan, Betul Kirkan, Feyza
Kirkan, Ersan Percem, Cabide Pala, Orhan Dagli,
Merve Altunel, Emine Sirvan, Selma Ozpala, Yasin
Kurt, Ruveyda Akkilic, Esra Koksal, Guvenc Olbak,
Habide Kalafak, Mahmut Sahin, Abdullah Aydemir,
Vahide Karababa, Feyza Dikmen, Sinan Dogan, Gul
Donmez, Zeynep Atabey, Hatice Yucel, Feyza Kutlu,
Selim Saglam, Mafirat Onat, Suleyman Senol, Zehra
Karatas, Zeynep Adali.

Celî sülüs plate. Calligraphy and Ottoman Decorative Art: Ersan Percem. “Âşık der güzel
gözler / Gözlerim güzel gözler / Çirkini ejder yutsun / Güzeli güzel gözler” (Hulâsatü’l Hakayık)
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Headband in Handwritten Works

1

by Gurcan MAVILI*

Main bond that hold the pages of the book is called siraze(headband).Despite using a technical term
in binding art,it is used in everyday language as a phrase.''Leave the headband ,get out of headband''
phrases are the most common.If you are wondering how it is made besides general information about
headband in handwritten works,the instructions that accompanied by photos are at your disposal.
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"

In Islamic manuscripts, the strips tied one another through sewing
of silk thread. That binding technique does not exactly hold the
book. A new process must be followedin order to increase the stiffness of the book. This is related to headband's formation that is
knitted on both ends. Thanks to some processing steps like hidden
column, headband column, both the strenghth of book is provided
and also adds a nice image.

"

In both western and eastern handwritten works,when a
work is bound in a classical way, absolutely a headband
is knitted.To live to a great age of a handwritten work
depends on the strength of its headband.A book whose headband has been spoilt strews in a very short time.
So,some expressions like ’’ get out of hand’’ etc. are still
used at the present day.
These expressions do not imply good senses for the people who are mentioned.To strew of the headband refers
the fail of human character.In this sense,the expressions
which have been mentioned before tell us that the headband has a very significant role for a handwritten book.

Headband contains some different expressions in dictionary.The first one is a thin band which is found in either ends of the book binders and is knitted with twists
which hold the pages steadily.The second meaning is the
parts of a leather trouser of wrestler.The third meaning is
base,order,system.And the forth one is tie, knit.2 In another definition the headband is stated as a knit in the form3
of a thin band made with twist which is attached the seam
and lines to tie the pages of the books bound in old way.
There are other expressions in the dictionary like headband
bind,arranger,convenient to be made headband (book)4
but they are not used anymore.However in Arabic langua-
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ge, ’’Habk’’ is used instead of headband.It means to make it
hardy by trussing it and to weave the cloth strongly on a beautiful floor in order to form an artwork on it.5
In this respect,I think that "head-band"(siraze) can have a
meaning such as "habk" but during my studyings I couldn't
find enough informatin about the root of the word "siraze". Siraze the head-band was told in many writings about the book arts. But inside many of this writings there are
some describing and information mistakes.6 Unfortunately
these mistakes were published without studying about the
truth of information, and went on being spread over as
wrong information.In islamic handwritings,sheets are tied
each other by being sewed with silk thread.This tying tech-

nic doesn't hold up the book completely.To strengthen the
book, it is necessary to make one more thing.This is about the
head-band(siraze) which is knitted to the both of extremity of
the book.By means of the hidden column,head-band(siraze)
column,and these operation steps which is completed by
knittingthe head-band(siraze),both the strength of the book
improves and adds a beautiful look to the book.
Until 15th century on some of the books there is a leather cover which covers the head-band(siraze).These covers has disappeared in course of time. Head-band (siraze), as you know,is sewed with silk thread.if we want thicker knitting,we must use silk. Many of the silk thread which
are painted with natural dye still has lively colours. Mostly,
the colours which are convenient with each other are pre-
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fered. Brown,yellow,or beige are sometimes used with red
silk thread.Deep wine colour(bordo) is sometimes matched
with dark blue silk thread and sometimes with green silk
thread.There are also head-bands (siraze) knitted with silver.
The thickness of the head-bands (siraze) must be suitable
for measure of the book.If it becomes too thick or too thin,
that will give harm to the book and the pages.
The thickness of the head-band(siraze)is determined by the
leather tape -called pillow-which is stuck under it.It is knitted
to cover this leather tape completely.Head-band(siraze) can
be knitted with only one needle and more than one needle according to the ornament. There are many kind of knitting styles of head-bands (siraze) such as purl,ridged, with

right-left way, straight, zigzag, one lozenge-shaped,double
lozenge-shaped,crossing, and new style.In handwriting
libraries,many of the books have "the rat tooth siraze"7 It
is easy to knite"the rat tooth siraze" that is why it is mostly
used. Tailband is also named according to pillaring kinds. It
is named as 'marked tailband' when the coloumns are pillared by passing through middle of the forms, whereas they
are named as 'stab tailband' when they are pillared by passing among the pages without digging the forms. We call
the tailband which is not passing through each tailband coloumn and knitting by skipping as 'skipped tailband'.8
The tailband is knitted by these process; 1- Placing stabs
among each form. Stab: It is a thin line sheet approximately
1 cm wide and 10 cm long. This size may vary according to

dimension of the book. The sheet line is folded by leaving on
side of the line longer. 2- Longer part of the stub digs a form
and the shorter part digs the next. Thus, every form's midpoint is marked. 3- Secret coloumn: It is name of the coloumn which is digging each form that we have marked.The
yarn we use is twist yarn. The needle digging the first form
pulls out from back after 2-3 cm. The last yarn of 5-6 cm is
sticked to back. Hence, every form is stitched to each other.
The process is ended by knotting the yarn which is pulling
out of the back when stitching is over. The secret coloumn
strengthens the book. After this stitching, we pass to another stage. 4- Tailband Coloumn: The thin line sheet is put
onto the secret coloumn in order not to confuse secret colo-

umn with tailband coloumn. We should stick the yarn under
the leather pillow before we stick it a.k.a the leather pillow. We
pull out from back after digging to the first form and passing
through the line. We again dig and pull out but the ring that is
formed is not put on the pillow. This ring sits the bottom, the
second ring is procured by passing into that yarn.
We procure a moving knot passing into the second ring.
This knot should be 1-2 mm far from the pillow, we fasten
the knot by digging the needle near the first form. Hence,
the wing is procured. 5- We can pillar our coloumns either
in each form or by skipping. We repeat the wing process
when we come to the last form. We pull out from the back
passing through one of the pages. The tailband coloumn is
completed by knotting three times the yarn pulled out with

interval of 2 mm. 6- To knit the tailband: Twists are knotted
the knots on the yarn that left over the coloumn. The needle
is got through the twist yarn, the twist without the needle is
always above the other yarn. The yarn without the needle is
above it in every pass of the needle from the coloumn, hence
the yarn without needle is pressed between the coloumns.
The pattern appears with this process. We start the following
row by turning from the wings at the end of every row. This
process goes on until the pillow is covered.
Thtailband keeps together the forms of the book, hence it
blocks the forms to disband each other. The tailband techniques that are named with many knitting techniques and
the unique samples of them are in the risk of -unfortuna-

tely- vanishing due to being made in little number and unstitched uncarefully. Most of our codex libraries are moved
into the digital platform. I think we can stop unique samples to vanish by recording them in detail while moving the
codex into digital platform.
*Mimar Sinan Faculity of Fine Arts Traditional Turkish Arts-Main Art Section
FOOTNOTES: 1) 16th December, 2009, Introduced in the Congress of Turkish Handwritten Treasury 1, ISAM, Baglarbasi-Istanbul 2) Devellioglu, F., Ottoman LanguageTurkish Encyclopedic Dictionary,Ankara,1997, page 1000 3) Arseven, E., C.,Art
Encyclopedia, Istanbul,1983, Book 4, page 1884 4) Devellioglu, F., Ottoman Language-Turkish Encyclopedic Dictionary, Ankara, 1997, page 1000 5)Yazir, E.H. Great
Interpretation of the Koran. 6) Mavili, Gurcan, Incorrect terms and expressions used
in traditional arts, 8. Handicrafts Symposium, Izmir, p.286-290 7) Ozen, E.,Mine,
Writing Book Arts Glossary,Istanbul, 1985, p.67 8) Ozen, E.M.,Turkish Binding Art,
Ankara, 1998, p.12 Is Bank Publications SOURCES: 1) Devellioglu, Ferit.,Ottoman
Turkish-Turkish dictionary, Ankara, 1997, s.1000 2) Arseven, E., Celal, Art Encyclopedia, Istanbul, 1983, c.4, p.1884 3) Mavili, Gurcan, Incorrect terms and expressions
used in traditional arts ,8. Handicrafts Symposium, Izmir, p.286-290 4) Ozen, E.,
Mine, Writing Book Arts Glossary, Istanbul, 1985, p.67
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Raku: The Fascinating Door of
Ceramic to Surprises
by Semra CELIK
Raku bowls and cups are the sine qua non of the tea ceramonies in Japan. Being the sui-generis art of the Japanese
both in terms of the way of performing, and in terms of decorating, the history of raku dates back to around 400
years ago. The term “raku” means “confort” or “happiness” in Japan, and the first raku bowls and cups were made
by the Raku Family of Japan for their traditional tea ceramonies. They are now used for decoration, though. We
interviewed with Ayten Turanci, a ceramic artist, about raku, the mud, glazing, and cooking technique of which is
rather different compared to ceramic.

Man who ruled over water, mud and fire respectively while creating the civilizations some day began to get use of all of them at
the same time. With his mind, creativity and skillful hands, he
created a tradition which would be practiced for thousands
of years. First making primitive pots with the use of water,
mud and fire, man then developed this skill of his, and the
ceramic form emerged. Born in Anatolia which has been
a cradle to many various civilisations throughout history,
ceramic still keeps on living in this territories for thousands
of years.
Being as ancient as humanity, ceramic has come in
various forms throughout history. It has been created in pretty much all the corners of the world,
and ceramic products have been used in all the
aspects of life ranging from daily life to arts and
trading, enlightening the traces of past civilisations
sometimes in the form of a pot, a glass, a jug or a toy.
Ceramic has been interpreted differently, and has been made with different techniques in the
territories of each civilisation who has created it. Raku, which is the theme of this article, is a
technique of ceramic that belongs to the Japanese. Raku is a name attributed to bowls and
cups cooked in high temperatures, and used in traditional tea ceramonies in Japan. The history of the art dates back to around 400 years ago. The name “raku” is also associated with
the technique the cups are cooked, and as a word it means “comfort”, or “cheer”. Having
an important status in the Japanese art of ceramics, Raku cups are one of the sine-quanons of the well-known tea ceramonies in Japan.
The Influence of the Xen Priests in Raku
Xen priests, who have influenced the traditional Japanese arts greatly have influenced
the tea tradition of Japan as well. It is known that tea was brought to the Japanese
islands from China by the Xen Priest called Yosai. The tea ceramonies which began to
be popular during the reign of Muromaci used to be arranged as a ritual of the Xen
boudhism as a new habit introduced by them. The tea ceramonies then became an
important aspect of the daily life of the Japanese as well. During these ceramonies, tea
used to be served in the raku cups.

The Raku technique as we
know it today used to be only
the name of the cups produced with the construction
of the Raku family for their
traditional tea ceramonies.
So, while telling the Raku
technique, we also have to
talk a bit about the Raku Family. The making of the first cups
launched by Chojiro, the first
generation of the family, coincides with the reign of Momoyama, who ruled between the years
1573 and 1615. During this period, the
glazed pottery technique called “san-cai”, (3 colors), which actually belongs to the Fugy district of China,
was common around Kyoto. “san” means 3, and “cai”
means color. The san-cai cups began to be called “raku”
after Chojiro was introduced to the tea master Sen Rikyû
(1522-1591), and began to make raku cups under his auspices. Today, the master of the Raku family is Raku Kichizomon from the 15th generation. His flat and workshop
is situated on the west of the old Empire palace in Kyoto.
It still preserves the traditional style of Kyoto architecture.
The workshop and the oven is at the back of the house,
and the tradition launched around 400 years ago is stil
kept alive with adherence to the original.
Contrasting with the brightness of the 3 color bowls, the
first tea bowls made by Chojiro were black. On the other
hand, what made the raku cups different from the other
forms of ceramic was the fact that they were formed in
hands, not in lathes. Shaping the product with hand enables the artist to express himself/herself as he/she wishes
until the form has been completed. While rejecting decoration and motion, Chojiro hits the limits of individual expression, and glorifies the cup as the sign of abstract spirituality. With their simple black colors, the raku cups would
present a mono-color show.
The most important element of tea ceramonies is now a decoration object
Raku is a ceramic technique
which is not well-known yet,
and is just being introduced
to Turkey. Only few artists of
ceramic have been using the
techniques since the 90s,
one of them being Ayten
Turanli. We visit her at her
workshop in Istanbul Tophane in order to learn
the how tos of the art. As
soon as we enter the workshop, the unbaked products
on the shelves that belong to

Mrs. Turanli’s students, and an
electric oven attract our attention. In the meantime, Ayten
Turanli tells us that although
they unplugged the oven after the last baking 3 days ago,
the ceramic products inside it
haven’t fully cooled down.
While a student of her is trying
to give a form to an object on
one corner of the workshop, we
begin by asking her how she got introduced to the art. After studying ceramics for 2 years at the Fine Arts Faculty
of the Marmara University, she completes her fine arts education in Washington, USA, at the George Washington
University, where he gets to know the Raku Technique.
Impressed by the raku products she sees there, she begins
to search about Raku as soon as she returns to Turkey.
Beginning to work at Piart works both as an artist and as
a trainer, Mrs. Turanli decides to meet the audience with
something totally different in her first exhibition, which is
certainly Raku.
Mrs. Turanli attends a variety of workshops in Paris and
London to learn the technique before she arranges the exhibition. The art begins to have an important place in her
heart due to the positive feedbacks she receives from the
art lovers as well. It is still possible to see the shining excitement in her eyes while she talks about Raku. When we ask
her to talk about the technique, she first states that usually visual objects are produced with this technique, and
explaines the following right at the beginning of the interview: “Although we do produce objects in glass forms
as they were produced in the classical Japanese tradition,
our products can not be used in eating and drinking purposes since they aren’t waterproof, and since they react
with poisonous gasses.”
Oxidation in Ceramic, and Reduction in Raku
Comparing the ceramic that we know and the
Raku technique, Mrs. Turanli tells us that
2 types of baking is made in both techniques. As far as what she tells us, the
first baking done in both technique is
the biscuit type baking. If the ceramic
will be an object, the second baking
should be done in 1000 to 1050 degrees, and if it will be used in daily
life, non-poisonous glazing should
be used while glazing it. If the object will be used merely as a decorating object, any type of glazing is
ok to use. While this second type
of baking can be done in electric
ovens in the ceramic technique we
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know, in the raku technique it can not be done in an oven
which causes oxidation. The baking in the raku technique
is done in the reduction environment, and in the 850 to
900 degrees.
The reduction technique is the next phase in raku after
the glaze baking. In the traditional Japanese art, the pieces
of ceramic are cooled down with air or water after being
taken out of the glazing oven. This process causes little
change in the colour of the unglazed surface, and does
not contribute to the enrichment of the glaze. However,
nowadays, the pieces of ceramic which have become
whitehot are taken out of the oven via pliers very fast, and
are reduced in an oxygenless environment even before
they cool down. In this environment, organic materials
such as sawdust, dried leaves, crums of paper or straw are
used as a flammable material.
The raku craftswoman Ayten Turanli tells that they do the
baking in the open air. Stating that the second baking of
the objects placed in gass ovens last around 6 hours after their biscuit baking is done, Mrs. Turanli expresses
that the degree is gradually made higher while it is
fairly low in the beginning. She tells that the heat
is raised until 850 to 900 degrees, and the objects are kept in the oven until they become
whitehot. While baking is on process, the
phase the pieces of ceramic has evolved is
supervised via a small window on top of the
oven. The objects which have become whitehot are taken out of the oven by the help of a
plior and is put on sawdust.
In addition, Mrs. Turanli tells that they
do the sawdusting in sinks, that they
usually use pine wood, but olive or
sandalwood also deliver good results. She also tells that in order
for the reduction to be more successful, the sawdust the whitehot objects have been placed on
should be moist, and in order
for the object to be left in an
airless environment, a sheet of
tin should be placed on them.
Mrs. Turanli then adds the following: “We bury the object
into sawdust appropriately
so the parts we want can
be effective or colorful. In
order for them to be left
in an airless environment,
we cover them with a
sheet of tin immediately. When you cut the
objects’ contact with
air, they stop burning.
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However, the object is so hot at that very moment that the
sawdust wants to burn. But since there’s no oxygen in that
environment, it can’t burn, and it gives out smoke. This is
how reduction happens. In the meantime, the unglazed
parts turn to black due to smoke. The cracks which have
emerged on glazed parts due to sudden changes in heat
also become black.”
Stating that it is useful to keep ceramic inside sawdust
for a long time, Ayten Turanli tells smiling that they can
keep the objects inside the sawdust only for about 2 hours
since they are very curious about the result. After being
taken out of sawdust, the objects are wiped off with a dish
washing spunge and water as the last phase.
An Experimental Technique
The ceramic and raku artist Ayten Turanli states that the
technique is always open to new experiments and surprises. Saying “all the phases are exciting in and of themselves”, Mrs. Turanli also points to the importance of the
luck factor in both ceramic, and raku. She does
think that experience is the first factor in getting a good result, but she also adds that the
result that the reactions which happen during the baking process or the sawdusting phase are affected by surprises.
In the meantime, Mrs. Turanli tells us
the following about how a good raku
product can be told apart: “In a good
raku product, the unglazed parts should
be pitch black, and the cracks on the
glazed parts which have emerged during the reduction phase should also
be pitch black.”
We then ask Mrs. Turanli whether there is a difference between
the ceramic mud and the raku
mud. She tells the following: “We use various types
of mud in ceramic, such as
the types with or without
fireclay which can resist in
high temperatures such as
1050 or 1100 degrees. For
raku, though, you have to
have a more sturdy type of
mud. We used to prepare
the raku mud ourselves
by the help of some
strengthening chemicals before. Nowadays,
though, we can find
ready made raku mud.
We mentioned that
strong types of mud
is necessary for raku,

because if the object is not sturdy, it will crack and break into
pieces while transferring it
from the oven into sawdust. Also, the mud can
be made more sturdy
by adding into it
fireclay, which is
the biscuit baked
and ground version
of the mud.”
Ayten Turanli also
states that glazing
is done differently in
ceramic and raku. Their
resistance to heat is different, after all. While a ceramic oven could be heated up
to 1050 or 1100 degrees, the oven
in raku can be heated up to 950 to 1000
degrees. The colorifyers and mattifyers in the content
of the raku glaze increase the quality of color. The success of the raku glazing depends on the form of the
object to be glazed, and on the creativity of the artist. Another information note regarding glazing in raku is the following:
Since the glazing maturizes better in
low temperatures, the oxides that join
the glaze give richer variety of colors.
In higher temperatures, though,
oxides usually give a single clear
result. It is possible to see more
various colors even in slightly different temperatures, especially if
more than one type of oxide has
been used in glazing. Probably
this is one of the factors which
give the raku product its mysterious look.
At the end of our interview, the
ceramic and raku artist Ayten
Turanli states that like all the arts,
raku as well requires sincerity, patience and passion in order to deliver successful products. “Things
become beautiful if they are done
with love. Likewise, if ceramic and
raku as well are done with love,
very very beautiful things in visual
terms come into being. Also, it is
very exciting to feel the warmth
of the fire. It makes one feel incredibly excited to look at the
glorious fire and to feel that you
can control it.” She says.

The Young Raku Artists
are Carrying The Flag
Ayten Turanli likes teaching the
art she has set her heart on
to others as well. Having
raised so many raku artists so far, she stil keeps
teaching to others in
her workshop. Stating
that her door is open
to anyone who has
set their hearts on ceramic, she states that
she has had many students, woman or man,
from all groups or occupations, ranging from the
age of 13 to 70.
Yaprak Cika and Ozan Gun are 2
young artists who have been raised in her
workshop as well. They were introduced to ceramic and
the raku technique in 2007. Yaprak Cika was graduated
from the English Linguistics department, and Ozan Gun
was graduated from the Management department. They
both have turned their hobby into an occupation. A few months ago, 2 Young
artists opened “sahici sanat-tasarim”
(real art and design) in Istanbul Arnavutkoy. It is a platform where various arts
from decoration to ceramic, from jewellary making to accessories. In a short
time it has become one of the meeting points of artists of various arts.
The building the first flor of which
is a workshop is full of Works of art
which various artists are finding the
chance to introduce to the art lovers.
The 2 young artists who have come
a long way in the art of raku which
requires both patience and talent,
and which is open to surprises state
that each phase of the art gives
them great enthusiasm and excitement. When we ask them “why
not traditional ceramic but raku?”
they tell us smiling that it is difficult for them to be interested in
anything else once they have felt
the excitement that the surprises
of raku gives them. Apparently,
the chemical reactions that happened during the baking phase
of the raku objects have attracted
Yaprak Cika and Ozan Gun just
like their masters.
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The Endowment
of Calligrapher
Mustafa
Râkim Efendi
by Talip MERT1
Mustafa Rakim Efendi is one of the peak figures of Turkish
calligraphy in 19th century. Rakim was a master calligrapher to
establish a unique ecole of his art and the new records tell us he
was the owner of a foundation at the same time. According to
the archival documents Rakim and his wife Emine Hanim together
consecrated 35 thousand bucks in cash and 682.2 square meters
land in which his tomb located at the moment. Rakim's services
are not limited to these, according to statute, he donates thirtydetached Juz to Eyyub Sultan Mosque and one Mushaf-i-Sharif
to Butcher Halil (the head of Butchers) Masjid. Today the fate of
the Mushaf-i-Sharif is unknown, but it demonstrated once again
Rakim's mastery who was a member of Naqshbandis and served
not only through his writings but also with his deeds.

In 1840 Atiyye Sultan and Fethi Ahmet Pasha's wedding and
in 1847, Abdulhamid Khan’s sons and prospective Ottoman
Sultans V. Murad and II. Abdulhamid’s circumcision ceremonies
and the names of invitees for these ceremonies. Some small
signs that were among these “zevat” (invitees) and leaded to
a very serious pursuit for this work became the main cause of
finding this foundation. There was an anonymous record as
"Râkim Efendi Zâviyedâri in Zincirlikuyu ... Efendi"2 among the
guests of the wedding of Atiyye Sultan who was the daughter
of Sultan II.Mahmud, and in the document mentioned aforementioned circumcision ceremony, there were names such as
Calligrapher Mehmet Zuhdu Efendi who lived at Râkim Efendi
Muslim Theological school and Mehmed Murad Efendi3 who
was Naqshi ( member of Naqshiyye sect) and Sheik of Mustafa
Râkim Efendi Islamic Monastery that was close to Zincirlikuyu.
There is no information about Calligrapher Mehmed Efendi
mentioned in this document as yet. What is his place in Calligraphy? Whose student was he? Answers are unknown for now.

The main record which provides solution is two small accounting records related to Emine Hanim,
the wife of Mustafa Râkim Efendi. First of the records has the date of November 5, 1849 on it and
the second one has May 18, 1852.4 On these two dates, Emine Hanim received 3500 Kurus out
of accrued 4556 Kurus separately from Râkim Efendi Foundation for the foundation work. These
documents recorded that Emine Hanim was Mehmet Pasha’s wife. It seems that Emine Hanim
married again after Râkim Efendi and at least she was alive on May 18, 1852. As Mehmet Pasha,
it couldn’t be possible to recognize this person at this stage. But a record in the Canonical (Sharia)
Archives Registries is as follows: “Yuksekkaldirim Kadiasker Mehmet Efendi neighborhood resident
and Belgrade guard Mehmed Pasha's harem (wife) Emine Melek Hanim May 24, 1848”.5 Abovementioned Mehmed Pasha is Cyprian Grand Vizier Mehmed Pasha (1813-1871) and Emine Melek is
his wife who is originally French and Catholic. Pasha married to this woman during his second visit
to France. But after the death of Mehmed Pasha, she returned to France again and converted
back to Catholicism, as well as she made their daughter Catholic.6
The Essence of the Endowment (Foundation Certificate-Charter)
This endowment (foundation certificate-charter) of Mustafa Râkim Efendi was issued one and a half years ago from his death. Date of issue and date of establishment is December 22, 1824. Institution engaged in the establishment of the
Foundation is Kismet-i Military court. The president of the court was Kutahyavî-zâde
Mehmed Arif Efendi who was a Qassam-i Military on those days.7
Although their endowed amount is different, this foundation is joint
venture of Râkim Efendi and his wife Emine Hanim. The assets of the foundation are 35000 Kurus in cash and a land
of 682,2 square meters8 and it includes the tomb of Râkim
Efendi, now.
In contrast to what it is commonly known about Râkim
Efendi’s wife Emine Hanim, she was not from handmaiden
(female slave, cariye) origin, conversely it is understood that
she belonged to a wealthy family. Having adopted Sufism,
Mustafa Râkim Efendi is considered to be a sincere devotee
of Naqshbandi (a religious sect). His financial situation also
seems to be very good, in comparison with his time.
In this context, thirty-page Quran parts (Juz) which he contributed to Eyyub Sultan Mosque and a Quran (Mushaf)
that he contributed to Butcher Halil (Kasapbasi) Masjid
which is located in the vicinity of the old Byzantine cistern
in Sehremini but its fate still remains unknown so far, and
rather they are the kinds of records that calligraphers and
calligraphy enthusiasts lose their sleeps. If these are Râkim’s
calligraphies, then the wound would be irrecoverable. This
can be added into big losses list of our history. It is also a
complete dâg-i derun for today and future’s calligraphers.
About 100 works of Mustafa Râkim Efendi are already
known today. Suleyman Berk's findings regarding Râkim
are also at this center. He did his PhD on Mustafa Râkim. If
these are added to many Râkim calligraphies which didn’t
reach us, calligraphers’ pains increase a little more. Butcher
Halil Masjid is currently not available. In according to Dr.
Aras Neftci’s book named "Fatih Mosques .." which was
published by Fatih Office of Mufti along with his photographs, the masjid burnt in the 1915 major Istanbul fire
and its place is empty now. If there is no literal error, or if it
wasn’t a smaller fire, it is the last major Istanbul fire occured
in June 1918.
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The text of the endowment (foundation certificate-charter) of Râkim
It is a fact that the simplification of these
kinds of texts isn’t taken kindly by the scholars. But there is another fact that this kind
of publication reaches a very limited number
of people. Although I am actually on the majority’s side, because of my respect for those
engaged in this work, I intend to assure both
sides’ satisfaction by giving a cleaned and easy
viewable copy of the endowment.
For those who know Ottoman Turkish well, the
original text is ready to benefit. I thought that
there was no need to simplify the sections included mission of the foundation and (dua’) prayer and
(salavat) praises for the Prophet. In according to the
archive number of General Directorate of Foundations 580/341 and the Qismet-i Military Court ledger
book numbered 1169 p. 83-85, Hereby the registered text of this endowment is as follows:

The Master took on the foundation’s works as long as he
was alive. He assessed 50 akce (Ottoman currency) per day
as allowance of Trustee and situplated that his wife, Emine
Hanim must be the trustee (mutevelli) after his death.
Teacher (Muderris) Mehmed Emin Râsim bin Hasan
(Imam-zâde) was found suitable as the Foundation
Clerk with 20 akce per day. After his death, this work
was demanded to be ran by his oldest and most experienced (ekber ve ersed) son.
The Foundation collector (cibayet) mission was stipulated to a name known very well by the calligraphy community. He was Mehmed Hashim Efendi, the greatest
student of Râkim Efendi. Allowance of this work was
the same fee, 20 akce per day. After his death, this
work was also demanded to be ran by his oldest and
most experienced (ekber ve ersed) son. It is legated that
proper earning assets should be bought with excess incomes of the foundation.
Although still there are not any records about calligraphy training in Hazrat Pîr Râkim Efendi’s endowment
(foundation certificate-charter), it is not wrong to assume the referral of calligraphy in the record of "Funun-u mutevâliye-i-Alia". Indeed, the presence of Calligrapher Mehmed Zuhdu Efendi can be considered as
a strong evidence for this claim.
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“Hamd- u mevfûr ve sukr-u mahsûr ol Vâkif-i serâyir-i
umûr, teâlet âlâuhu ve tevâlet na’mâuhu cenabinin muallâ dergâh-i kibriyasina sâyân-i ihdâdir ki birr u efâdil-i ile’lebed mine’l-ezel mehâvic-i ibâdi icin vakf-i museccel olup
kulûb-u ekârim ibad-i bâhiru’l- iktidarini tahlîd ve zikr-i
cemil icun vaz’i hucerât-i dâru’n-naîm ve tensîr-i te’sisi
bikâ’i hayr ile sadakât-i câriyelerinden mânend-i suhub,
medâr-i mezâri ’imâle-i feyzsâr etmistir.
Ve revâyi’-i vurû’-u muttasilu’l-vurûd ol Habib-i Rabb-i
Vedûd, ve sâhib-i havz-i mevrûd Muhammedini’l–Mustafa el-Mahmûd Hazretlerinin ravza-i behist medâr-i pur
envârina sezâvâr-i takdim ve tebsârdir ki ummet-i usâtini sefaati sebebiyle yevme9 meâsiyden tathir ve iksir-i
mutâbeatinden yek zerre re’feti sermâye-i pûyân-i magfirete r’esu’l-mal–i vâfidir. Ve dahi tayyibe-i âl u ashab
ve esbah-i tâhire-i evlâd ve ahbab uzerlerine olsun ki
herbiri vâkif-i hadis-i serif10 medlûlunce emvâlini vucûhu hayrata nisâr ve infak-i fi-sebilillahi sâir ef’al uzerine
iysâr eylediler. Ridvânulli teâla aleyhim ecmeîn. Ba’de
zalike cûn bu dâr-i dunyanin atasi nâ pâyidar ve mahall-i
ikameti câ-yi bî-karar oldugunu her âkil ve dânâ re’y-i
resid ile tedebbur ve fikr-i sedid ile tefekkur edup11 hakikati vucûduna sirayet etmedin. Ve târik-i dunya olup
âhirete gitmedin12 mazmun-u serifince her bir hasene
icun onar ecr-i gayr-i memnun13 va’d buyurulmustur.14
Binâen alâ zalik Devlet-i Aliyye-i ebediyyu’l-istikrarda
sâbikan sadr-i Anadolu a’lemu’l-ulemâi’l-izam, efdalu’lfudalâi’l-fihâm, câmi’-i estati’l-ulûm ve’l-maarif, hâvi-i
envari’l-mehâsin ve’l-letâif, mecmeu’l-kelimâti’n-diyniyye ve menbai’l- melekâti’l-yakiyniyye devletlû, atûfetlû,
re’fetlû.”

With Mustafa Râkim Efendi by himself in person and his
wife Emine Hanim whose daughter of Ibrahim Efendi
as representative and with the presences of Mehmed
Hashim Efendi bin Mehmed and Ahmed Efendi ibn-i
Mehmed Efendi15 the registration of this foundation was
decided. Appointed by the court, Head clerk Muftu-zade
Seyyid el-Hajj Mustafa Efendi ibn-i es-Seyyid Osman
went to Râkim Efendi’s mansion where was located in
Suleymaniye district near Istanbul Beyazit Mosque and
a council was made in Mustafa Râkim Efendi’s private
room and the people whose names were written at
the end of the endowment were present there. Teacher
(Muderris)Mehmed Emin Rasim Efendi bin Hasan16 who
represented Râkim Efendi in person and as representative at this council began to speak and said:
• …12.500 kurush (piaster) of 27.500 kurus were endowed for building a great center of knowledge consisted a Dar al-Hadith with 10 rooms and a classroom
and a tomb on the endowed land.
• The other 15,000 kurush and 7500 kurush which my
wife Emine Hanim endowed, according to the trustee
and the foundation minister’s votes, let it be used over
10 out of 11,5 (11,5% ) and for a profitable business providing that it is lawful (halal).
• Let someone who is knowledgeable on Arabic language, islamic, literary and rational sciences; mâhir
(master) (funun-u mutevâliye-i âliye) on various arts;
able to teach all these sciences; a Naqshi scholar and
an intellectual person. Let him receive 30 akce per day
for instructing on determined days.
• Let someone righteous be assigned as a doorman
and paid 5 akce per day in return for the job of guarding and opening- closing the doors.
• Every Friday and Monday nights, let the teacher re-

cite hatm-i hâce ( dhikr of Naqshi) with his students
at Ali Pasha Mosque or at the madrasa (school) for
my bliss in the world and the Hereafter. Hereby for
this hatm-i hâce, let 24 kiyye (30,700 kg) of sugar be
bought annually and distributed to the students and
those who are present there at the end of (Hatim) reciting whole Quran which is recited as the accustomed
way of Sheikhs.
• Let 12 kiyye (15,5 kg.) olive oil be bought annually
for lighting the candles in front of the toilets of Dar alHadith. Let this oil be delivered to the doorman. Let him
be paid 3 akce per day for lighting the candles.
• 30 kurush should be paid annually for waste disposal
and toilet cleaning.
• At Qadr night (the night when the first verses of the
Quran were revealed to the Prophet Muhammad), let
three Imams and seven Hafiz (people who memorize
the whole Quran) recite Hatim (the whole Quran) from
my Juz gifts which are thirty-page Quran parts. Let
them send the rewards and merits of this Hatim to the
souls of our Prophet (pbuh), Enbiya-yi Izam (the saints),
Ashab-i Kiram ( the Prophet’s fellows) Hazrats and my
parents for my bliss of the world and the Hereafter.

• Let each of these ten people be paid 22 akce. The
head Imam shall distribute thirty-page Quran parts and
then collect and put them into their case. Let him have
2 akce per day for his service. And let odhh and rosewater for 5 kurush be bought and served to the guests.
• On every 12th day of Rebiulevvel, let mawlid, tawhid and
salat-salaam be read upon our Prophet (pbuh) at Mosque
or Madrasa (school) with the revenues of the money which
was endowed by my wife and client Emine Hanim.
• I had a minbar put into the Butcher Halil Efendi Masjid
near Molla Fenâyî in Istanbul and it is open to public for
Friday and Eid (Feast) prayers. A sweet-voiced scholar,
ascetic, and pious person shall be a Hatib (preacher) and
devirhan. Let him perform the Friday and Feast prayers
to the people of the district. He should be given 14 akce
per day for his services. 2 akce also should be paid for
the person who guard the Qur'an which I put there to
be recited and the prayer rug laid out for the Hatib.
• Let my foundation be united with my wife, Emine
Hanim’s foundation. Whoever becomes trustee, clerk
and collector of my foundation, let them be the trustee,
clerk, and collector of her foundation.
• Hereby this foundation mission belongs to me with
50 akce per day as long as I am alive. My wife will be
the trustee after my death. Hafiz Mehmed Emin Rasim Efendi will be the trustee after her death and then
Hashim Efendi. Later on, let someone honest be appointed as a trustee by the choice and election of foundation minister.
• The Foundation's clerkship mission belongs to Hafiz
Mehmed Emin Rasim Efendi with 20 akce per day and
after his death the mission belongs to whomever is
sane and the oldest from his descendants.

• The Foundation's collection mission is stipulated to
Mehmed Hashim Efendi with 20 akce per day and
after his death, it is stipulated to his children in the
same way.
• The Foundation shall continue under the supervision of the Military Qassams. Every year, let the income and expenses of the foundation be tested by
the court. 10 akce should be given per day as a signature fee. Chief of Military Qassam clerks shall be the
accountant and will be paid 5 akce per day.
• However, after the deduction of the foundation's
expenses from the revenues, the balance shall be
turned into earning. Reduction or reproduction of
Emine Hanim’s foundation is up to our own will. If it
is difficult or impossible to comply with the requirements listed above, the foundation terms were appointed as "these aforementioned foundations will
be given to the poor Muslims" and these statements
were recorded.
Additionally, I delivered [property rights of] the endowed land and its money and the Quran to the
person who became the trustee [M.Emin Râsim
Efendi]. After his saying: "I received it on condition
to comply with the requirements and agreed to it",
hereby this foundation was approved by the court.
Foundation owner Mustafa Râkim Efendi and his
attorney M.Emin Râsim Efendi mentioned some fatawas about Money (nukud) foundations and their
requirements: This kind of foundation is not (sahih)
right in according to the three imams (Imam Abu
Hanifa, Imam Muhammad, Imam Abu Yusuf), what
the right ones are the revenue foundations according to them. However, this rule is not compulsory
for Hazrat Imam-i Azam.
If the founder of the Foundation
swears on the Foundation's interests to his own interest, it makes the
foundation invalid (batil) according to
Imam Shaybâni. For this reason I am
turning away from this foundation
acting as principal or as representative.
I would like to demand to have
above-mentioned land, Quran
(Mushaf-i-Sharif) and 27,500 Kurus for myself, and 7500 Kurus
for my wife, Emine Hanim. When
i said this, the trustee Râsim
Efendi said: Fatawas are in this
way, but the Money foundations and their regulations are

sahih (allowed) according to
the narrative that was narrated from Imam Zufer by Imam
Muhammedu’l-Ensârî. According to the second Imam, Abu
Yusuf, when the foundation’s
owner swears on the foundation's interest, this foundation
becomes authentic at last. According to Imam Muhammad,
with the delivery of the endowed materials to the trustee,
then the foundation is formed.
With reference to the statements of imameyn (the two
imams) are in this way and i
would like to request the establishment of the foundation according to their sect.
When he hesitated to refuse and deliver, and by
reason of Râkim Efendi’s decision about complying
with the Imameyn’s opinions, it was decided that
the foundation would be established. This issue
was written just as it occured in the presence of
public and the people who were sent by the court.
After all, it was thought that this foundation would
be necessary and there would be a great benefit on
its establishment and it was said that changing of
these requirements were impossible for a speaking
and unspeaking person and their tagyir and tebdil were far from being possible. “Then whoever
alters the bequest after he has heard it - the sin is
only upon those who have altered it. Indeed, Allah
is Hearing and Knowing.” (Surat Al-Baqarah: 181)
22.12.1824 (Gurre Cemaziye’l-Evvel 1240)
Suhûdu’l-Hal ( Witnesses): Osman Aga ibn-i Ahmed,
Mehmed Aziz Aga ibn-i Mehmed,Mehmed Aga
ibn-i Huseyin, Mustafa Aga ibn-i Mehmed, Hafiz
Mustafa (?), Abdurrahman Aga ibn Mehmed Nuri,
Esseyyid Ali Aga ibn-i Osman, Ali Aga ibn-i Hasan,
Abdullah Aga ibn-i Suleyman, Said Efendi.”
Status After the Registration
It hasn’t been encountered to such record in Ahi
Celebi Court registries until this moment. At the
end of this book numbered 391, a dateless stamp
of Râsim Mehmet Emin Efendi in talik writing is
available. That this book was issued by him is also
on record there.
The latest information about Râsim Efendi who
was one of Mustafa Rakim Efendi's closest friends
is as follows: As it was written in the endowment,
it seems that he had several adult children in 1824.

In a 1845 dated record, the following information
appeared about him:
“Lâleli kurbunda Kiziltas Mahallesi ahalisinden
-Hasim Efendi de ayni yerde mukim idi– olup Vilayet-i Rumeli’de Tirnova kazasinda nâib-i ser’ iken
fevt olan muderrisiyn-i kiramdan Esseyyid Mehmet
Emin Râsim Efendi ibni el-Hac Hasan’in… kizi Serife
Aise
Adeviyye ve… Serife Esma’nin nafaka hucceti
hâmisidir. Asil tarih 08.12.1839 (Gurre L. 1255) ve
bu huccetin tarihi 04.04.1845 (25.Ra.1261). “
The information in the document is as follows:
After the death of Rasim Efendi in 1839, his orphaned little daughters were put on a monthly salary of 450 kurus. Their wet nurse (hâdine) Hatice
Hanim was assigned as their guardian. One of the
daughters, Esma Hanim’s salary was increased with
150 kurus more in 1845.17
FOOTNOTES: 1) Academician in FEF Record Keeping Department at Marmara University. 2) HR.MTV 231 3) A.TŞF 286/ 35 and A.TŞF 10/ 58 The year for the document is 1851(1267) but is approximate.The wedding that was brought about is suspicious.1854 (1270) is the real date for Fatma Sultan –Ali Galip’s wedding cerenomy
and could be feast. 4) EV.11031/33 5) Seri Siciller Archive,Kısmet-i Askeriyye Court5 / 1613-72 6) Kemal Cicek,TDV Islamic Encyclopaedia,28/363,364 7) Bin Ömer
Efendi( ?-1845),Ser-i Siciller Archieve,Rumeli Grand Viziership 507/23. 8) The actual cash value of the money was like that; in 1823,in order to compensate the financial pressure of national treasury,the government decided to get the dirham of
gold from 16 piastre,three years later from 16.5 piastre,In this respect a manuscript
of II.Mahmud was generated.( Tarih-i Cevdet XII / 51 and Ottoman Archieve Manuscript Classification 26653,27753. Keep in mind that,purchasing power of that
time was threefold-fivehold higher than existing circumstances. 9) The expression that referring to Rahman Surah’s 41.verse and also means: Criminals in Judgement Day are caught from their faces and tufts.’’Yevm’’ word is non-existence in
this verse.That verse starts with ‘’ yü’rafül mücrimune’’ 10) After-life,the man shades under the shadows of alms. 11) Everthing in the world is temporal,Rahman Surah 26.verse. 12) Those who comes to the presence of God,is given 10 times equal to his goodness.(En’am Surah 160) 13) The verse is again in Rahman Surah. 14)
God fulfills the promissory. 15) According to Vak’anüvis Efendi date that was published by Prof.Dr Ziya Yılmazer’s precious statement,M.Rakım and Zühdi Efendiler
used to have three brothers.According to this new information,Rakım and Zülfü
Efendiler’s eldest brother is sailor. 16) Mahzar is a collective petition that is given
to office.But the text prepared here,is an article that explains the reasons of foundation. 17) ŞSA,Kısmet-i Askeriyye Court register number 1590/50
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The Historical Cinarcik Handiwork is
Reviving on New Generation Hands
by Emine DOYDU
The long forgotten handiwork of Yalova is now being revived on women’s hands. The hand weavings also known
as “The Cinarcik Handiwork”, which have been long forgotten in the dower chests of grammas are nowadays
being unearthed by Yalovan women, woven with utmost adherance to their originals.
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Long ago, dowery meant delicate handiworks prepared with great effort
and skill. Laceworks, canvas works, pinking and needleworks were handiworks that a young girl needed to learn either from her mother, or from any
older lady who was good at such handiworks. Mothers who did not wish
their daughters to sit around and do nothing at home would give them a
needle and teach them crocheting, which would last for days. After crocheting, mothers would begin to teach their daughters some simple pinking motives. Noone attended handiworks courses those days, but still, the training
at home used to be strict, because each neighbourhood would have the
masters of all types of handiworks. Young girls would be sent around to
neighbours, aunties or elder sisters to learn the how of each handiwork,
later becoming the masters of the one they were more skillful at.
The young girl at the age of marriage would thus be expected to have done
most of her dowery on her own.The things prepared with labor and effort
were handiworks created for daily use. They did not necessarily facilitate
women’s life, however, because the bed covers with a delicate handiwork
such as canvas works, for instance, required laborious care. Or the snow
white covers needed to be starched so the colors of the threads used for the
embroideries on them do not mix with each other and they look even.
The Forgotten Dowery Tradition
The handiworks prepared for dowery became much less since more women
entered working life. However, not only working women, but also housewives who wish to save more time for themselves now prefer to use textiles
that are easier to use. For this reason, it is now the teachers dedicated to
keep such traditions alive who need to show the attention and diligence
that our moms and grammas showed to our dowery tradition. One of these
teachers is Birge Sahin, who teaches at the Public Training Center in Cinarcik,
a town in Yalova.
We interviewed with Birge Sahin of Cinarcik who has been trying to keep
the handiwork of her hometown alive for years, at the Culture Management
Center in the town. We learn from the manager Cemal Ulusoy that they
spend great effort in order to unearth and introduce the hidden cultural treasures of Yalova, and the management itself uses all its facilities to introduce
the forgotten handicrafts that belong to the city. The facts that he shows
utmost diligence to Mrs. Sahin and the other art lovers who serve Yalova,
and that he alocated his office for this interview, suffice to prove this.
Before we begin our interview with Birge Sahin, we take the chance to learn
from Mr. Ulusoy the situation of the city within the context of traditional
handicrafts, and the operations of the Cultural Management on this matter. Stating that they do their best to uncover and introduce all the cultural
values of Yalova, Mr. Ulusoy adds that they suffered many losses due to the
earthquake on August 17, 1999, and continues as follows: “It’s really hard to
replace those already lost. Some of those things are impossible to replace, in
deed. The earthquake caused Yalova to undergo a dramatic social and cultural change. We lost a great deal of artists and historical works. Also, both
immigration and emigration happened, causing Yalova to have a different
identity. We now spend great effort to integrate the new multidimentional
identity with our own identity”.
They have been Teaching the Handiwork of Cinarcik for 3 Generations
After the brief intro summarizing Yalova’s cultural situation, we begin our
interview with Birge Sahin by asking her how she began engaging in the
handiwork of Cinarcik. Apparently her interest in the handiwork of Cinarcik
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comes from the family. She tells us that she learnt it
from her mother, and her mother from her grandmother. Certainly, learning and teaching this tradition was not limited to the family members only. Her
mother and grandmother taught this handiwork to
the young girls around as well. Birge Sahin tells that
before her generation, girls used to learn the handiworks from their mothers or neighbour aunties. She
then says the following: “However, since the dowery
chest tradition is nowadays being ignored, noone
wants to use a work which requires utmost care.”
Nowadays, the way to teach these handiworks to
women who want to learn them as a hobby goes
through working as a master teacher at a public training center, and this is what Birge Sahin does to keep
alive the tradition off teaching this craft, which her
mother and grandmother had been doing. When
we ask her on what types of things the handiwork is
used, she answers our question as follows: “Though
the handiwork of Cinarcik was used only on bed linens long ago, It is being used on many other things
now, such as dresses, trays, pannels, soap pads, even
silky bath gloves. The handiwork of Cinarcik has a
wide range of use. How to use it is upto your imagination and point of view. I, for instance, once worked
on a night lamp and had a very good result since the
reflection of the light on the fabric can create various
types of motives in a house.”
Brandnew Designs with a Traditional Handiwork
We also learn another passion of Mrs. Sahin’s, who
obviously enjoys what she does greatly: Adapting
any beautiful design she sees, to the handiwork of
Cinarcik. She can adapt any motive she sees, including those on gravestones or tiles. She states that her
intention by adapting these brandnew designs is not
only to reveal the handiwork of Cinarcik, but also to
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pass these traditional designs on to new generations
via this craft. Mrs. Sahin works just like an author
who writes a story under the influence of a portrait,
or a composer who composes a song with the inspiration of a story, diving deep into the very essence
of beauty and conveying her message with the one
and only language available in that depth.
Art is not only a perfect means for the performer
to express himself, but also a social communication
tool which conveys messages from ancient ages to
today and tomorrow. Towards this end, we wonder
the history and roots of the handiwork. The story of
the handiwork of Cinarcik dates back to even before the first world war, when the Greeks and Turks
lived together, using the same motives and singing
the same folk songs. Over the time, this integration
was reflected also on the products created in the
heart of Anatolia, and this is how the handiwork of
Cinarcik emerged as a common style. Unfortunately, only few examples that belong to those periods
have reached to the present day, and it is thanks
to people who still keep this fellowship. “Because”,
says Mrs. Sahin, “If our Greek citizens hadn’t told
their Turkish friends that the Greek army was preparing for a battle in Anatolia, these works of art
even would probably not be reaching us today”.
That day, our grandparents managed to preserve
both themselves, and their most valuable assets by
climbing on mountains with their dowery chests.
When we ask her if they have works from older periods,
we learn that the oldest work they have belongs to a
lady from Cinarcik, who is now in her 90s. Stating that
the handiwork created in 1940, when the lady was 13,
was an excellent one, Mrs. Sahin adds that it is important also because it helps them have an idea about how
the handiwork was done during those periods.

It Took 3 Years to Register the Handiwork of Cinarcik
We learn from the Culture Manager Cemal Ulusoy
that it took them 3 years to make the authorities acknowledge that the handiwork of Cinarcik, named after where it emerged, is a standalone handicraft, and
is different from the handiwork of Antep and all the
other similar handicrafts. We also learn from them that
there were no handiworks which were officially kept
apart from the handiwork of Antep until that day. “We
managed to register this handicraft as a different one
with the pieces of work MRS. Sahin collected from the
natives of Cinarcik.

Empire. Also, there was a Chinese ceiling in the motive. The reason why I used it was that it was related to
China. This work has a great meaning for me in terms
of both value and experience.”

As for the techniques of doing the handiwork, with the
shortest description, it is a work done on silk, linen, cotton and hand woven fabrics the weft and warp threads
of which are equal to each other, and where the engravings are done with cotton, silk and floss threads,
by using a stretcher. Since this handiwork is not done
anywhere in Yalova except for Cinarcik, it was called
“the handiwork of Cinarcik”.

We then ask MRS. Sahin how they supply the materials
needed. “When you opt for quality ingrediences while
cooking, the food ends up being delicious.” She says,
and continues as follows: “Just like that, I do my best
to opt for the fabrics with the best texture so the colors
of the threads used won’t be destroyed. I buy my silk in
Odemis, and have it painted in Bursa. Also, I search various types of fabrics all around Anatolia, and opt for the
best type of fabric.” Showing one of the works she did,
she says the following: “This one, for instance, is the
Kandira cloth. As far as I know, the Kandira cloth used
to be woven by an elderly lady only. God only knows
whether she taught how to do it to others before she
passed away, but I think the production of this cloth
stopped with her death.”

The pieces of work MRS. Sahin has done so far, and the
praises for these works are not limited to Yalova only,
though. The works she crafted for the Prime Minister’s
wife MRS. Emine Erdogan, and for some of the other
ministers’ wives received a lot of praises as well. She has
also worked original designs and compositions which
haven’t been tried before. She continues to tell one of
her experiences as follows: I made a piece of work for
the Chinese Embasador’s wife, which was a very different experience for me. I engraved the motive of Suleyman the Magnificent with white silk thread on a white
silk fabric, and did the pinking of tulips. As you know,
tulip was widely used during the Ottoman period, and
thus has become a symbol that reminds the Ottoman

Stating that although known very little today, the handiwork of Cinarcik used to be quite widespread in the recent
past, MRS. Sahin refers to the bed cover laid on Ataturk’s
bed in the Cankaya Palace as the best example, and adds
the following: ”Our aim today is to introduce Yalova and
keep alive its culture. We do our best for Cinarcik to be
known by its handiwork, just like Bartin and Antep.

We understand from the saddening example MRS. Sahin gave that there is only one reason why she spends
great effort to produce as many pieces of work as possible and to raise as many students as possible who can
take over the mission of keeping this work alive: For the
handiwork of Cinarcik to not undergo what the Kandira
cloth has already.
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All Around the World These
Cymbals' Voices Resound
by Aysegul YILMAZ
Mehmet Tamdeger is the oldest battery cymbal master living in Istanbul. Many foreign and local batterists who are
performing various kinds of music ranging from blues to jazz and from rock misic to classic music, have been using the
batteriest of brand "Istanbul Mehmet" manufactured by him for nearly half a century. His master was Mikael Zilciyan.
The family of Zilciyan of which his master was the last member started to manufacturing bells with production of a
church bell in the early 17th century. The fame of cymbals manufactured by the Zilciyan family which enlarged its
production area by producing "halile" for the dervish lodges and Janissary bands has spread around Europe with the
rise of classical music. The family produced instruments for prominent orchestras. In the last century, a lot of famous
music bands from Beatles to Pink Floyd, from Deep Purple to Rolling Stones have used cymbals of Zilciyans. We talked
to Mehmet Tamdeger about Zilciyan family from which he took over his art,his master and his profession.

Istanbul differs from the other cities which are as old as
it with its interesting features peculiar to itself along with
its nature involving handicrafts dating back to centuries ago and still performed. These handicrafts ,the
ascendant masters of which didn't let the profession be forgotten, varied a little with changing
needs and trends of time. But they lost nothing
from their essence. Today, the battery cymbals
which are manufactured by Mehmet Tamdeger
in the brand name of "Istanbul Mehmet" are the
good examples of these handicrafts.
Of course; the history of cymbals in the family of percussion doesn't date back to even one century, but bells are
very old instruments and the master of Mehmet Tamdeger is the last member of the Zilciyan family which
has caught fame all around the world with the cymbals
manufactured by itself.
Before we go on with the story of Mehmet Tamdeger being in this profession for 60 years, we may mention about
the Zilciyan family dating back to four centuries from which
Mehmet Tamdeger took over his profession. The Zilciyan's
story started in the 17th century ,exactly in 1623, with the
production of bells by Kerope Zilciyan who was a tinsmith.
Right after the first production of the bells ,with his arrival
from Trabzon to a district of Istanbul -Samatya and production of church bells; the Zilciyan legend came to being.
Afterwards, the Zilciyan family produced bells which were used
in the mentioning of Allah and Jannissary Bands of sects using traditional music. The family manufactured cymbals for the
Ottoman Brass Bands which arose with the effect of Westernization and these cymbals reached to such a worldwide fame
that with Mozart and Haydn using these bells while performing their masterpieces, this fame has spread to all Europe. In
Europe , Zilciyan cymbals became the most wanted brand because of their distinctive and sharp sounds heard among the
instruments of churchs, brass bands and orchestras. In the last
century, the prominence of different music types' families has
increased with the rise of different music types. In the very beginning of 20th century, the performers of music types such as
Rock music and Jazz music prefered the cymbals of Zilciyans.
And this fact helped the cymbals' fame reach to its peak.
The Love of Profession Lasting for 60 Years
We went to his workshop in Esenyurt in order to interview with
Mehmet Tamdeger who is worlwidely and in Turkey known as
the master brought up by the Zilciyans. In the workshop that
we can call as a small factory Mehmet Tamdeger works with
his wife. The prevailing cordial atmosphere between Mehmet
and his workers and their hospitable and modest manners in
welcoming us have attracted our attention. When we wanted
him to talk about his meeting story with Zilciyan family, Mr.
Mehmet stopped for a while. Then he said "There are too
many things to tell, I don't know how to start, it is hard to
remember everything" and he started to explain.

"We moved to Istanbul from Trabzon when I was very
young. I opened my eyes in Samatya. If somebody asked to
me from where I was, I would come to tip of my tongue to
say that "I am from Samatya". "When my father died my
age was 10 and my brother was to maintain us. We were
struggling with life ; completely lonely with my mother,
my brother, my sister and me in this huge city. One day, at
those times, while I was passing by the Zilciyans ' workshop
their work attracted my attention. They were hitting with
a hammer on something very huge like a cover. I couldn't
help wondering and asked to them what they were doing.
Then the one who would be my colleague took me in by
telling that they were producing saucepan cover. When I
objected to them telling that "a saucepan cover couldn't be
such kind of a thing" they started to giggle.
He Started to Work With a Child's Curiosity
From those days onwards, he would always drop by them
and watch them working everyday. As the time passed, he
made friends with his peers among the novices. They started
to play football together. All of the children working in the
workshop were Armenians like their master. One day, Agop
one of the novices said "work with us together here since
you are with us everyday!" Mehmet Tamdeger couldn't
imagine that they would employ him, because until this day
muslims had never worked at this workshop. Then the novices spoke to the master of his matter and Mr. Mehmet
started to work at the workshop. " After master Mikael recruited me, our friendship with Agop progressed fruitfully
and we grew up like brothers." He told that with tears filled
eyes "Mikael wasn't only a master for me, he was also a father to me." And, he went on talking about his master from
whom he learnt his profession. "Rest in peace, he was a very
good person." "He always took care of us as we were very
young. Mr. Mehmet told that when the issue was his profession his master was so sensitive that he would come to the
workshop from Sisli at 5.00 am, he would light fire to the
furnace and he would prepare the main component of the
cymbals namely copper and tin alloy. Mr. Mehmet who was
waiting for his master everyday at the same time in front of
the workshop, one day when he was old enough, wanted
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permission to open the workshop himself in the mornings." In the beginning, he objected, I think he felt pitty
only since I was young. But then as I persistently continued to be in front of the workshop every morning before
he came, he gave the keys to me in the end." he said.
Mehmet Tamdeger and his friend Agop having worked
for 40 years until their master’s death didn’t leave their
master even they became masters at the age of fifty.
Master Mikael having no child protected them as if they
were his own sons.
Mr. Tamdeger tells us that he learned all the details of the
craft from his master near whom he didn’t ever leave.
And he states one of the key points of the job: “The
most crucial part of our job is the timbre of cymbals.
If you can’t distinguish between the sounds of timber,
each of which gives a different sound, your job is in vain.
There are many kinds of drum and all of them have different timbres. My master said I have an ear for music.
When he wasn’t in the workshop, I used to make the
controls.” When we asked him how he managed to
work for 40 years in the same place, he answered: “If
the place you work becomes a part of your life and your
master is like your father, you work there not for 40 years
but more.”
The Most Famous Bands’ Cymbals from Istanbul
Mr. Tamdeger tells us that at the time of Master Mikael
very famous bands got the cymbals with the brand name
“Made in Turkey/ Istanbul.” And Beatles, Pink Floyd,
Deep Purple, Jimmy Hendrix, Guns n’ Roses, Rolling
Stones, and many other famous groups got instruments
from Zilciyan at that time. How many people know these
bands being the legends of rock music got their drums
from Turkey? It must require a real craftsmanship to
make cymbals for such famous musicians.
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We ask Mehmet Tamdeger: “Did you ever think that you
would be the oldest master of cymbal- smith while you
hammered cymbals at your workshop in Samatya?” As
almost in his all answers he signals his respect and fondness for his master while giving the answer: “Nearly from
all the countries in the world musicians reach us. I don’t
know how they find us. I have no claims on being the
oldest master, my customers say so. I do my job with love
despite of my age. If my master hadn’t died, I would never attempt to set up my own business.”
Only Death Separating Them
With the death of Mikael Zilciyan in 1978, “Zilciyan”
brand name came to an end in Turkey. As he didn’t
have a relative who would continue his job, the patent of
the trademark was made over to his relatives in America.
For this reason, Mehmet Tamdeger and his friend Agop
Tomurcuk became unemployed. Two friends had a very
difficult year. As they didn’t know any other job and
there was no one doing the same job in Turkey except
Mikael Zilciyan.
The two old apprentices became masters after two years’
unemployment... As they weren’t pleased with any jobs
they started, Agop had the idea of setting up their own
workshop and they did so. They had to work for free
until they were known in the music industry. “We just
knew the craft, loved our job and enjoyed producing. We
weren’t interested in the trade part of it. At the beginning, we were defrauded a lot. The tradesmen of Unkapani didn’t pay for the product they got.” Their business
boomed with a job offer from Gulbin Yavuz , a Turkish
girl living in America. Saying that Okay Temiz also helped
them a lot in order to find customers, Master Mehmet
adds: “Nearly all the ones are informed about each other
in music industry. And after a while your name and job is
known by almost all the musicians in the world.“

The second most important incident in
Mehmet Tamdeger’s life was the unexpected death of his friend, becoming
a brother to him. When we ask questions about his friend, he was together
from his boyhood to death, there are
tears in his eyes and his voice vibrates.
“You reminded me of my old days and
I lived them again.” he says by thanking us. Although he doesn’t want to remember those days, he tells us that after his
friend Agop’s death, he didn’t get along with
Agop’s children and they left the partnership.
Then he continued his business with the name
of “Istanbul Mehmet” and Agop’s children with
“Istanbul Agop”. Today handmade cymbals are
produced by only a few companies. “Istanbul
Mehmet” and “Istanbul Agop” are two brands
making cymbals stick to hand workmanship.
Zilciyan’s Secret Formula
One of the features of Zilciyan cymbals is their alloy’s
formula kept secret for years. We enquire how Mr.
Zilciyan taught them the formula of making cymbal.
Mehmet Tamdeger has a mischievous smile as if he
became a young boy again and starts to tell: “Actually our master didn’t teach us the formula. One day
Agop and I followed him secretly. Preliminary preparation of making cymbals was done by us anyway.
But when it comes to mixture of the formula, our
master used to send us outside. It offended us.
One day we went upstairs as if we moved out and
watched him there.” Stating us their way of learning
the secret formula he adds: “Although we learned
the formula, we didn’t ever think about setting up
another shop while our master’s alive. Today, the
ones having learned a few things near us leave and
establish their own workshop.”This craftsman, believing the holiness of traditional master- apprentice
relationship, believes the necessity of maintaining
high values of the past.” We were attached to our
master with all our heart and soul. We were afraid
of annoying him. He wasn’t just a master for us but
a father too. It wasn’t only valid for us but for all
our generation. We did whatever our master said
and worked until our job was done. The job we did
was in our responsibility.” We understand from his
sayings that he doesn’t even want to compare his period with our period. We conclude that the situation of
today’s mentoring system upsets him like every other old
master. However; we suppose the most bothering thing
for him is apprentices’ attempts to start their own business
without learning the craft completely...
Production of Drum’s Cymbals
We move to the workshop with Mr. Tamdeger in order to
learn the process of cymbal making. Though he doesn’t

give us the secret formula, he
tells us how they are made.
Tin and copper are melted
together in a pot and becomes a moulding. Then
it goes to cylinder and sent
to oven. A hole is punched
through the centre of the ones
threw into the water and they are cut.
The cymbal hammered for a long time is
polished after lathering. The last step is applying brand mark on it. Mr. Tamdeger indicates
that he doesn’t do the voice control himself
anymore but Bulent Akbay, the drummer of
Ayna, does the controls once in a week. If a
cymbal can’t pass the voice control, it is melted
and goes through the same process again.
These handmade cymbals are reliable as each
one has different timbres. They have trained
many master drummers and many important
masters in jazz and rock music so far. When
we question about the Turkish musicians getting their drums, he answers: “There are many
famous singers and bands buying drums from
us; Sila, Athena, Ayna, Yuksek Sadakat...These
are the ones I remember. “ Also Art Blakey,
Gipsy Kings, Mel Lewis and such groups and
singers take their instruments from Mr. Tamdeger every time. As he knows what they exactly want, they order him.
He also says: “Musicians are really attached to
their instruments. If they get used to a workshop,
they always want to get their instruments from
there. There becomes a relationship between instrument and the user. People want to play the
same kind of instruments they got used to.” Even
though he isn’t a musician, he has been in the
music industry for 60 years. He has met many
local and foreign celebrities and formed friendships. Although he doesn’t read note, he recognizes timbres of cymbals and distinguishes between them, which enables him to be permanent
in music market.
Having worked in the same job for 60 years
shouldn’t be something that everyone can do.
Despite his heart disease and is wife’s objection, he
goes to work every day and pays attention to every details. When the ones in his age enjoying their retirement
are thought, there is nothing to say about how fond of his
job he is. While we are leaving the workshop, we realize
the rhythmical beats of hammer hit to the cymbals. These
instruments will be delivered to musicians after a while
and as if they are doing their first rehearsal before delivery
under the beats of hammer.
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The Most Frail Form of Art
by Mutia SOYLU

So thin and so fragile egg shells turn into works of art in
the hands of Yusuf Eygoren. Mr. Eygoren decorates the
egg shells as meticulously as a surgeon, via a hand
held drill similar to the one used by dentists while
they are doing fillings, with flower motifs
and calligraphic writings. Later, in order
to prevent them from breaking, he puts
them into glamp glasses, enlightening
and coloring them with led lights.
The greatest wish of the first egg
carving master of Turkey to prepare
products on which the 99 names
of Allah is written, and to open
an exhibition for them.

Let scientists keep discussing whether
egg is useful or harmful for health,
egg now meets us in another
form that has never been seen
before. Egg, which has long
been the sine-qua-non of
our breakfast tables, turns
into a beautiful work of art
in Yusuf Eygoren’s masterly
and patient hands.
We visited Mr. Eygoren at
his workshop in Ikitelli Istoc in order to see how ordinary eggs turn into beautiful works of art. He welcomes us warmly. On the first
floor of the 2-storey workshop
is a carpenter’s lathe. We climb to
the second floor to begin our interview. Our attention turns towards the
lampshades made of eggs on which various motifs have been carved, some being completed,
and some not completed yet. On the corner stands a
small table, and next to it, a tiny hand held drill similar
to the one used by dentists while they are doing fillings.
We think to ourselves that he must be carving the eggs
with this tool. While sipping the hot dark tea he made
for us, we ask him how he was introduced to this art.
Apparently, he worked in the plastics business for years. Some day, though, he quit his job, deciding that
it was time to retire. He then travelled the world
for a while. He tells us that he travelled
to around 40 countries. Seeing that
travelling is an endless sea, he decided to find a hobby for himself to be settled. Seeing the
art of egg carving on internet which aroused his interest, “Could I do it?” he
thought to himself, and
rolled up his sleaves.
He tells how he began
to carve eggs in order
to brighten his life after getting retired with
the following words: “I
saw the works of art
created by a Ukrainean artist. I felt outrageous with happiness. Immediately I went out and
fetched a box of eggs. Hollowing out the first egg without breaking its shell was a
huge success for me.”

It is Important that Motifed Egg
Shells be Functionall
Of course, hollowing out the nutritious part of the egg is just the
first step. As far as what we learn from Mr. Eygoren, after
hollowing out the egg, the interior part of the shell must be
washed thoroughly. After the
shell dries out and hardens,
the motif is drawn on the
shell with a thin tipped pen.
Later, carving is done with a
thin tipped electric drill. The
carving process which can
take hours may sometimes
come to an end with frustration, though, due to a tiny carelessness, or the weakness of the
egg shell.
Yusuf Eygoren, the first egg carving master of Turkey,
opens the door to the cupboard which is right next to
his stand, showing us the boxes of eggs inside it. Most
of them have already been hollowed out, and made ready for carving with motifs on them. The master of this
art complains, though, that he has difficulty finding eggs
whose shells are strong enough to carve. He tells us that
the egg should both be big enough, and the shell should be strong.
Telling us that he usually uses eggs with white shells, Mr.
Eygoren thinks that dark colored eggs do not look as
beautiful as the white ones when carved. “There are also some masters who carve ostrich
eggs. Actually, it’s easier to work on an
ostrich egg since the risk of it breaking
is less. Chicken’s egg, however, is not
as easy to carve. It requires utmost
care”. He says, and adds that although he tried working on turkey’s
eggs several times, it was difficult to find eggs.
After carving the egg shell with
utmost care and meticulosity
with the motif he wishes, he
turns it into a functional form,
which he thinks is necessary.
His eyes shine while telling us
that a carved egg takes its main
beauty only when it is lit up properly. “It was the lamp I used in
order to lit the egg that gave it the
beauty it deserved. When I discovered that beauty, I dedicated all my day
carving eggs.” He says, and adds the fol-
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lowing to express his passion for the work he
does: “I used to get up at 10 to go to work, but
now I get up at 6. I loved this job”.
Lampshades are of glasses or glass vases
Mr. Eygoren turns the eggs he carves with motives into lampshades in order to functionalise
them. “I realised that it is very difficult to preserve the eggs alone. They break very easily. I
thus tried to take them into glass shades.” He
says. To give the egg shells a more aesthetical
form, he situates the egg shells on wooden
bases, and on the glass shade, he situates wooden domes. Mr. Eygoren then
lits up the carved eggs he puts into
glass shades with led lighting. He
tells us that he uses led lamps
since they do not warm up
and damage the egg
shell, changing its color.

We also learn that Mr. Eygoren
makes the wooden bases he situates the egg shells on with the lathe we have just seen on the first
floor. The bottom of the wooden
base is left a little bit open in order to change the lamp when necessary. We had mentioned that Mr.
Eygoren preserves the meticulously
carved egg Shell in glass shades.
This shade can sometimes be
a glass, sometimes a wineglass, or an elegant
vase. However, it is not
possible to tell what it is
in a completed composition, which proves the
skill of the master.
We wonder if he varnishes the egg shells in order for them
to last longer. Mr. Eygoren tells us that what we see is bear
egg shell, and no chemicals are applied on it.
Adapted Calligraphy into the Art of Egg Carving
Mr. Eygoren is engaged in the art of egg carving he began in order to color his life after retirement for over 3 years. Stating that he was the first to begin performing this
art in Turkey, he adds that new masters are also being raised. He adds, though, that his uniqueness as a master is
that he applies calligraphic motifs on egg shells. “I’ve never
seen any egg carving masters in the world who carves his
eggs with calligraphic motives”. he says.

We then ask the master how long it takes to complete an egg lampshade
that is ready to be plugged. Mr. Eygoren states that it may take 2 or 3
days to prepare and carve the egg if the wooden materials and lamps
are ready. After all, he works with a material that is very thin, and that
can break easily. So, we can not help thinking that
it is a very short period. However, he tells us that
he rushes to his workshop early in the morning
due to the passion he has for this job. He then
works all day with passion and care to complete a lampshade.
While interviewing, we also keep looking at the objects that are about to be completed or are
complete. We wonder to
ourselves how many
objects he might
have completed so
far. We learn that he
worked on around 500 eggs and turned them into enlightening objects. When we remind that there are limited number of eggs in the workshop, though, he feels the need
to explain why. “I don’t keep the objects I’ve completed. I like gifting them to friends
or to those who see and like them. Most of what you see here are still unfinished. It
wouldn’t be a lie if I said that I’ve never sold any of my works. I sometimes donate
them to charity bazaars as well. In short, I like gifting what I
produce”. he says.
Stating that he does his best to develop the art he loves
very much, and gets use of the internet a lot, Mr. Eygoren tells that he sometimes wishes he had started
performing this art earlier. He immediately adds the
following, though: “But then I would have to face
some difficulties if I had begun to perform this art
15 or 20 years ago. For instance, there was no internet, or led lighting at that time. So maybe
my works wouldn’t be so beautiful.”
Finally, we ask Mr. Eygoren
the peak he wants to reach in his career. Stating that his greatest
wish is to introduce
his products to the
audience in an art
exhibition, Mr. Eygoren continues as follows: “I want to carve the
99 names of Allah on egg shells. I
will also include the ones I have so far carved with flower or calligraphy
motives, and will open an exhibition with around 300 works of mine. This
will be my first exhibition. As I’ve stated earlier, I always gift what I make
to others. So I don’t have sufficient number of works to display in an exhibition”. He also reminds that he will donate the income of the exhibition to
charitable organisations. Finally, he adds that his door is always open to those who want to master this art.

The Living Museum
of Gaziantep
by Emine UCAK ERDOGAN
Gaziantep now has a museum which aims to transfer to the next
generations the traditional arts of the city that are about to
disappear, not only as a bunch of knowledge, but also culturally
and practically. In the museum opened in the historical Gumruk Han
which has just been restored with utmost adherence to the original,
the works of art that represent the best examples of the traditional
arts are produced, exhibited, and transferred to the interested.

There are also some art experts which define this museum that serves the purposes
of exhibiting, preserving and introducing the works of art as a sort of prison, which is
an opinion that is becoming even more widespread every day. Within this perspective,
museums are defined as prisons that imprison works of art. By the way, we should
also remind the reader of cases where prisons have been converted into museums in
Turkey. Like all the world, the idea of opening living museums which contain the living examples of arts in order to change the perspection that museums are institutions
which only remind the audience of things that have already disappeared is getting
more and more common in our country as well. The living museum in Beypazari is
a good example for that. Another good and brandnew example is the one that was
opened in Gaziantep a few months ago.

The disappearing handicrafts and arts of Gaziantep are
being revived in the living museum which was opened
in Gumruk Han after the completion of its restoration
with the art works that are being produced, exhibited
and introduced to the interested audience. The municipality of Sahinbey which has put the museum into
service has adopted the principle that handicrafts are
the most lively and meaningful documents in terms of
cultural identities, and reviving them is a social responsibility since they are about to disappear.
In this new and different museum perspective within
which themes such as briefing the audience accurately
and at first hand, on the disappearing handicrafts, and
registering those handicrafts will be covered, one other
objective is supporting those in need of aid in socioeconomical terms. The works of art produced by the
ladies of Sahinbey who have mastered the handicrafts
at training centers that belong to the municipality are
both exhibited in the living museum, and are purchased
by the interested. Various interior fitting products and
souvenirs produced with different techniques are waiting to meet their buyers at the special section in the
museum except for Mondays.
The Location where Cultural Codes are Expressed
You feel, as soon as you step in the door, that rather
than a museum, you are entering a special location
where the deep rooted culture and folklor of Antep is
expressed. Yemeni makers, quilt makers, kutnu craftsman, clog makers, embroideries that originally belong
to Antep, and many more. They are all produced, exhibited, and sold to the interested in Gumruk Han, which
was built in 1800s, and restored last year to host the art
lovers. Not only the traditional arts of Gaziantep, but
also the ones that belong to other regions are represented in this museum, some of which are wood, copper, silver and pearl carving.

Now that we have said “living museum”, it is naturally
possible to meet an old master of yemeni making at his
stand, or a young man who is interested in wood carving. It is also possible to experience the unique pleasure of buying a product that has just been produced.
It makes one happy to see yemeni designs that are of
various colors and patterns while classical yemenis are
being produced on one hand. The old master who is
working at his stand without being distracted by passers by is busy making yemeni out of a light olive green
leather. Although he is well advanced in years, he is
quite careful and meticulous, taking care of each and
every detail with utmost attention.
Yemenis Which Have Become Associated with Antep
Let us now give brief information about yemeni. A yemeni is a flat heeled shoe the top of which is made
of red or black leather, and the sole of which is made
of sole leather. Although they are originally of Yemen,
these days they have mostly become associated with
Antep since yemenis are being produced almost nowhere except for Kilis and Gaziantep. Mainly, a yemeni
is composed of 2 parts: stout leather and front. The
stout leather part is made of waterbuffalo and cattle
skin, and is composed of the part that touches the
ground, as well as the sole belt that is made of beef
skin, and the cloths inside it. The front part, on the other hand, is composed of pieces of saffian and leather
that are attached and glued to one another.
5 different animal skins are used in the making of yemeni. The bottom sole is made of waterbuffalo and
cattle skin while the front is made of goad skin. The
undercoat is made of sheep skin, the inner sole is made
of goad or cattle skin, and the edge is made of kid
leather. No plastic is used during the production phase,
and the shoe is sewn with hand. Being flat heeled, they
should be sewn upside down. After sewing is done, it
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is turned right side up and is ready to wear. After being turned right side up, it is molded, taken out of the
mold by cutting evenly, and its edge is sewn. The shoe
is now ready to wear and sell. Other shoes do not have
most of these characteristics. We should also remind
that yemenis are really healthy shoes to use.
Another resident of the museum is a master who has
been doing pearl carving for 33 years. In addition to ordinary products such as dowery chests, Quran lecterns
and mirrors, it is also possible to see in this workshop
other non-conventional products such as candle hold-
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ers and chess sets. The common point they all share
is the rare motifs used in their making. While we are
strawling around workshops, we are especially interested in the production of clogs. The clogs that are associated with mosques have now been converted into
elegant pairs of slippers. Each design is more colorful
and interesting than the other. Just like the ones we
see in the mosaic workshop. Mosaic has become even
more important for those who are from Antep especially after Zeugma. We learn there that mosaic courses
are also arranged in the workshop, and that the young
are very interested in them.

Kutnu are woven in yet another stand. It is one of
the traditional arts that are about to disappear. Kutnu weaving is a type of silk weaving which is practiced in Gaziantep only. Its thread is of artificial silk
and cotton, and its raw material is floss silk. Woven
completely by hand, the kutnu cloth is woven in various forms. The kutnu fabrics were once produced in
Aleppo, Hama and Humus, and would be brought
to the Anatolian market. Later, though, those silky
weavings began to be produced in the city center of
Gaziantep, and in other towns and villages. Besides
its use in the making of local costumes, it is also

used in the making of various accessories, touristic
costumes, bags, slippers, and curtain fabrics.
It is sufficient to stop by Gumruk Han to see all these
traditional arts while being performed. Do not forget, though, to buy yourself a cup of coffee at the
cafe in the middle of the mole to have rest after the
strawl that is full of history. You will certainly be accompanied by the colors, sounds and smells of the
traditional arts each of which is more beautiful and
precious than the other.
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Poet Hayâlî Fountain (Fountain with Two Ringlet)

Edirne Fountains
That Leak Sorrow Into Basins
by Mehmet KOKREK

"Everything ends but not Edirne..." Dist. Prof. Suheyl Unver

EdirnethatinvolvedinOttomanEmpirein1361wasthesceneofanintensereconstructionactivityonthefollowingdaysafterthe
conquest. Potable water installations are one of the most important components of these reconstruction processes that reach
the perfection in the 16th century. In the very first years of conquest, Edirne was only composed of two small neighborhoods
named Kaleici and Yildirim, inhabitants used water from Tunca and Meric rivers for their needs. Later on, lots of fountains and
public fountains had been built by either statesmen or honorable beneficent because of increasing requirements of water
with construction of new neighborhoods.We visited Edirne’s drinking fountains which revived the city having built in history;
yet which no longer stream at the moment. We made the most of its elegant tablets which pass down its stories to this age.
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Military Hospital Fountain

Water.. the fundamental companion of human being
on perpetuating his life and adventure of maturation..
the touchstone of civilizations in every single geographical place of the earth without discrimination.. Our ancestors showed their thanks for this benediction that is
called “clean” and “cleaner” in the Islamic literature by
building fountains. Fountains that were built to satisfy
public’s need of water made them feel better during
centuries.
Unfortunately, today the basins of these fountains that
present an aesthetic visual feast with both architectural
features and decorative elements are full of sadness instead of water. Today, we are deprived of glamorous
thankfulness of our ancestors beside passing over from
most of the fountains that have tablets with “Ac besmeleyle ic suyu/ Han Ahmed’e eyle dua” which means
“drink in the name of god/pray for Han Ahmed”. Hence
the reason to write this article is to tell about historical
fountains that were built in Edirne and revive the city.

According to historical archives and files about Edirne,
we found out that there have been 358 fountains built
in Edirne. Some of these fountains were destroyed in
history by some pretences and most of the fountains
that are present are out of order.
Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Pasa Fountain is the biggest
fountain in Edirne which is located south of Selimiye
Mosque and crossroads of Architect Sinan Road and
Hastane Street. Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Pasa who was
called “brave, smart, staid and cautious” at Sicil-i Osmani (a book involving biographies of famous people
in OttomanEmpire between 14th and 19th centuries)
was put to death on account of the fact that he is the
reason for defeat on the 2nd Vienna Siege as known.
There is a single alcove in the middle of this big fountain
which was built as three sided. Ornamental slab that is
located into this alcove ends with Rumi pattern. Under
this pattern there is a “kartus” and a locked alcove following it. Beside the alcove there are two symmetrical
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Kara Mustafa Pasha Fountain

herbal patterns and also there are pattern of a life tree
on two sides of the ringlet inside the alcove. Just on
the ringlet there is another pattern of “gulbezek”. On
the scene of Mimar Sinan Street of the fountain there
is an alcove with two ornamental slabs on the left side.
There is a life tree pattern with flowers in vase on two
sides in the aforementioned alcove. On the contrary, at
the scene of the Hastane Street there are two alcoves
just like the other ones. Face stones are used for building this fountain with wooden roof. There is a saying
on the marble inscription on the middle alcove with the
date 2 hijri 1077;
“Cenab-i Mustafa Pasa-yi Ekrem / Vezir-i padisahi
mesned ara / Odur piraye-yi bend-i sahid-i mulk / Odur
kaim makam-i adil pira / Akitti Edirne sehrinde bir su /
Sultan Suleiman Fountain

Kim itti cur’asin kevser-i temenna / Gorundu feyz-i ismi
Mustafa’dan / Medine Edirne ma ayn-i zerka / Atallahu
omreh ba sa’adet / Ademallahu ikbaleh ve ebka / Bimail
feyzi min tarihi sani / Cer’i-aynu tusemma selsebila” (1077)
Fountains are Keepsake
Askeri Hastane fountain which is moved from police
soldier school to the park near the covered bazaar in
1971 is important with its inscription rather than architectural features. It is built by one of the famous Edirne
historians called Rifat Osman Tosyavizade in memory of
three doctors who died because of epidemic of cholera and typhoid that take many lives in 1911. There are
names of these doctors who died because of these
epidemic Mustafa Kazim (chemistry doctor), Mustafa
Edhem (surgeon) and Cevad Sami (ophthalmologist) on
one compartment of this fountain with two compartments. On the other compartment there is some information about epidemic that effect Edirne too much on
the inscription.
“Cenab-i hafiz-i hakiki hak-i pak-i vatan-i
Osmani bilcumle mesaibten muhafaza buyursun amin 1328 senesi Temmuz’unda baslayarak
1330 Mayis’inda nihayet bulan buyuk salginda koleradan
bin yetmis lekeli tifodan dokuz
yuz seksen dort ve hummayi raciadan yetmis iki fevt
vukua bulmustur. Bu muhlik
salgin esnasinda etibbadan
uc arkadasimiz lekeli tifoya
muptela olarak sehiden irtihal-i dar-i beka etmisler ve
bu cesme sehid arkadaslarimiza bir vesile-yi rahmet
olmak uzere insa kilinmistir.
Rifat Osman Muharrem fi
sene 1334”

Means that;“1070 people died because of cholera
and 984 people died because of typhoid between
the years 1328 and 1330. Our three fellows who were
doctors also died during this epidemic and this fountain had been built to remember them and pray for
their comfort.”
Another fountain that was built by Rifat Osman Tosyavizade in 1915 is in the garden of Edirne commercial high school. This fountain is four sided different
from the above two fountains. It has four columns
ends with a small dome on them. According to an
inscription on the north of the fountain, it is restored
by Mustafa Uzum and Necdet Gokalp on 15th of November in 1997.
There is another fountain as called Sultan Suleyman
fountain in the south of Muardiye Mosque which
is built when Murad 2nd was the sultan. It’s on the
crossroads of Muradiye street and Sekerci ramp and
has four sided and two alcoves. There is a bad scene
because of deformations of fire and smear into alcoves. It’s very difficult to have information about the
fountain because the inscription on the west side was
lost. There are some speculations about the name of
this fountain in the R.M.Meric’s essay about Edirne’s
historical and architectural productions, but they need
to be proved.
Hayalî’s Fountain is Not……
Hayali who was one of the famous
poets is also one of the beneficents who dedicate a fountain in
Edirne. Hayali was born in Yenice
where lots of poets were born such
as Hayreti, Usuli, and so on. Yenice
was described as “mecma-yi suara”
which means collection of poems, and
“menba-yi zurafa” which means the
source of polite people by Kinalizade,
and also described as “gaziler ocagi ve
arifler duragi” which means home of
war veterans and enlightened people
by Asik Celebi. It’s known that Hayali
Bey who met with one of the deboner
seikhs “Baba Ali Mest”, visited Istanbul
a few times. In one of these visits, Hayali Bey met with Gurz Nureddin Efendi
who was the kadi of the city and after
that he started to be interested in “tahsil-i magrifet” means that cover a distance on the upstairs to God. Hayali Bey
was buried in graveside in the garden
of Vize Celebi mosque that is keepsake
from his ancestors after he was weak
among the scholars and lost sultan’s
favour because of some intrigues. Just

beside this graveside there is a fountain that Hayali
Bey dedicates. Author of the Riyaz-i Belde-yi Edirne
(a book which demonstrate Edirne) Badi Efendi has
declared the name of neighbourhood as “Hayali Vize
Celebi” today known as “Abdurrahman” . the fountain which is known as “Iki Luleli” that Hayali dedicated while surviving is out of order nowadays. Another
name is “Poet Hayali Fountain” that was seen from
Uzunkaldirim street and has two sharp alcoves. Face
stones were used as construction material and date of
inscriptions of the fountain is 1324 hijri. According to
this date this fountain has been restorated in that year
by “Haci Mustafa Bey”.
The Only Janissary Fountain
Janissary fountain is between Muradiye fountain and
janissary baths on the Copluce Hendek Street. This
fountain which is left from janissary community and
brought away on 16th of June in 1826 is also out of order despite it was restorated by Edirne Mayoralty soon.
Again face stones were used as construction material.
It’s sad but inscription of this single fountain remembrance from janissary was lost so that date of construc-

Janissary Fountain

tion hasn’t been
known exactly
but it’s thought
that it was probably built at the
same time with
the
janissary
baths next to it.
Archives works may
discover the date it
was built clearly.

also lost. Face stone
had been used for
construction
of
this fountain that
placed on the crossing point of Kulahtoz
Fountain Street and
Eski Istanbul Road.

On the contrary of a
general view, either the
mosque or the fountain
There is a fountain under the
hadn’t been constructed by Seyh
Fon Fon Hasan Efendi Fountain
minaret on the west side of “Old
Bedreddin who is the author of the
Mosque”. Its name is unknown and
famous book called “Varidat”. The inscripthere is no other fountain just like this one. There is
tion on the main door of the mosque verifies our thea painted part in its sharp alcove and it is thought that sis by indicating the date ninty years after the death of
there was an inscription. Fountain has been restorated Seyh Bedreddin.
during restoration of the mosque recently. Another
example of fountain under the minaret is at the west The Fountain’s Own Poem
side of Uc Serefeli Mosque. There is an inscription on Fountain of Huseyin Pasa, called as “Amcazade” (cous“kaide” part of the three minaret balconies that are in in English) since he’s son of Hasan Aga, the brother
the reason for name of the mosque. Aforementioned of Koprulu Mehmet Pasa, is also destroyed despite it
inscription is regarded as an inscription of a fountain was restorated in 1991. To restore the destroyed founthat constructed on the “kaide” because of a misun- tain Amcazade Huseyin Pasa spent too much money
derstanding, had been brought here from a destroyed that attracts attention of poets who compose poetries
fountain. Although it is unknown that which fountain
this inconspicuous inscription belongs to, Oral Onur, a
respectable Edirne historian, indicated that it belongs
tain
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to Sakir Aga Mosque. This destroyed inscription should
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have moved and kept in a museum or preserved here.
Otherwise another cultural heritage will be destroyed. Text of this extremely small
inscription is that:
“Var idi Sultan Murad’in / Kimseler
olmamisdi / Oldu ihyasina ba’is / Hayrile adi sirdir / Rihleti tarihin Didim / Kase
sirdir imameyn / Bir ayagi akdemi / Hic bu
sirrin mahremi / Kim anin Sakir Aga / Hiras-i
zat-i erkemi / Mah-u Muharremde tamam /
Askina ic zemzemi” (Tarih Sene 1278)
Just like mentioned above there are number
of mosques that are unrecognizable because of destruction such as Soguk Fountain, Kiz Fountain, Fon Fon Hasan Efendi
Fountain, Kulahduz Fountain, Luleli Fountain, II. Selim Fountain, Rifat Aga Fountain.
And these fountains expect the relevance of
benefactors.
Another fountain that can be mentioned
in this manner is definitely the fountain
which is on the north side of the Kadi Bedreddin Mosque, and called as the same
name with that mosque. It’s inscription is
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about it. This couplet by poet Nizami from Edirne is
quite famous: “Gumus suyu diseler namina sezadir
kim / Rakam yoluna giden mali aciz imladan”
On the south and north sides there is an alcove in
each that ends with a sharp belt and wheel of fortune patterns on it. Amcazade Huseyin Pasa who was
a governor and a sea captain was buried in his own
foundation “dar’ul-hadis”. According to the inscription found on the south of aforementioned fountain,
it hadn’t been repaired by Devletlu Arif Pasa who was
a locum governor and commander of second army.
On the east side, there is a small repaired inscription
that was restorated in 1991 sponsored by Kirkpinar
Agasi Alper Yazoglu. The inscription with date hijri
1116 (m.1704/5) on the north side says that:
“Etti icra bu cesmenin abin / Hukm-u sahnse mubareki / Emredince Huseyin Pasa’ya / Itti leb-i tesnegani
ableri / Nice pasa ki lutuf ve ihsani / Gipta ferma-yi
ruh-u hatem-i tayyi / Baglardan gecirdi bu abi / Oldu
atisane nesve-yi bahs-i hami / Oyle bir ayn-i ruh-u
perver kim / Ab-i hivan yaninda leys-i seb’i /Oldu yekpare Faika tarihi / Bu iki misra pey ender pey / Icine
ruhtur bu ab-i zulal / Ve min’el-ma’i kulli
sey’in Hay” (1116)
Governor of Edirne, Es’ad
Mehmed Muhlis Pasa’s fountain called with his own name is
one of the fountains that are not
cared. Es’ad Mehmed Muhlis Pasa
who is Hasan Efendi’s son is said as
“enlightened, grave, modest, harsh”
in Sicil-i Osmani. After being
governor of the cities Erzurum,
Sahya, Musul, Kerkuk, he became governor of Kurdistan in
1264 hijri, zilhicce. He died in hijri
1267 (mart 1851) during that last
mission.
A third (sulus) on the inscription
belt with the body carried with four
angled columns goes on four sides
of the fountain. Fountain with iron
passes on three sides is out of order now. There is some information
about this fountain in Riyaz-i Beldeyi Edirne. It says:
“Saraclarda Ali Pasa Carsisi karsisinda Edirne kapusu kurbunde
Saraclar caddesinde otuz ikinci
numarada vaki’ Ayas Muftisizade
Edirne valisi Es’ad Muhlis Pasa’nin
ihya kerdesi olan sebildir…”

Razi, who wrote the inscription that rounds the construction was famous with named as Cirpanli Hafiz.
He wrote the inscription of Rustem Bekir Pasa Fountain just like Es’ad Pasa Fountain. On the south of
construction, there is one more inscription dated as
hijri 1338 (m.1920) placed after the restoration by
“Bakkalbasi Emin Efendi”.
Unfortunately, some fountains that have been used
for years cannot exist today. We’ll content ourselves
with specifying names of some of them. Readers who
would like to have more information can make use
of the bibliography in the end. Major fountains that
are not exist now are; Mehmed Aga Fountain, Zehra
Hanim Fountain, Aci Fountain, Arpa Kervan Fountain, Firuz Aga Fountain, Nezir Aga Fountain, Huseyin
Fountain, Mehmed Emin Aga Fountain, Fatma Hatun
Fountain, Sahinzade Fountain and Bekir Rustem Pasa
Fountain that was constructed by Bekir Rustem Pasa.

Esad Pasha Dispenser

Something
Wrong
with This Clock
by Dilek DOGAN

Nasreddin Hodja is well known all around the world.
Hodja, who reflects Turkish humour with his jokes, is seen
in so many different figures in his jokes, but each time
he makes us smile and think. Because he is a folk sage
impressed both his age and the further ages. Because of
one of his jokes, he is remembered as riding his donkey
from its back side. Great grandchildren of this witty man
keep protecting the historical and spiritual remaining left
from him in Aksehir where he sent his message to the
humankind. Erdogan Ozbakir, the inventor of running
backward clocks is one of them.
Nasreddin Hodja who is known with similar stories in lots of
countries from Balkans to Central Asia and messages of him
are so important. He criticises the society and people and
suggests solutions when he sends his toleration, fraternity, peace and optimism messages to the humankind.
The Turkish folk sage…He became the leader of the
humorous kind of story includes sense and sophistication. He took lessons from Seyyid Mohammed
Hayrani and Seyyid Hadji Ibrahim and continued to
his research about the Islamic religion. According
to a rumour, he gave lessons in madrasah and he
is charged with cadi (Muslim judge) duty. Because
of this duty, he is named as Nasuriddin Hâce and
then it is changed with Nasreddin Hodja.
The information about his life intermingled with
rumours and supernatural aspects are added to it.
Its cause is adoration of the people. Meeting Seljuq
sultans, becoming friends with the mystic poet Mevlana
Jalal-ud-Din Rumi, talking with Timur (a Turkish ruler) who
lived at least 70-year after his death and even appearing in
different places at the same time; all of these are among the
rumours. Nasreddin Hodja is evaluated not with the incidents he
lived but with the meaning, satire and irony in humorous stories both he told himself and people tell as him.

When his jokes and humorous stories are analysed, it is
clearly understood that he expressed the lifestyle, the humour concept, the irony and mocking concept, praise and
satire skills of Anatolian people instead of a definite time.
The explanations of the words he used show us that.

Hodja tells that his donkey is not at home to a peasant
who asks for his donkey. Then the peasant hears its braying in the stall and insists on that the donkey is in the stall.
And Hodja asks to him whether he believes in him or the
donkey.

The common point composes the humour stories about
him is love, satire, praise and irony. He appears in contradictory characters as wise, illiterate, smart, easy going, shy,
reckless, silly, clever, coward, bold while telling the stories.
Especially being in contradictory with the person being
talked is focus of humour. These subjects compose the
behaviour of Anatolian people against some situations.

In his humorous stories, the believes in afterlife of strict
devouts have an important place. “Mules of the Cup
Seller”(Fincanci katirlari in Turkish) and “I passed through
here when I was healty”(Ben sagligimda hep buradan
gecerdim in Turkish) are his humorous stories that reflect
the feeling against a strict belief. “Fine feathures make
fine birds” (Ye kurkum ye in Turkish), expresses what is
important in the society, shows the reaction of the people by Hodja’s parlance. The effect of Nasreddin Hodja,
spread to the whole of the society, caused arising
of other humorous stories such as “Sergeant
with Pearl”(Incili Cavus in Turkish), “Bekri Mustafa” and “Bektashi”.

Satires from Nasreddin Hodja
Nasreddin Hodja attracts by being a centre
of attention in humorous story. The one
that is made say replaces with the one
that makes him say so the people has
a voice Nasreddin Hodja’s sayings. In all
homour stroies of him, Nasreddin Hodja
appears with an experienced or being
experienced event and linked with the
plot rather than as an abstract being. He
expresses the reaction or confirmation for
the event with a kind of homour stroy. The
events
The hodja either randomly appears or
does not appear among the nobleman
and people from the palace.For instance,
there are not any humour stories about
Seljuk sultans whom it is adduced that he
met. His humour story about Timur, “Turkish bath, Timur and loincloth”, was written
later because he lived years before him.
The admiration of the people made him
come across in Turkish bath with such
an emperor that consternates around
himself. And it created such an irony “This I
am telling you, my dear daughter, so that you, my dear
daughter-in-law, might take heed.” The people in this
irony is indirectly the people of the palace who regards
themselves superior than the public.
Something also speaks in his humorous stories, by personification, and reflects people’s feelings. It’s his donkey. It’s
impossible to think him without his donkey. The donkey,
both his vehicle and mount, is actually a subject of satire
and irony. It can be said that horse doesn’t have a place in
the humorous stories of Anatolian people. Donkey is the
most common a symbol for putting up with sorrow, hardship, thrashing, hunger. There is no donkey in nobleman’s
humour stories which are produced around the palace.
Instead of it, there are horses. There is another paradox
about this subject: In the humorous story, humoros and
satire items are together. This is a good example for that:

Nasreddin Hodja is a satire expert and a leader of society who impresses both his time and
the furher ages. He lived in Aksehir, a town in
Konya. He sent messages to the whole mankind by the examples from the people in Aksehir. He is a part of Aksehir with the hope
to yeast Aksehir Lake, his donkey carries the
center of the world to Aksehir, the wickerwork he wanted to strech over Tekke
Brook because of gale.
Both Aksehir and the people live in Aksehir have kept Nasrediin Hodja’s historical
and moral heritage for centuries. He continues to live throughout Aksehir. The
people you may come across in Aksehir
will demonstrate with the glint in their
eyes, the smile on their face or the jokes
in their speech that they are great-grand
children of him.
Great-grandchildren of the Hodja also Goes Backward
The inventor of running backward clocks, Erdogan Ozbakir, is an example for this. He is a really great greatgrandchild of Nasreddin Hodja and he represented him
for nine times. Mr. Ozbakir is 63-year-old according to
formal documents and he fulfils his 50th year in this job.
However, he feels himself just 24.
He begins to produce gift products in his room, he turned
into a workshop, when he was 13. He continues this
job while he is a student and a teacher. Thanks to him,
the figure of Nasreddin Hodja takes place in gift products area. The inventor fulfils his 40 year old dream and
creates the running backward clock. The hour hand and
minute hand run backward but the numbers are in converse order. So the time is true. In the production process
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time, teaches finding truth by thinking.” He tells that
they exceeded the real meaning. He says that he influenced from Nasreddin Hodja’s philosophy while producing the clocks. He summarizes the hodja’s philosophy
and the production process with these words: “Nasreddin Hodja always surprises people by doing adverse
things in his time and his jokes he continues to live.
He made people think while making them surprised. For
instance, he poured flour on a string, cut the arm he sat
on, yeasted the lake, made the boiler bear. He always
chose converse logic affairs as the subject in his jokes. I
internalized his philosophy not only in my jobs but also
in my soul as a man represented him for seven times. I
aimed to produce something that is parallel to the hodja’s
philosophy. I wanted to surprise generations like him as a
grandchild of him. The people who sees the clocks surprise at first. Because it is hard to understand at first sight.
Numbers are in converse order, minute hand and hour
hand turn conversely. When they see it they smile.”
Mr. Ozbakir thinks that the production of the running
backward clocks will end after his death. He tells reproachfully that nobody wants to work in this field. He
says: “Unfortunately, nobody wants to become skilled in
this job.” It is not able to find the students say “I want to
learn this job.” And Mr. Ozkan also add these: “I do not
have time for the ones about to leave. Everybody seeks
a way to earn money without work so this job does not
have a future for itself. I think all of these jobs like ours will
end completely after us.”
he came across with some technical problems and he
tells these: “This was my dream for 40 years. We could
not achieve because of technical problems at first but
then we worked harder and solved the problem. After
that different kinds and models were produced.
When the mean of running backward clocks are asked,
Mr. Ozbakir answers in a funny way: “They bring back
the past time, fix the affairs going wrong, teach thinking
again to find the truth.” He also writes his jokes inside
of the clocks. He tells that “We achieved producing the
running backward clocks but feared if they could not get
attention by people. Certainly I thought the possibilty
maybe my first products could not sell. On the contrary,
they got much attention.” He expresses that the clocks
got attention not only from Aksehir or Turkey but also
from all over the world and continues in a humorous
way “It was actually possible to enter overseas market.
However, I could not dare it because of the exhaustion
of being “24”.
Mr. Ozbakir reminds the lines under the clocks and tells:
“It fixes the affairs going wrong, brings back the past
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He is Dealing with Nasreddin Hodja
and Aksehir Guide
Actually it is not the only problem the inventor, dedicated
his life to Nasreddin Hodja’s philosophy and practising it
in his life, comes across. He wanted to present a good gift
to Aksehir and the people in Aksehir on his 50th year in
his job. Then he composed a project called “The republic
arised from Aksehir in 9 months and 10 days.” He began to produce gift products within this project. He made
panel, curiosities and magnet about Ataturk and Konya.
The inventor is ready to give his models and drawings free
to a charity that operates these without any money. Unfortunately, he has not found an institution or charity yet.
In addition, Mr. Ozbakir prepares a small notebook guide
for Nasreddin Hodja and Aksehir. It is for the memory of
his 50th year in his job. He tells that this notebook will be
pressed at least 10 000. He thinks that one of the most
important things in Aksehir is absence of such a guide.
He tells in his speech: “The local and foreign tourists have
problems to find a booklet. Because there is not such a
source. Although we took many things from him, we can
not give him anything in turn and we do not know him.”

